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ABSTRACT
Recent advances in material science and nanotechnology have given rise to a myriad
of developments, while in the meantime call for research into the impacts of nanomaterials
on the environment and human health. Although considerable progress has been made in
the past decade concerning the behavior of nanomaterials in biological systems, such
understanding is critically lacking with respect to the fate of nanomaterials in ecosystems.
Accordingly, this dissertation addresses the interactions between nanomaterials and
algae—the major constituent of the aquatic food chain (Part I, Chapter two), and exploits
the physicochemistry of nanoscaled synthetic dendritic polymers for environmental
applications, especially for water purification that is a focused theme of the entire dossier
(Part II, Chapters two-five).
This dissertation is organized as follows.
Chapter one presents a general review of the physical/physicochemical properties,
characterizations, implications—especially ecological implication, and applications of a host
of most produced and studied nanomaterials. In addition, advances in environmental
applications of nanomaterials are discussed.
Chapter two examines algal responses to two major types of engineered
nanomaterials – quantum dots and polystyrene. Inhibited photosynthetic activities of green
algae are observed as a result of the physical adsorption of the nanomaterials.
Chapter three elucidates the physicochemical properties of poly(amidoamine)tris(hydroxymethyl)amidomethane- and amine-terminated dendrimers towards their
applications in water remediation. Here, the capacities and mechanisms of the dendrimers in
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hosting cationic copper, anionic nitrate, polyaromatic phenanthrene, and the more
heterogeneous humic acids are discussed.
Based on the results of Chapter three, Chapter four presents a dendrimer-based
novel optical scheme for improving the detection sensitivity and selectivity of environmental
pollutants. Specifically, the surface plasmon resonance of a gold nanowire and the high
hosting capacity of dendrimers are utilized for enhancing the detection limit of copper down
to the nanomolar level.
Chapter five exploits a promising use of dendrimers for the removal of potentially
harmful discharged nanoparticles. Here fullerenols are used as a model nanomaterial, and
their interactions with dendrimers of two different generations are studied using
spectrophotometry and thermodynamics methods.
Chapter six summarizes the key findings in this dissertation and presents future work
that is stimulated by this PhD research.
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CHAPTER ONE
LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1.

Introduction
The recent trend of science and technology has shown a convergence from the

macroscopic and microscopic levels to the nano- and quantum scale. Over the past two
decades, nanotechnology, a branch of engineering science that deals with creating objects
smaller than 100 nm in dimension, has significantly advanced electronics, medicine, and
materials, catalysis, and industrial engineering. This revolution has spawned activities
affecting the social, economic, and environmental spheres, often in ways that are entirely
unforeseen.
Along with innovations and growth of nanotechnology, however, there has been a
growing concern over the potentially adverse environmental and health impacts of
nanomaterials (1-8). Timely recognition of such concern and development of mitigating
strategies will ensure the safe development of nanotechnology by avoiding the pitfalls
plagued by past major technological developments of nuclear power, genetically modified
foods, and information technologies; these latter technologies have often harmed the
environment leading to public skepticism.
It is well accepted that environmental problems are a complicated mosaic of multiple
phenomena

that require multidimensional

analysis and solutions.

Consequently,

interdisciplinary approaches that combine physical and biological sciences with a focus on
the environment are often desirable for environmental protection and remediation. In the
past physical sciences have had much to offer for addressing environmental issues:

advancements in laser physics and computing techniques have led to the development of air
pollutant monitoring; developments in materials processing and design have created more
efficient energy generation methods and recycling techniques; the use of geophysical
methods to monitor radioactivity have established new clean-up strategies; environmental
physicists have made major contributions to the understanding of global climate change and
the ozone hole (9).
The central objective of this dissertation is to investigate the environmental
implications and applications of nanotechnology. Strategically, the principles and techniques
of physics, materials, and physical chemistry have been applied to examine the interactions
between the environmental components of algae, humic substance, and contaminants and
the nanomaterial matrix of quantum dots (QDs), plastic, and dendritic polymers. Part I of
this dissertation is focused on evaluating the ecological implications of QDs and nanosized
plastic adsorption. Part II of this dissertation concerns the applications of dendritic polymers
for environmental remediation.

1.2.

Nanomaterials Fabrication, Properties and Characterization
Recent development in high-resolution instrumentation such as scanning tunneling

microscopy, atomic force microscopy, and electron microscopy, as well as the establishment
of new disciplines of supramolecular chemistry and molecular self-assembly has enabled
fabrication of nanomaterials of unique morphology, strictly controlled size, shape, and
crystalline structures, and has led to discoveries of fullerenes and carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
and the synthesis of novel nanomaterials such as QDs and nanowires. Such materials are
being extensively applied to a number of fields, including but not limited to catalysis, optics,
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electronics, and biotechnology (10). An important aspect of nanomaterials is their increased
ratio of surface area to volume, giving rise to quantum mechanical effects. Such reduction in
size also results in unique physical properties such as increased mechanical strength, as well
as the quantum effects which alter their electronic properties.
Two main approaches are used in the synthesis of nanomaterials (11):
a. Top-down approach – This involves division of a massive solid into smaller portions by
either mechanical milling or attrition (mechano-synthesis), chemically breaking
specific bonds (e.g., hydrogen bonds) that hold together larger repeating elements of
the bulk solid, or volatilization of a solid by laser ablation and solar furnace, followed
by condensation of the volatilized components.
b. Bottom-up approach – This involves condensation of atoms or molecular entities in a
gas phase or solution. This self-assembly approach is far more popular in the synthesis
of nanoparticles (NPs). Moreover, these NPs can be modified in liquid suspension
by treatment with various chemical species for a diverse range of applications
including integration with biological systems.
A number of novel physical phenomena emerge as the size of the system decreases.
For instance:
i.

Opaque substances become transparent (copper). Electromagnetic radiations have a
penetration depth on the order of 50 nm through most of the optical spectrum.
Hence, when the size of a bulk solid is reduced to the order of the penetration depth,
most of the electromagnetic radiation is transmitted through the substance making it
transparent vs. the opacity/reflectance in its bulk form (12).
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ii.

Stable materials turn combustible (aluminum). High specific area of nanomaterials
renders high reactivity and short reaction times (13).

iii.

Chemically inert materials serve as catalysts (gold). Partial electron transfer from the
surface to gold nanocluster and oxygen-vacancy F-center defects are shown to play
an essential role in the activation of the gold nanoclusters (14).

iv.

Hydrophilic metallic substances become hydrophobic (15). A dual-scale roughness at
a specific aspect ratio of metallic nanowires imparts them with water-repelling
characteristics.

v.

Good insulators become conductors (silicon) (16). In layers thinner than 100
nanometers, the properties of the element itself become irrelevant: what matters is
the surface. Cleaning promotes conductivity by creating new electronic states on the
silicon surface where electrons can reside.
It is clear that much of the unique nanomaterial properties are influenced by the

particle size. Besides, surface properties such as surface charge play an important role in
determining nanomaterial reactivity. Particle size characterization becomes imperative
because nanomaterials generally remain aggregated in aqueous media due to their surface
hydrophobicity. Most of the conventional methods for particle size characterization are
based on light scattering, such as electron microscopy (EM) and dynamic light scattering. In
addition, NP surface charge can be modified, intentionally or unintentionally through
chemical functionalization (to increase stability in aqueous media) or absorption of species
onto the NP surface. Surface charge is a key parameter controlling NP stability in aqueous
media; it varies as a function of pH due to protonation or deprotonation of functional
groups, while remains fixed resulting from crystal lattice defects and atomic substitution.
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Nanoparticle surface charge is usually characterized by measuring the zeta potential of the
particle derived from its electrophoretic mobility in the aqueous media.

Sources of NPs

Natural and anthropogenic sources
of NPs
Routes of entrance in the ecosystem

Ecosystem

Environmental
effects of NPs

Abiotic interactions

Biotic interactions, uptake, routes of
entrance in the organism,
intracellular fate

Effects

Organism

NPs’ effects on organisms
Transfer of the effects,
environmental relevance, risk
assessment

Population, community, ecosystem

Figure 1-1. The logical chain of events accounting for the toxicity of NP starts with the sources of NPs
and their entrance routes into the ecosystem (Adopted from (17)).

1.3.

Environmental Implications of Nanomaterials
Throughout the lifecycle of nanomaterials’ production, use, disposal and reuse, there

are high chances of them being exposed to the aqueous environment (Figure 1-1). Such
exposure is governed by the highly reactive surfaces of the nanomaterials, which dictate their
aggregation and deposition. The stability and transport of NPs are important in determining
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whether these novel materials can be removed by water treatment technologies, or whether
NPs have a high potential for mobility in the environment. The properties of particular
interest to environmental analysis include surface charge, presence of surface functional
groups, Hamaker constant, and interaction energy with water (wettability). The tendency of
NPs to aggregate, particularly in natural systems, is an important consideration in
determining not only their mobility, fate, and persistence, but also their toxicity. Guldi and
Prato (18) suggested that destabilized NPs experience a decreased ability to produce reactive
oxygen species (ROS) and this may have implications regarding their toxicity (19).
Conversely, agglomeration of CNTs within the lungs of laboratory test animals, where they
were intentionally introduced, led to their suffocation (20, 21). Hetero-aggregation, or
aggregation with other materials in the environment, could also alter the functional
properties of nanomaterials.
Some NPs, such as fullerenes (C60), are inherently insoluble in water due to their
attractive interfacial hydrophobic interactions. Their surfaces may be modified chemically by
attaching functional groups (-OH, -COOH, -NH) to render them soluble. However, it is
interesting to note that such modification of the nanoparticle surface may not in fact result
in perfect dispersion (22). For instance, hydroxylation of C60 to form fullerenol (C60(OH)20)
increases its affinity for water molecules in the aqueous phase through hydrogen bonding,
but transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images show they readily form molecular
clusters composed of many fullerenol molecules (23). Inhomogeneous distribution of the
OH groups on the surface of the C60 molecule can result in distributed hydrophobichydrophilic regions and attractive patch-patch interactions between the hydrophobic regions
can initiate their clustering. In addition to aggregation, particle deposition also determines
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their ecological activities. Interactions with natural organic matter (NOM), ubiquitous in all
aquatic systems, can alter the effective charge, reactivity and hydrodynamic radius of NPs
(24). Hence, it is important to consider the behavior of NPs in aquatic systems in order to
evaluate their potential impacts on the ecosystem.

Figure 1-2. Results of a comprehensive synthesis of reported engineered nanoparticles toxicity for a
wide variety of taxonomic groups (25).

Ironically, the properties of nanomaterials that make them desirable to the medical
field may create concerns in terms of environmental impact, such as nanoparticle uptake by
cells. Over the last decade, a number of studies have focused on the possible health effects
of carbon based nanomaterials such as fullerenes. Fullerenes are powerful antioxidants,
comparable in strength to vitamin E, while other studies report that some types of fullerenes
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can be toxic to tumor cells, cleave DNA, and inhibit bacterial growth (26-31). Exposure via
inhalation during nanomaterial fabrication such as that of CNTs have been shown to
damage lungs, which has also been observed with silica and asbestos (20). Similarly, adverse
effects upon dermal exposure should also be considered for assessing the risks of both
nanomaterial fabrication and product use.
Thus far, much of the work on nanotoxicity has focused on possible human
exposure. However, it has become imperative to conduct ecotoxicological studies of
nanomaterials given their inevitable release into the environment. Early work in this latter
field has been focused on fullerene-based nanomaterials. For example, Oberdörster (32)
showed that fullerenes could impair brain functions in fish. However, very little is known
regarding the ecological impacts of metal oxide NPs (e.g., TiO 2, ZnO) and QDs – some of
the most produced nanomaterials (Figure 1-2). Specifically, TiO2 in the anatase phase is used
as a pigment in paints, paper, inks, and plastics. Crystalline SiO2 works as both a
semiconductor and an electrical insulator. The ceramic nature of ZnO allows its use both as
a pigment and a semiconductor. QDs are semiconductors that display narrow fluorescence
and broad absorption bands due to the quantum effects constraining electrons and are
widely applied in medical imaging and sensing. Such widespread use of NPs stresses the
need to evaluate their environmental fate from cradle (point of manufacture) to grave (point
of use and disposal).
Hence, an important component of this dissertation is to assess the impacts of
environmentally released NPs on aquatic algae. These studies are essential for filling a critical
knowledge gap because algae serve as the basis of the food chain and are primary agents for
global biogeochemical cycles. Any impact on such organisms will cascade and biomagnify
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through the ecosystem, ultimately affecting humans. For this particular aspect we chose two
types of NPs – QDs and polystyrene (PS) NPs – as models for assessing the impacts of hard
vs. polymeric NPs on algae.

Figure 1-3. Significance of invertebrate species in the aquatic food web and the possible routes of
environmental exposure to NPs after release to the aquatic environment. After entry of NPs into the
aquatic environment the suspended particles will be taken up by planktonic or sediment dwelling
invertebrates through different exposure routes (i.e. direct uptake from the water phase or through
food uptake) (33).
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1.3.1. Ecotoxicity of non-organic nanoparticles

Figure 1-4. The structure of a single-celled alga Protococcus is similar in some ways to a plant cell.
Algal cells, like those in plants, have a nucleus and a stiff cell wall made of cellulose. Floating in the
cell’s cytoplasm is a chloroplast, which contains chlorophyll. The chlorophyll uses energy from
sunlight to make food from carbon dioxide and water. Colonies of these algae cells form green scum
on ponds and moist rocks (Image courtesy: Encyclopedia Britannica Kids).

Unlike mammalian cells, most plants, algae, bacteria and fungi possess cell walls
(Figure 1-4) whose major components are carbohydrates, linked to form a rigid complex
network, and proteins (34). The cell wall forms a primary site of interaction and a barrier for
the entrance of NPs into the cell. The cell walls in plants and algae mainly consist of
cellulose. Algae typically also possess glycoproteins and polysaccharides in their cell walls
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whose functional groups such as carboxylates, phosphates, hydroxyls, and amines provide
for active sites for interacting with NPs (35). Cell walls are semipermeable beneath which is
the plasma membrane. The diameter of pores across the cell wall ranges between 5 to 20 nm
(36, 37). Thus, only NPs and their aggregates with a size smaller than that of the largest pore
are expected to pass through the cell wall and reach the plasma membrane. Moreover, the
interactions between NPs and cells might physically damage the cell wall and induce pore
formation. This could potentially result in new sites for NP internalization. The plasma
membrane is a bilayer lipid membrane with embedded proteins and is selectively permeable.
The transport mechanisms that control the movement of substances across the membrane
include passive transport through diffusion and osmosis, transport of nutrients through the
transmembrane protein channels, active transport through energy dependent endocytosis,
and extrusion of unwanted substances through exocytosis. The potential entry routes for
NPs to penetrate through this bilayer lipid membrane have been discussed recently (38),
including endocytosis and facilitation via carrier proteins and ion channels. Once crossing
the membrane, NPs may interfere with metabolic processes of organelles such as
endoplasmic reticulum, golgi apparatus, and endo-lysosomal system, possibly through the
production of ROS. For example, the swelling of the endoplasmic reticulum, vacuolar
changes, and phagosomes were explicitly seen in macrophage cells exposed to high doses of
single-wall CNTs (39).
Among the limited studies on the effects of NPs on algae, plants, and fungi, both
direct and indirect effects have been found. Direct toxic effects of NPs on organisms are
mainly determined by their chemical composition and surface reactivity, which might incite
redox reactions upon contact with organic molecules and impact on photosynthetic or
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respiratory processes. Silva et al. (40) suggested that the accumulation of NPs in
photosynthetic surfaces might provoke foliar heating due to stomata obstruction and
alteration of gas exchange in plants. NPs such as fullerenes have a photo-induced electron
transfer capacity (41). Therefore these NPs possess the capability of affecting photosynthetic
and respiratory processes upon cell entry. TiO2 NPs have been shown toxic to green algae
Desmodesmus subspicatus. While larger TiO2 NPs caused less toxicity, the toxicity induced by
small TiO2 NPs exhibited a clear dose-response relationship with their specific surface area
(42). However, the aspect of NP aggregation, which could possibly influence inhibitory
effects, was not examined. Similarly, the effects of alumina (Al2O3) NPs on plant root
growth have been shown to depend upon their size instead of chemical composition (43).
Zn and ZnO NPs have also been shown to affect growth in radish, rape, and ryegrass (44).
These researchers concluded that the observed phytotoxic effects were related to the NPs
themselves rather than the released ionic constituents of the NPs, since neither the
supernatant after centrifugation nor the filtrated Zn and ZnO solutions showed any adverse
effect on the plants. However, Wong et al. (45) recently showed that the toxicity of ZnO
NPs to marine diatoms Skeletonema costatum and Thalassiosia pseudonana could be mainly
attributed to dissolved Zn2+. The algal cell surfaces is predominantly negatively charged (46)
and hence attract the positively charged Zn2+ and ZnO NPs to further cause damage either
mechanically or via ROS generation. This observation was supported by a number of other
studies (19, 47, 48).The major difference in the differential toxicities of ZnO NPs and Zn2+
in the above studies is the high concentration of ZnO NPs used in the former which could
primarily lead to aggregation induced mechanical damage to the ryegrass. Similarly, silver
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nanoparticles (AgNPs) were shown to incite membrane alterations, increase its porosity, and
disrupt the capacity of bacteria in regulating membrane transport (49, 50).
The indirect effects of NPs are caused mainly by physical restraints, release of toxic
ions, or ROS production. As an example of physical restraint, the accumulation of NPs on
the surface of photosynthetic organisms may inhibit photosynthetic activity because of
shading effects, i.e., reduced light availability, rather than because of toxicity of the NPs.
Such adsorption could also block the uptake of essential nutrients either through clogging of
the cell wall or nutrient adsorption. It was observed that aggregates of carbon black bound
to sperm cells reduced fertilization success of Fucus serratus, a marine seaweed (51). NPs
might produce ROS upon their interaction with organisms or with agents present in the
environment (e.g., ultraviolet (UV) radiation). NPs with photocatalytic properties such as
TiO2, AgNPs and fullerenes have shown antibacterial effect with sunlight or a UV
illumination (52, 53). The generation of ROS can also be induced by release of toxicants
from NPs. Ionic silver (Ag+) released from AgNPs inhibits respiratory enzymes and induces
oxidative stress upon ROS generation (50, 54). Ag+ may also bind to sulfur- and
phosphorus-containing molecules (S-adenosylmethionine, cysteine, taurine, glutathione, etc.)
involved in cell defense against oxidation (54, 55), and may result in depletion of intracellular
concentration of those molecules (56).
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Figure 1-5. Simplified scheme of some terrestrial and aquatic ecosystem processes. Among other
impacts, NPs’ effects on photosynthetic organisms may reduce the fixation of CO 2 (1); NPs adsorbed
(2) or deposited (3) on photosynthetically active surfaces might reduce light availability or gas
exchange (4) and thus photosynthesis; NPs present in the atmosphere might increase the nuclei
available for raindrop formation (5), thus altering precipitation; NPs’ impacts on bacteria, fungi, and
other edafic fauna (6) might affect soil respiration (7), and other soil-texture-related processes such
as transport of liquids (8) or gases (9), also modifying symbiotic relationships (10). Together, this
might lead to impairments in three key services provided by ecosystems, i.e., nutrient cycling (11),
water depuration (12), and biomass production (13) (17).

Navarro et al. (57) and Miao et al. (58) concluded that the toxicities observed for
freshwater alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii and marine phytoplankton Thalassiosira weissflogii
were due to the release of Ag+ from AgNPs, which reduced cell-specific growth rate,
photosystem II quantum yield, and chlorophyll a content. Likewise, the cytotoxicity
attributed to CdSe QDs was also mediated by their intracellular oxidation and release of Cd2+
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and Se2− ions (59). However, there are limited studies available on the adverse effects of
QDs on plants, bacteria and algae (60, 61). It has recently been shown (62) that amphipod
Leptocheirus plumulosus exposed to CdSe/ZnS core-shell QDs via algae resulted in high
amphipod mortality. Acutely toxic Cd and Se in amphipods exposed to QDs in water were
highly correlated and spatially localized within the amphipod. In contrast, when exposed to
QDs via algae the metal constituents were more disperse within the algae suggesting QDs
dissolution and resulting in metal ion toxicity. This study suggests QDs were accumulated to
a greater extent than dissolved ion and could lead to trophic transfer since QDs ingested by
algae were bioavailable to induce toxicity; such phenomenon was not observed in the
absence of algae. Hence understanding the physical and ecotoxicological effects of QDs is
critical for developing adequate regulatory structures to protect aquatic ecosystems from
their detrimental effects.
In addition to physical adsorption/trapping and ion release, organisms may excrete
compounds as a feedback response to impact nanotoxicity. Algal exudates can produce
substances to induce NP flocculation or metal ion chelation and thus reduce the
bioavailability of both NPs and their released metal ions (63). Exopolymeric substances
production has been shown to increase in algae upon exposure to NPs, and may thus
contribute to detoxification mechanisms (58).
Due to their enhanced reactivity and adsorption capacity, NPs may either increase or
decrease the bioavailability of pollutants as well as themselves. Hydrophobic pollutants such
as phenanthrene may sorb onto the surfaces of hydrophobic fullerenes and CNTs and
increase their bioavailability to green alga P. subcapitata and zooplankton D. magna (64). On
the other hand, the toxicity of diuron to green algae was reduced in the presence of carbon-
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black NPs (65). Similar to inorganic NPs, micro- and nanosized plastic have been recently
shown as potential carriers of harmful pollutants in the aquatic ecosystem. The following
section extensively reviews the hazards posed by plastic in the aquatic environment.

1.3.2. Ecotoxicity of polystyrene nanoparticles

Figure 1-6. Summary illustrating historical stages in the development, production and use of plastics
together with associated concerns and legislative measures. Solid grey line shows plastic production
in millions of tonnes (Mt) (66).
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The worldwide production and use of plastics has resulted in their increased disposal
into the marine environment (67, 68). Plastics are synthetic organic polymers whose
versatility has led to a great increase in their use over the past three decades, and they have
rapidly moved into all aspects of everyday life (69, 70). The lightweight, strong, durable, and
economic characteristics make plastics suitable for the manufacturing of a wide range of
products. These same properties, however, also happen to be the causes of concern over the
adverse effects of plastics in the environment (70, 71) (Figure 1-6). Since they are buoyant
and slow to degrade, an increasing load of plastic debris is being dispersed over long
distances, and when they finally settle in sediments they may persist for centuries (72-74).
With recent reports on the unexpectedly high incidence of plastic debris in the North
Pacific Gyre (Figure 1-7) (Algalita Marine Research Foundation annual reports), research on
the ecological fate of plastics has become a high priority area in Marine Biology (75, 76).
Plastic debris in the marine environment is found in a wide range of sizes, from micrometers
to meters (77). Due to the high resistance to degradation (77, 78), microplastics potentially
persist in the marine environment (79, 80). Microplastics accumulated in the ocean can be
ingested by marine biota (67, 81), and can absorb bioaccumulative and toxic compounds
from seawater (82), which include organic pollutants (POPs) (83-85) and metals (86). Once
ingested, the absorbed pollutants may be transferred to the respective organisms (87-92).
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Figure 1-7. The Great Pacific Garbage Patch (Image courtesy of Algalita Marine Research
Foundation).

Plastics such as polyvinylchloride, PS, polycarbonate, polyethylene (PE), polyester,
and polyurethane have been shown to contain and release toxic monomers that are linked to
cancer and reproductive abnormalities in humans, rodents, and invertebrates (93). In
addition, microplastic particles have been found to adsorb, concentrate, and transport
hydrophobic contaminants from seawater into marine organism tissue. Low levels of
polychlorinated biphenyls, dichlorodiphenyl, trichloroethane, and nonylphenol in seawater
have been shown concentrated several orders of magnitude at the surfaces of plastic
particles. In a recent study, phenanthrene-contaminated PE particles evolved into marine
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sediments, significantly enhancing accumulation of this potentially toxic agent into the
tissues of marine benthic organisms (94).
Most studies have been focused on quantifying the abundance of plastic in the
marine environment. There is a lack of understanding in how and to what extent
microplastics can pose a toxicological hazard. Plastic particles in the marine environment
undergo slow but steady degradation through physical processes like collision induced
abrasion, exposure to sunlight, and chemical processes. Dense plastic particles are more
susceptible to collision than lighter ones (95), and photo-oxidation can functionalize the
surface of plastics (96). Smaller plastic particles pose more danger to the ecosystem since
they can easily mix with food items (97) and be ingested by marine organisms. Also, owing
to their smaller size and higher surface area, plastic can adsorb pollutants such as
polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) to a greater extent (92, 98). Studies (99, 100) have drawn
attention to an inconspicuous and previously overlooked form of plastics pollution: small
fragments of plastic (usually up to 0.5 mm across) derived from hand cleaners, cosmetic
preparations and airblast cleaning media. The environmental impact of these particles, as
well as similar sized flakes from degradation of larger plastic litter has not been properly
established yet. The most common plastics found in the ocean are PE, polypropylene (PP)
and PS, the last of which is most commonly used for packaging (95). In 2006, the U.S.
disposed of 870,000 tons of PS plastic plates and cups (plus 590,000 tons on other PS
products), according to the United States Environmental Protection Agency (US-EPA)’s
report on Municipal Solid Waste (101). PS microplastics amongst other types of plastic
formed from the fragmentation of larger items and spillage of plastic products and pellets
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have been found to contaminate the shorelines of 18 sites worldwide representing six
continents (102).
PS takes decades to hundreds of years to dissolve. Instead, it photo-degrades
extremely slowly into progressively smaller pieces. Among the above mentioned most
commonly found plastics in the ocean, PS is also the densest (103). Erosion may lead to
decreases in the specific density of PS, thereby enhancing its buoyancy (104). In New
Zealand and Canada, PE and PS scrubber grains respectively were identified in the cleansing
preparations available in those markets, sometimes in substantial quantities (100). Several
studies indicated the hazards to marine biota imposed by PS particles. In the Bristol Channel
in the summer of 1973, 21% of the flounders (Platichthyes flesus) were found to contain PS
spherules (105). The same study found that in some areas 25% of sea snails (Liparis liparis)
were heavily contaminated by such debris. In the New England coast the same type of
spherules were found in 8 out of 14 fish species examined, and in some species 33% of
individuals were contaminated (106). In addition, according to Zitko (107), low molecular
weight compounds from PS particles were leached by seawater, and the fate and effects of
such compounds on aquatic biota remained unknown. Despite of the environmentally
adverse potential of PS, no published studies existed prior to this dissertation on their
impacts on algae – a primary food source for marine biota.
Plastic debris floating at sea may acquire a fauna of various organisms such as
bacteria, diatoms, algae, barnacles, hydroids and tunicates (90, 106, 108, 109). Such debris
loaded with marine organisms can drift and be transported across the ocean thus increasing
the range of certain marine organisms or introducing species into an environment where
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they are previously absent (110). Such arrival and invasion of unwanted and aggressive alien
taxa can be detrimental to marine ecosystems (111).
Micro- and nanoparticles of plastic used in consumer products (112) are introduced
directly into the oceans via runoff. These include the micron-sized plastic particles typically
used as exfoliants in cosmetic formulations (100, 113), those generated in ship-breaking
industry (114), and industrial abrasives in synthetic ‘sandblasting’ media (beads of acrylic
plastics and polyester). Engineered plastic NPs derived from post-consumer waste as well as
from meso-/microplastics via degradation pose a specific challenge to the ecosystem. Small
eukaryotic protists, diatoms and flagellates that measure in the range of 200 nm to a couple
of microns are abundant in the oceans. Recent studies based on quantifying their
photosynthetic pigments indicate that nano- and picoplankton are not only the predominant
groups of plankton biomass but also the major contributors to primary production (115). As
plastic NPs are of a comparable size, understanding their mechanisms of interaction with the
nano- or picofauna is particularly important.
While limited data on the interaction of NPs with biota is available, these studies
have been for the most part focused on non-organic, engineered NPs (ENPs) such as
oxides, metals, CNTs, and QDs per discussed. Though these NPs have shown different
levels of toxicity to algae, such data cannot be reliably extrapolated to polymer NPs.
Inorganic NPs may carry some POPs via surface absorption but plastic NPs are expected to
have much higher levels of matrix-solubilized POPs. Data on the effects of plastic NPs on
marine flora and fauna (15, 116) are limited and hence an attempt to elucidate the
mechanisms of the effects of plastic nanoparticles on algal growth and biological functioning
has been made in this dissertation.
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In addition to a myriad of assessments of the environmental implications of
nanomaterials, there has been a considerable effort underway exploring use of nanomaterials
in applications such as membrane separation, catalysis, adsorption, and strategic analysis of
environmental protection. Accordingly, Part II of this dissertation is focused on the
environmental applications of nanomaterials. Specifically, the following section provides an
extensive literature review on the use of nanomaterials in water treatment applications.

1.4.

Environmental Applications of Nanomaterials
Water shortage is a paramount challenge facing populations of both developed and

developing nations. Worldwide, 1.1 billion people lack access to sufficient amounts of safe
water (117). Also, industry relies on large quantities of clean water during manufacturing,
which is then returned to the environment. Hence, adequate supplies of decontaminated
water with high throughput at a low cost are a growing challenge around the world. Since the
19th century, urgent solutions to water quality problems have been conjointly addressed
through an interdisciplinary approach - a convergence of physical sciences, biology,
environmental engineering and information science. Current water purification methods in
wide use employ chemically intensive treatment that is relatively expensive, harmful to the
environment, and is not adaptable to the non-industrialized world. In general, they include
physical processes such as filtration and sedimentation, biological processes such as slow
sand filters or activated sludge, and chemical processes such as flocculation and chlorination,
and the use of electromagnetic radiation such as UV light for reducing the concentration of
particulate matter including suspended particles, parasites, bacteria, algae, viruses, fungi, and
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a range of dissolved and particulate material derived from the surfaces that water may have
made contact with after falling as rain.
Sources of drinking water include groundwater, lakes and reservoirs, rivers and
canals, and desalinated sea water. While deep groundwater is of very high bacteriological
quality, it may still have a high concentration of dissolved solids such as salts of calcium and
magnesium. Lakes and reservoirs generally have a high humic content besides dissolved
solids, whereas rivers and canals have high levels of bacterial activity, algae, and other
suspended solids and dissolved constituents. Treatments of water from the above sources
usually include the following steps:
1. Pre-treatment – Surface water is screened to remove large debris such as sticks, leaves,
trash, and other particles which may interfere with subsequent treatment processes.
Deep groundwater usually does not need to be screened. Water rich in hardness salts is
also treated with sodium bicarbonate to precipitate out calcium carbonate using the
common-ion effect (reduction in solubility of an ionic precipitate by adding one of the
ions of the precipitate in equilibrium with the precipitate). A pH adjustment is done
following the above processes to make water neutral for potable purposes.
2. Flocculation – This process removes turbidity and clarifies water by forming removable
precipitates. Flocculation is a process by which small precipitates coagulate to form
bigger precipitates which can then be removed by filtration. Commonly used flocculants
include iron hydroxides - being insoluble at and above a pH of 7, aluminium hydroxides
– a severe poisoning incident in 1988 at Camelford in south-west UK raised concerns
about this method of flocculation, and polyDADMAC – a high molecular weight
synthetic polymer that forms readily removable flocs but is an expensive alternative to
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inorganic materials. Following flocculation, sedimentation of the flocs is carried out in a
large tank.
3. Filtration – After the floc is separated, water is filtered to remove remaining suspended
particles and unsettled floc. The most common filter is a sand filter in which water
moves vertically through a layer of sand topped with anthracite coal. The activated
carbon removes organic content. Such filters can be usually regenerated by backwashing,
i.e. passing water quickly upward through the filter to remove embedded particles.
Membrane filters are used to filter out any particles usually larger than 0.2 m.
However, such filters cannot filter out dissolved phosphates, nitrates and heavy metal
ions.
4.

Disinfection – As a final step, water is disinfected from any harmful microbes and
pathogens by adding disinfectants like chlorine (in the form of gaseous chlorine ad
sodium hypochlorite) due to its strong oxidizing potential. One drawback of chlorination
is that on combination with natural organic matter (NOM), it forms potentially harmful
chemical by-products such as trihalomethanes (THM) and haloacetic acids (HAA) - both
of which are carcinogens and are regulated by government agencies such as the US-EPA.
To get around this problem, ozone disinfection is widely used. Ozone, or O3, is an
unstable free radical species of oxygen which readily gives up one atom of oxygen. Being
a strong oxidant, this free radical is toxic to most microbes and pathogens, and leaves
behind relatively less harmful by-products. Another form of disinfection used is UV
radiation. Absorption of UV light by DNA and proteins in microbial cells results in the
inactivation of the microorganisms. Using a combination of two wavelengths – 185 nm
and 254 nm - photooxidation of organic compounds is achieved thus reducing the
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amount of total organic carbon to < 5 ppb. However, the main disadvantage of both
ozone and UV treatments is that they have to be created on-site for disinfection and
leave behind no residual disinfectant. Hence, a combination of the above three methods
is often used.

Figure 1-8. Summary of conventional water filtration technologies based on the size of the particles
to be removed (Image courtesy of freedrinkingwater.com).

The most common water purification and filtration (Figure 1-8) technologies are
discussed below, with their advantages and disadvantages listed.
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1. Distillation – This is the oldest method of water purification wherein water is boiled and
the resultant water vapor is condensed, collected, and stored. However, organics such as
herbicides and pesticides, with boiling points lower than 100oC cannot be removed by
distillation. It is also a costly method, requires large amounts of energy and water, and
hence is usually used on industrial scales. Distilled water can also be very acidic and lacks
oxygen and essential minerals and is deemed unsuitable for drinking.
2. Ion Exchange – Water percolates through bead-like spherical resin materials called ionexchange resins. Ions in water are exchanged with other ions in the resins. The two most
common ion-exchange methods are softening and deionization. Softening is a step prior to
reverse osmosis. The softeners contain beads that exchange two benign sodium or
potassium ions for every calcium or magnesium ion removed. Deionization (DI)
involves exchange of hydrogen ions for cations or hydroxyl ions for anions. The
hydrogen and hydroxyl ions then combine to form water (Figure 1-9). The cation resins
are usually made of styrene and divinylbenzene containing sulfonic acid groups, and the
anion resins of styrene containing quaternary ammonium groups. The resins need to be
regenerated once all the ions in them have been exchanged. Hence, although the initial
capital investment is inexpensive, ion exchange involves high operating costs over longer
terms. Also, DI does not remove organics and microorganisms.
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Figure 1-9. Ion exchange processes (Image courtesy of <http://www.freedrinkingwater.com/watereducation/quality-water-filtration>).

3. Activated Carbon – This method effectively removes most chemicals and gases and in
some cases, can be effective against microorganisms. However, it does not treat total
dissolved solids, heavy metals, or hardness. Two types of carbon filters are usually used –
granular activated carbon and solid block carbon. The advantage of activated carbon
stems from its large effective surface area (60-150 acres per lb). They are created from a
high-temperature process in which a matrix of millions of microscopic pores and
crevices are formed. The pores trap microscopic particles whereas the activated surface
adsorbs smaller organic molecules. Thus the adsorption process is controlled by the size
of the pores and diffusion rates of the organic molecules through the pores. Certain
granular carbons can effectively remove chloroamines and free chlorine. However,
carbon filtration is associated with a big disadvantage of creating toxic carbon fines.
4. Microfiltration (MF) and Ultrafiltration (UF) – There are three types of microporous
filtration: depth, screen, and surface (Figure 1-10). Depth filters have large pores on the
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top surface so that particles pass into the interior of the membrane. These particles are
then either trapped at constrictions in the membrane pores made of matted fibers or
materials compressed to form a matrix, or by adsorption onto the pore walls (118).
Screen filters are uniform structures which have small pores in the top surface, and
collect particles larger than the pore diameter on the membrane surface. Surface filters
are made from multiple layers of media. When fluid passes through the filters, particles
larger than the spaces within the filter matrices are retained, accumulating primarily on
the filter surfaces. Depth filters are usually used as prefilters because they are an
economical way for removing 98% of suspended solids due to their much larger surface
area and protect elements downstream from fouling or clogging whereas screen filters
rapidly become clogged due to retention of particles at the top surface. Microfiltration
usually operates between 200-700 kPa pressure, but are not effective in removing
dissolved organic and inorganic solutes with molar mass <3 kDa since small and linear
polymers can snake through the pores. UF uses finely porous polymer membranes that
can be used to filter out dissolved substances avoiding the use of coagulants. The
average pore diameter ranges between 10 – 1000 Å. This technique probably produces
the highest quality water for the least amount of energy and is regenerable. However, in
all cases, the membranes will retain most, but not necessarily all, molecules above their
rated size, like dissolved inorganics. The principal issue with UF is membrane fouling
sometimes requiring cleaning every 2-3 weeks (118). Increasing the hydrophilicity of the
membrane surface or changing surface charge decreases fouling and increases the flux.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1-10. Schematic of (a) screen and (b) depth filtration (Image courtesy of
<http://www.h2ro.com/_Solutio2.htm>).

5. Reverse Osmosis (RO) – Till date, it is one of the most economical ways of producing the
highest quality of drinking water by removing nearly 90-99% of all contaminants. The
pore structure being much tighter than MF membranes, RO memebranes are capable of
removing most particles, bacteria and organics >300 Da, including pathogens. Natural
osmosis occurs when solutions with two different concentrations are separated by a
semi-permeable membrane. Osmotic pressure drives water through the membrane and
equilibrium is reached when the concentration of the solutes on both sides of the
membranes is same. In RO, a membrane which is permeable to water but impermeable
to the solutes is used. Applied hydraulic pressure at the feed side of the membrane to the
concentrated solution counteracts the natural osmotic pressure. Pure water is driven
from the concentrated solution and collected on the other side of the membrane (Figure
1-11). The semi-permeable membrane rejects salts (ions) by a charge phenomenon
action: the greater the charge, the greater the rejection. Therefore, the membrane rejects
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nearly all (>99%) strongly ionized polyvalent ions but only 95% of the weakly ionized
monovalent ions like sodium. It is highly effective in removing several impurities such as
total dissolved solids, asbestos, lead and other toxic heavy metals, radionuclides,
chlorinated pesticides, most heavier weight volatile organic carbons, and many dissolved
organics. A combined use of RO and activated carbon could be the most effective
treatment in the broadest range of water impurities and contaminants. But, because RO
membranes are very restrictive, they yield slow flow rates, typically certain gallons/day.
Storage tanks are required to produce an adequate volume in a reasonable amount of
time. Perfect semi-permeable membranes are also difficult to create and if not wellmaintained, bacterial forms can colonize the membranes. In addition, to obtain high
quality water, typically 400-1000 lb/in2 pressures have to be applied (119), making the
process energy inefficient.

Figure 1-11. Schematic of a RO system (Image courtesy of Reverse Osmosis, Oracle ThinkQuest).
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Somewhere between UF and RO lies Nanofiltration (NF). The pore size of a NF
membrane is ~1 nm with a molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) of less than 1000 Da. Hence,
they can effectively remove low total dissolved solids containing cations, NOM, biological
contaminants, organic pollutants, nitrates, and arsenic from groundwater and surface water
(120). NF typically operates at lower pressures (3 MPa) than RO and hence is more cost
effective for desalination (121). A combination of RO and NF could prove more effective in
producing potable water from brackish water. However, NF membranes are still subject to
fouling, like RO.
It can be noted from above that each purification technology removes a specific type
of contaminant and none can be relied upon to remove all contaminants to the levels
required for drinking and critical applications. A well-designed water purification system uses
a combination of purification technologies to achieve best water quality, making the process
costly and bulky. Furthermore, each of the purification technologies must be used in an
appropriate sequence to optimize their particular removal capabilities. In December 2007,
the US-EPA released a detailed poster identifying treatment technologies that remove
multiple contaminants, including information on contaminants removed, operational and
waste disposal issues, and helpful tips (EPA 816-H-07-004, December 2007) (Figure 1-12).
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Figure 1-12. Operational issues with removing multiple contaminants from drinking water (Image
courtesy of US-EPA).
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It can be seen that all the conventional water treatment technologies have associated
disadvantages. Nanomaterial-based membrane technologies, adsorbents and catalysts could
create new generations of technologies and novel environmentally benign solutions for
potable water treatment and groundwater remediation. They could serve three main
purposes – sensing and detection of pollutants, treatment and remediation of contaminants,
and finally, prevention of pollution. For example, in groundwater remediation,
environmental engineers employ a pump-and-treat technique which pumps out the
groundwater and re-injects it after treating for contaminants. This entire process is costinefficient and mostly incapable of meeting cleanup goals (122). As a result, in situ treatments
such as biodegradation have been explored extensively. For this, zero valent iron (ZVI) and
catalysts have been used to promote redox reactions that degrade contaminants (123).
Nanomaterials have been developed to promote such reactions at high rates; however,
successful applications of this technology require high degree of control of nanoparticle
mobility, reactivity, and ideally, specificity for the contaminant of interest.
Nanomaterials are also being used to enhance membrane separation processes,
leading to greater selectivity and lower costs. Stimulated by the huge potentials of
nanomaterials for environmental remediation, there is a body of literature growing on the
use of various nanomaterials for potable water treatment. Below is an extensive review of
such literature involving nanomaterials.
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1.4.1. Nanomaterials for water treatment
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Figure 1-13. Illustration of denser than water non-aqueous phase liquid (DNAPL) distribution as
residual saturation (sources) and a plume of dissolved contaminants in an aquifer. Nanotechnology
offers the potential to effectively target the chemical treatment to the residual saturation zone in situ.
Reactive nanoparticles are injected into the aquifer using a well. The particles are transported to the
contaminant source where they can degrade the contaminant. Nanoparticles can aggregate (A) and
be filtered from solution via straining (B) or attachment to aquifer grains (C). Methods to target the
nanoparticles to the contaminant (D) could improve the efficiency of the technology (124).

Nanotechnology has the potential to create novel and effective in situ treatment
technologies for groundwater contaminant source zones (Figure 1-13). For example, highly
reactive NPs such as nanoscale zerovalent iron (“nanoiron” or NZVI) (125) (Figure 1-14),
nanocatalysts (e.g., Au/Pd bimetallic nanoparticles (126)), or nanosized sorbents (127) have
been developed specifically to remediate contamination by organic and inorganic
contaminants. Their small size, typically of 10–500 nm, makes their delivery to subsurface
contaminants in situ possible and provides access to contamination trapped in the smallest
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pores in an aquifer matrix. In addition, the high reactivity of nanomaterials can accelerate
degradation rate of contaminants in the source zone, making the contaminants innocuous, or
adsorb and/or complex with the nanomaterials to become immobile, thus decreasing the
time and cost of remediation relative to traditional treatment technologies.
Most commonly used nanomaterials for water treatment are categorized into the
following:
A. Inorganic reactive nanomaterials - Several documented applications of NZVI ranging
from pilot to full-scale show that they can be cost-effective in remediating
groundwater

(123).

For

example,

NZVI

remediates

groundwater

from

trichloroethylene (TCE) without creating chlorinated intermediates unlike other in
situ treatments, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), chlorinated aliphatic and aromatic
hydrocarbons, hexavalent chromium, chlorinated pesticides, and perchlorate. Since
iron is a strong reductant, when injected into a contaminated site it oxidizes with the
contaminants and makes them less or non-toxic through redox reactions where ZVI
gets oxidized and the generated electrons reduces the contaminants (Equations 1-1
and 1-2). Here, Me is a metal ion.
Fe0 → Fe2+ + 2e-

(1-1)

Mea+ + be- →Mea-b

(1-2)

The particles are no longer active once all the ZVI have been oxidized. One concern
to keep in mind is the transport and aggregation kinetics of nanomaterials in
groundwater remediation. High deposition and aggregation rates of nanomaterials in
the subsurface could limit their transport before reaching the contaminant site
(Figure 1-14).
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Figure 1-14. Nanoscale iron particles for in situ remediation (128).

Research has shown that NZVI worked five times better than conventional iron
filings or powder for the same weight since the surface area of NZVI is 10 – 50
m2/g, as compared to 0.01 – 1 m2/g surface area of iron filings (129, 130). The USEPA conducted several pilot studies, one of which injected 100 kg of iron NPs
suspended in approximately 10,000 L of water. The study showed promising results
in terms of removing contamination and now the US-EPA is planning a full-scale
system (131). However, the reactivity and lifetime of reactive nanomaterials depend
upon any processes that affect the nanomaterial surface properties (e.g. formation of
iron oxide on the surface). In addition, any oxidant such as O2 and NO3- that outcompetes the contaminants will consume the electrons released by the reactive
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nanomaterial. Also, harmful reaction products such as vinyl chloride and
dichloroethane, both classified as carcinogens, may be produced during the process.
As new nanomaterials like NZVI are being used widely in environmental
remediation, their ecological effects should be examined. It remains unclear how
these particles will affect the microbial ecosystem, and the property of iron that
makes it useful for removing contaminants could also be lethal to cells and microorganisms. A recent study found that iron NPs are toxic to neural cells (132). Microorganisms are essential for healthy soil as they recycle nutrients by decomposing
dead matter, remediate the soil from contaminants as well as immobilize heavy
metals (133). Thus during remediation efforts, excess use of iron could harm the
ecology unintentionally by limiting the micro-organisms (134).
Besides NZVI, TiO2 NPs also show promise for water treatment due to their
photocatalytic activity (135, 136). The versatility of TiO2 in treating water
contaminated by both organic and inorganic contaminants stems from redox
potentials under UV light (137, 140). TiO2 NPs can be used in combination with
activated carbon or biodegradation (hybrid processes) owing to their antibacterial
properties. As predescribed in section 1.4., although UV effectively inactivates
waterborne bacteria and protozoa cysts and oocysts, it is not very effective for viral
pathogens. However, UV light is capable of activating photocatalytic materials such
as TiO2, which are then capable of inactivating viruses. Moreover, new
photocatalysts such as TiO2 doped with nitrogen (TiON), or co-doped with nitrogen
and a metal such as palladium, can be activated with visible light (138) or even with
sunlight, making the process both energy and cost effective. Similarly, AgNPs also
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possess anti-bacterial material properties and can decompose toxic halo-organic
compounds such as pesticides into non-toxic organic products (139).
B. Carbon-based nanomaterials – CNTs might be powerful adsorbents for the removal of
organic and inorganic trace pollutants (140, 141) due to their high surface area and
capability of surface functionalization. For example, Li et al. (142) found that multiwalled CNTs (MWCNTs) had a sorption capacity 3-4 times larger than activated
carbon and granular activated carbon toward heavy metals Pb(II), Cu(II) and Cd(II).
Further, cerium oxide-supported CNTs (CeO2-CNTs) could effectively adsorb As(V)
(143). Li et al. (144) showed that surface oxidation of CNT led to an increasing
adsorption capacity for Cu2+. However, large-scale application of carbon
nanomaterials so far is limited by the high production costs of CNTs and concerns
over their regeneration and environmental deposition (145, 146). Also, competitive
sorption of other aromatic compounds such as NOM might reduce their
performance efficiency (147). Moreover, if water is held in the carbon block for a
long period, microorganisms can grow inside to result in fouling and contamination.
Recent research has shown that double-walled CNTs can transport water three
orders of magnitude faster than that predicted by continuum hydrodynamic models
(148, 149). Such high flux can be attributed to the atomically smooth hydrophobic
walls of the CNTs resulting in a slip of water through the pores. The nanotube
membranes fabricated by Holt et al. were 3 mm long and had a diameter of 1.6 nm.
Further measurements with these membranes revealed (150) salt rejection
coefficients that matched or exceeded those of commercially available NF
membranes as well as surpassed their flux by up to four times. Nevertheless, such
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membranes are difficult and costly to manufacture and are prone to fouling given
their hydrophobic nature. Besides CNTs, fullerenes can also serve as sorbents for
PAHs such as napthlalene (151).
C. Zeolites and other sorbents – These are microporous aluminosilicate minerals commonly
used as adsorbents due to the presence of a porous structure which loosely holds
several cations. Although they can be naturally found, due to associated impurities
synthetic zeolites such as NaP1 (Na6Al6Si10O32.12H2O) are widely used for the
exchange of cations such as Na+ for heavy metals such as Ni(II), Cr(III), Zn(II),
Cu(II), and Cd(II) (152). The principle mechanism of sieving is based on size
exclusion. Once they capture the ions of interest, they can be hot pressed into
extremely compact ceramic forms and safely discarded. A relatively novel adsorbent
called self-assembled monolayers on mesoporous supports (SAMMS) shows promise
in effectively adsorbing toxic metal ions, anions, as well as radionuclides (153, 154).
The large surface areas (~1000 m2/g) and high density of sorption sites on SAMMS
surfaces with the capability of being functionalized to render them selective toward
target pollutants makes SAMMS particularly attractive for water treatment.

1.4.2.

Nanomaterials for water filtration
Membrane processes such as RO, UF and NF are considered key components of

advanced water purification and desalination technologies and nanomaterials such as those
predescribed are contributing to the development of more efficient and cost-effective water
filtration processes. Two types of nanotechnology enhanced membranes exist –
nanostructured membranes like those made of CNTs or nanocapillary arrays, effective in
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removing bacteria (155); and nanoreactive membranes, where functionalized NPs aid the
filtration process, such as the bimetallic Fe0/Pt0 NPs incorporated into cellulose acetate films
fabricated by Meyer et al. (156) which showed an effective reduction of TCE with only
ethane as a by-product. By surface modifying membranes with AgNPs, biofouling effects
could be minimized (157). However, little is known on the stability of these functional layers
and their environmental impact when they leave the membrane surface.
It can be seen from the above discussions that intensive chemical treatments such as
those involving chlorine compounds, ozone, alum and ferric salts, coagulation and filtration
aids, anti-scalants, and ion exchange resins often leave behind harmful byproducts, thus
adding to the problems of contamination. Moreover, such treatment methods in many
regions of the world cannot be used because of high cost and lack of appropriate
infrastructure. The 1993 outbreak of cryptosporidiosis in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, U.S., in
which approximately 400,000 people were infected and more than 100 died reminded the
U.S. drinking-water industry that relying exclusively on physicochemical removal, which can
suffer from malfunctions arising from defects in manufacturing or operation, can have a
devastating effect on public health. A major hindrance to the efficient application of
membrane bioreactors (MBRs) commonly used for treating biological contaminants is
membrane fouling. Fouling in MBRs is primarily caused by microbe-generated extracellular
polymeric substances, most notably polysaccharides, proteins and NOM. Hence, there is an
urgent need to develop novel non-fouling membranes which are economical and of high
flux. Fouling of polymer membranes is influenced by membrane physicochemistry and
morphology. Polymers used in porous membranes are generally hydrophobic in nature, and
as a consequence are highly vulnerable to adsorption of organic foulants. One of the
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methods used to reduce fouling largely involve graft polymerization of hydrophilic
monomers on the membrane surface (158). Such modified membranes, however, are only
capable of preventing surface fouling, while internal pores may remain prone to fouling
(159). The process of membrane modification also adds to membrane cost.
Another important issue to address is the detection limits of most of the above
mentioned methods for water treatment. Contaminants occur in trace quantities and present
a considerable challenge to remove them especially in presence of large concentrations of
other constituents. It is not economically feasible to treat the entire volume of water either.
Moreover, speciation remains a challenging detection problem. For example, As(III) is
estimated to be ~50 times more toxic than As(V), so both As(III) and total As must be
measured. The most common methods used today to detect As(III) are anodic stripping
voltammetry (160) (LOD=1.2 g/L) and ion exchange separations combined with
inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (161). But both methods are not feasible for
domestic purposes, especially in developing countries. Determination of anions in aqueous
systems remains one of the most challenging analytical problems. Typically, anions are
determined by ion chromatography but lack the desired sensitivity.
Advances in macromolecular chemistry such as the synthesis of dendritic polymers
have provided great opportunities for improving and developing effective filtration
processes for water purification to eliminate different organic solutes and inorganic anions.
Dendritic polymers which include hyperbranched and dendrigraft polymers, dendrons and
dendrimers are highly synthetic, nanoscale branched structures with a high degree of surface
functionalities, monodispersity, controlled composition, and architecture which display
interesting physicochemical behavior due to their shape, size and multiple functionalities
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(162). A dendritic polymer consists of three main components – core, interior branch cells,
and a terminal branch cell. The size of a dendritic polymer is characterized by its
‘generation’, or number of branches emanating from the central core (Figure 1-15.).
Moreover, the pH-dependant amphiphilic property of dendritic polymers allows them to
capture various chemical species in diverse environments such as aqueous and organic
solutions, and oil-water interfaces, and then release these chemical species in a controlled
manner by changing the pH in situ without having to resort to intensive and expensive
regeneration.

Figure 1-15. Exemplary structure of generation 0 (G0) and generation 2 (G2) polyamidoamine
(PAMAM) dendrimers with amino and amidoethanol surface groups.

The unique physicochemical properties of dendrimers as noted below make them
particularly attractive as functional materials for water treatment.
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1. Hosting capacity and Recyclability: A high degree of flexibility in the synthesis of nearly
monodisperse nanoscale (size ranges between 1-20 nm) dendrimers with welldefined molecular composition, size and shape, variable functionalization with
cation/anion binding functional groups, and hydrophobic cavities in dendrimers
afford them with flexible but rigid scaffolding. These properties provide new and
unprecedented opportunities for developing a new generation of efficient and biobenign functional materials for environmental remediation. Compared to the price of
carbon-based nanomaterials (high purity MWNTs - $500/g, SWNTs - $2,000/g, and
C60 - $120/g), dendrimers with a high degree of functionality (High purity Priostar™
Dendrimers - $50/g) serve as a more cost effective material for water purification
(Dendritic Nanotechnologies, INC, Buckyball pricing from BuckyUSA, SW &
MWCNT pricing from BuckyUSA, CNI, and Carbon Solutions, Dendrimers pricing
from Dendritech & DNT). As reviewed above the pressure-driven RO membranes
have a pore size of 0.1-1.0 nm and are very effective in retaining dissolved inorganic
and organic solutes with molar mass below 1000 Da, but they suffer from membrane
fouling, chemical damage, significant dead volume (20-40%), and high cost, and
requires advanced operational skills. NF membranes are very effective at removing
hardness and organic solutes with molar mass between 1000 – 3000 Da. In contrast,
dendrimers with a molecular weight over 10,000 Da can effectively remove higher
molecular weight inorganic and organic compounds. Unlike RO and NF membranes
whose operations require high pressure, dendrimer-enhanced UF membranes require
lower pressure (200–700 kPa) and can capture both low and high molecular weight
contaminants, as opposed to UF membranes which can only remove dissolved
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organic and inorganic compounds of >3 kDa. Dendrimers have much smaller
intrinsic viscosities than linear polymers with the same molar mass because of their
globular shape (162). Thus, comparatively smaller operating pressure and energy
consumption could be achieved with dendritic polymers in tangential/cross-flow UF
systems typically used for water purification. Per mass basis, dendritic polymers have
a much large surface area than bulk particles. Moreover, it has been demonstrated
that dendritic polymers can be integrated into existing, commercial UF membrane
separation processes (163, 164). Dendritic polymers may be regarded as ‘soft’ NPs,
have high hosting capacity, can serve as recyclable and water-soluble ligands for toxic
metal ions, radionuclides, inorganic anions, organic solutes and PAHs (165, 166).
Specifically, within the pH range of 2-10, PAMAM dendrimers bind to
transition metals and anions through multiple mechanisms, including Lewis acid-base
complexation with their primary and tertiary amines serving as donors, and ionpairing with charged terminal groups, and to PAHs through non-specific
hydrophobic interactions that result from their physical encapsulation in interior
cavities. Furthermore, dendritic polymers can be used as templates for the formation
of catalytically active and redox NPs (167), and as bioactive NPs by scaffolding Ag(I)
(168). In a proof-of-concept study, Diallo et al. (169, 170)showed that PAMAM
dendrimers with an ethylenediamine core and terminal NH2 could recover Cu(II)
from aqueous solution with a much larger binding capacity than linear polymers with
amine groups, and furthermore, the dendrimers could be regenerated and Cu(II)
recovered by lowering the solution pH from 7 to 4. PAMAM dendrimers also show
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a very low fouling tendency for commercially available regenerated cellulose
membranes (170) and can be readily integrated into commercially available water
purification systems (Figure 1-16).

Figure 1-16. Recovery of metal ions from aqueous solutions by dendrimer enhanced filtration (170).

2. Biocompatibility:

With

the

advancement

of

dendritic

nanotechnology

for

environmental remediation, it is important to evaluate the environmental fate and
toxicity of dendritic polymers. To that effect, dendrimer-related toxicity has been
observed only for generation-seven and larger, and even then, only minimally (171).
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Several studies on the use of dendrimers for DNA transfection, metal ion contrast
agent carriers for MRI, targeted drug and therapeutic agent delivery vehicles, and
viral inhibitors suggested that hyperbranched polymers and PAMAM dendrimers of
generations-5 and below are non-toxic and biodegradable (172, 173). Moreover,
dendrimers do not leave behind any potentially harmful by-products.
3. Degradability: PAMAM dendrimers show measurable degradation only in the third
year of storage at 5°C, and a shelf life of ~6-9 months at ambient temperature based
on retro-Michael reaction. Such long lifetime of dendritic polymers ensures their
stability and effectiveness for the practice of water treatment. Dendrimers with
aromatic structures within the polymer interior can be degraded by photon-induced
cleavage. Furthermore, addition of enzyme-degradable bonds (e.g., amides in
PAMAM) can be used such that intracellular or extracellular hydrolytic enzymes can
break the polymer chains within one; such property could become relevant upon
accidental uptake of dendritic polymers during water consumption. A third
mechanism for dendrimer degradation is by water hydrolysis acting on ester bonds
incorporated into the polymers. Such mechanisms may be utilized to selectively
break down dendritic polymers post their usage in water treatment.
Thus, the high and versatile hosting capacities, energy efficiency, regenerability,
selectivity, biocompatibility, and environmentally benign nature make dendritic polymers a
desirable nanomaterial for environmental applications. It is therefore an effort through the
second half of this dissertation to exploit the physico-chemical behavior of dendritic
polymers for environmental remediation.
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PART I
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS OF NANOMATERIALS
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CHAPTER TWO
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS OF NANOMATERIALS

Chapter two focuses on understanding the interactions of quantum dots (QDs) and
plastic nanoparticles with algal cells. QDs, specifically, owing to their unique electrical and
optical properties, have found their applications in a number of areas ranging from medical
imaging to tagging and sensing. Cadmium-based chalcogenides (CdE, where E = sulfide,
selenide, telluride) were the first synthesized QDs and are widely used due to their ability to
demonstrate an increase in their band gap energy with a decrease in their size (174, 175).
Further, QDs can be synthesized as composite core/shell structures with a material of a
larger band gap as the shell to enhance the photoluminescence quantum yields and shield the
toxic core. Such core/shell QDs have been widely used in biological applications (176) and
therefore have been selected for the presented study. A logarithmic QDs adsorption onto
algal cells (Chlamydomonas sp.) was observed with increased QDs concentration. In addition,
both our CO2 depletion and O2 production assays showed a significantly inhibited
photosynthetic activity of the algae exposed to the QDs, suggesting the potential impact of
nanoparticle adsorption on the photochemistry of aquatic plant species (177).
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Scheme 2-1: Schematic of the adsorption of QDs on algal cells and their effects on the algal
photosynthesis (177).

In our study the impact of inorganic NP adsorption onto algal cells was extended to
that of organic NPs. The physical adsorption of nanosized PS beads onto a model cellulose
film and two living algal species, Chlorella and Scenedesmus, was studied. This adsorption was
found to ubiquitously favor positively charged over negatively charged plastic beads due to
the electrostatic attraction between the beads and the cellulose constituent of the model and
living systems. Such a charge preference is especially pronounced for Chlorella and
Scenedesmus, whose binding with the plastic beads also depended upon algal morphology and
motility, as characterized by the Freundlich coefficients. Furthermore, a CO2 depletion assay
showed that adsorption of PS beads hindered algal photosynthesis, possibly through the
physical blockage of light and air flow by the NPs. Our ROS assay further indicated that PS
adsorption promoted algal ROS production (177). Such algal responses to PS exposure may
have implications on the sustainability of the aquatic food chain.
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Scheme 2-2: Schematic of the adsorption of PS beads on a cellulose substrate (178).

2.1. Introduction
Along with the rapid development of nanotechnology, a major technological
advancement of the present time, there is a growing interest and a need to understand the
biological and environmental consequences of engineered nanomaterials (179, 180).
Obtaining such an understanding will benefit the biological, medicinal, and environmental
applications of nanotechnology. Additionally, research in this area will guide the design and
production of nanomaterials to minimize their potential adverse effects on human health
and the environment (181). QDs are a major class of semiconducting nanocrystals which
possess unique optical, electrical, and chemical properties (182-184). Since their early
development in the 1980s, QDs have been used extensively in such biological applications as
cell labeling, fluorescence in situ hybridization, pathogen detection, ligand binding, genomic
and proteomic detection, and high-throughput screening of biomolecules (182-188). The
toxicity of QDs has also been examined, and strategies though far from optimal have been
developed to improve the biocompatibility of QDs through ligand exchange, hydrophobic
interaction, and encapsulation (184). Like other classes of ENPs, QDs may eventually be
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discharged through industrial and research outlets and impact living organisms in the
environment. Despite their broad use in many applications, fundamental research on the
biological and environmental fates of ENPs is critically lacking (17, 189). Specifically, little is
known about the interaction between ENPs and plant species (17, 189-192), the major
component of ecosystems and the food chain. Among the literature available, mixtures of
nano-SiO2 and nano-TiO2 were reported to increase nitrate reductase activity, enhance water
and nutrient uptake, stimulate the antioxidant system, and hasten germination and growth of
soybean (Glycine max) (193). Nano-TiO2 at 0.25% increased seed germination, plant dry
weight, chlorophyll production, and the RuBP activity and the rate of photosynthesis of
spinach (Spinacia oleracea), while concentrations greater than 0.4% nano-TiO2 were found to
be detrimental to plant growth (194). Chlorophyll-bound gold and silver nanoparticles were
found to enhance the production of excited electrons in the photosynthetic complex (195).
Uncoated alumina nanoparticles at 2000 mg/L were reported to reduce the root growth of
corn, carrot, cucumber, soybean, and cabbage seedlings, while alumina nanoparticles coated
with phenanthrene had no effect on the root growth of vegetation (196). One recent study
(197) demonstrated the uptake of fullerene C70 by rice plants. These fullerene particles were
found to share the vascular systems with water and nutrients and were transmitted to the
second generation of the rice plants through plant progeny harvested from the first
generation.
Here, single-celled green algae Chlamydomonas sp. were used as a model system for
examining the interaction of QDs with plant species. Like most high plants and bacteria,
algae possess a cell wall outside their cell membrane. However, unlike mammalian cells, algae
do not show robust endocytosis when exposed to foreign materials and particles. Previous
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spectroscopic and electron microscopic results suggest that small QDs of less than 5 nm in
diameter, when aided by light, can enter bacteria possibly by means of oxidative damage to
the cell wall and the cell membrane (198). There are three possible mechanisms through
which QDs could pass through the algal cell walls and membranes: (1) nonspecific diffusion
- is unlikely with QDs since the largest globular proteins that can pass through intact cell
walls of Bacillus subtilis, a bacteria, have radii of ~2 nm (199), while the smallest high-quality
QDs measure ~3 to 4 nm (200); (2) non-specific membrane damage – highly reactive
halogenated NPs were able to enter bacterial cells via nonspecific membrane damage (201).
QDs can enter the cells through this mechanism as these NPs are able to transfer electrons
to redox-active molecules (including oxygen) upon light exposure (202) and the smaller the
QD, the greater its redox potential (203, 204); and (3) specific uptake – takes place through
pore sizes slightly larger than those for nonspecific diffusion; the largest pores known are of
permeases for excreting proteins from bacteria and have been shown to have pore openings
of up to 6 nm. Since functionalized QDs are typically larger than 5 nm, our focus was on the
effect of QDs adsorption on algal photosynthesis, and uptake of QDs into algal cells was
disregarded.
For over a century, plastic has served our domestic and industrial needs, ranging
from household utensils to cosmetics, sportswear, automobile parts, and oil and water
pipelines. Plastic production, estimated at 260 million tons globally in 2007 (205), comes in
various forms of natural materials (e.g., chewing gum, shellac), chemically modified natural
materials (e.g., natural rubber, nitrocellulose), and completely synthetic materials (e.g., epoxy,
polystyrene). Due to its mass production, plastic rapidly accumulates in terrestrial and
aquatic habitats and has become the most common type of marine litter worldwide (75, 89).
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Surveys of New Zealand beaches have revealed 100,000 plastic granules per meter of coastal
zone (206). Experimentally cleared beaches in Panama were seen to regain 50% of the
original plastic burden after only 3 months (207). Beaches in remote South Pacific Islands
were collecting plastic debris and microplastic particles at levels comparable to industrialized
areas (208). The sources of plastic contamination of the marine environment include
preproduction plastic pellets, powders, production scrap, consumer plastic debris, and
microplastic particles used in industrial and domestic cleansers and in medical applications
for drug delivery (94, 100, 209, 210). Plastic debris transported by wastewater and
stormwater systems subsequently enters aquatic habitats where photo, chemical, and physical
degradation processes fragment them into a wide array of particles sizes, ranging from
macroscopic (>5 mm) to microscopic (<1 m) (94). In contrast to the global scale of plastic
disposal, it remains poorly understood as to what extent discharged plastic may compromise
environmental sustainability (89, 211, 212). In this chapter, the physical adsorption of PS
NPs on cellulose - a major structural component of the cell wall of green plants, many forms
of algae, and the oomycetes - was examined. PS is a thermoplastic material made from
petroleum-derived styrene. It is widely used to make both rigid and foam products. Foam PS
or Extended PS (EPS) is used extensively in cups, plates, trays and packaging and degrades
faster than most other forms of plastics (213).
Both single-celled Chlorella and multicelled Scenedesmus were used to delineate the
effect of algal morphology on plastic adsorption. To further assess algal photosynthetic
activities, the rate of CO2 depletion resulting from the plastic adsorption was measured. In
order to evaluate algal responses to environmental stresses caused by the plastics, ROS
production by the algal species was also monitored. The use of plastic NPs is a first in the
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field and is a logical extrapolation of microplastics continuously weathered by sunlight, rain,
wind, and ocean waves, as well as decomposed by bacteria, microorganisms, and NOM (89).
Furthermore, photo-oxidation functionalizes the surface of plastics to render them with
different charge polarities, a basis for employing both positively and negatively charged
plastics here.

2.2. Nanomaterials Characterization
Yellow fluorescent CdSe/ZnS core/shell QDs (Ex: <550 nm; Em: 570-585 nm)
were purchased from NN-Laboratories, LLC. The QDs were rendered water soluble by
mercaptoundecanoic acid (MUA) ligands coating on the QD surfaces. Positively (amidine
latex) and negatively (carboxyl latex) charged PS beads were purchased from Molecular
Probes. The primary size and surface area of both types of beads were 20 nm and 2.5 × 106
cm2/g, respectively. The amidine NPs were stable at low pH and hence were dispersed in
MES buffer with a pH of 6 at room temperature. The carboxyl NPs were stable at neutral to
high pH and were dispersed with Milli-Q water with a pH of 7.4 at room temperature. The
PS NPs existed as small agglomerates in both dispersions, and a complete breakdown by
sonication was not performed, since this would not replicate a realistic representation of the
natural conditions.

2.2.1. Nanomaterial size and surface charge
Nanomaterial size is characterized either by light scattering techniques or by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and TEM. Dynamic light scattering (DLS), also known
as photon correlation spectroscopy, is a technique most commonly used to measure the
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hydrodynamic size of nanoparticles. When a monochromatic light beam, such as a laser,
shines onto a solution with spherical particles in Brownian motion, a Doppler Shift occurs
when the light hits the moving particle, changing the wavelength of the incoming light. This
change is related to the size of the particle. It is possible to compute the sphere size
distribution and give a description of the particle’s motion in the medium by measuring the
diffusion coefficient of the particle and using the autocorrelation function. The
nondestructive in situ nature of scattering experiments has significant advantages over the
electron scattering techniques. Dynamic scattering measures the instantaneous values of the
scattered intensity I(t) over time at a fixed angle, φ. For concentrated and/or interacting NPs,
the diffusion coefficient is modified due to the hydrodynamic and thermodynamic
(attraction and repulsion) interactions between the neighboring NPs. The motion of the
nanoparticles is then strongly coupled. Therefore, DLS is not suited for concentrated
samples or complex mixtures where the particles are likely to be interacting with one
another. Viscometry can be employed for measuring the hydrodynamic size of soft
polymeric nanoparticles and will be discussed in Chapter Three.
The average hydrodynamic diameter of the QDs determined by DLS (Zetasizer S90)
was 11.69 nm. A small volume of QDs suspension (10 L) was air-dried directly on a 200
mesh formvar/carbon-coated copper TEM grid prior to imaging. The concentration of the
QDs was 0.1 mg/mL. Imaging was conducted with a Hitachi H-9500 high resolution
transmission electron microscope, under a 100 kV accelerating voltage. The dried QDs were
determined by TEM as 5-9 nm.
NP surface charge can be modified, intentionally or unintentionally through chemical
functionalization (to increase stability in aqueous media) or adsorption of species onto
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particle surface. Surface charge is a key parameter controlling NP stability in aqueous media.
It can vary as a function of pH due to protonation or deprotonation of functional groups,
while fixed charges result from crystal lattice defects and atomic substitution. In an aqueous
medium, a diffuse electrical double layer will form at the solid-liquid interface as ionic
species are attracted to the charged surface. The zeta () potential is the electrical potential
that exists at the “shear plane” at some distance from the particle surface (Figure 2-1). It is
derived from measuring the electrophoretic mobility distribution of a dispersion of charged
particles as they are subjected to an electric field.

Figure 2-1. Schematic representation of zeta potential (Image courtesy of Zeta Potential – An
Introduction in 30 min, Malvern Instruments Technical Note).
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The surface charge of the as-supplied PS beads was characterized using a Zetasizer.
The amidine PS beads showed an average zeta potential of 106 mV, and the carboxyl PS
beads had an average zeta potential of -40.4 mV. Both zeta potential measurements were
performed for the PS beads of 4 mg/mL and their values indicate good stability in aqueous
solutions.

2.3.

Algal Cell Characterization
Fresh Chlamydomonas sp., oval shaped single-celled green algae (Figure 2-2), were

harvested from the greenhouse at a Clemson University Facility. These algae are commonly
found in soil and freshwater. The cell wall of Chlamydomonas sp. is a seven-layered structure
with three conspicuous layers composed mainly of non-cellulosic polysaccharides and
glycoproteins (214). The algae have a prominent cup or bowl-shaped chloroplast which
contains the pyrenoid – the center for CO2 fixation. The whole cell wall is approximately 320
nm wide (215). The algae use flagella for their motility.
Freshwater algae Chlorella and freshwater/saltwater Scenedesmus were purchased from
Carolina Biological Supply Company. They were cultured in Alga-Gro freshwater medium.
In contrast to Chlamydomonas sp., Chlorella, single-celled green algae, are spherical in shape
and about 2-10 m in diameter (Figure 2-2(a)) and do not possess flagella. Chlorella contain
green photosynthetic pigments, chlorophyll-a and chlorophyll-b in their chloroplasts. Due to
their high photosynthetic efficiency of ~8% (216) and richness in proteins, Chlorella are a
good source of food and energy. Among all plants in the world, green algae are the highest
sources of chlorophyll, and Chlorella accounts for the highest among them ranging from 35% chlorophyll (217). Unlike Chlamydomonas sp., the Chlorella cell walls do contain cellulose.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2-2. (a) SEM image of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii sp. (218) (b) Schematic drawing of a
Chlamydomonas cell (Image courtesy of www.wikipedia.org).

Scenedesmus belong to a genus of freshwater single-celled or colonial algae forming 232 celled, usually 4-celled colonies. They are elongated and ellipsoidal in shape with an
average area of 7×16 m2 and possess two pairs of flagella (Figure 2-2(b)). The cell wall of
Scenedesmus consists of sporopollenin in the outer layer and hemicellulose in the inner layer
and is usually smooth. Sporopollenin is an isoprene derivative. It is a component of pollen
cell walls. In contrast to cellulose, hemicellulose is derived from several sugars in addition to
glucose including xylose, mannose, galactose, rhamnose, and arabinose. Hemicellulose also
consists of shorter chains of approximately 200 sugar units and is branched as opposed to
unbranched cellulose. Each Scenedesmus contains a chloroplast with a single pyrenoid.

2.4.

Interactions of QDs with Algae
Algal cells were concentrated by low-speed centrifugation (11,700 RCF) for 3 min.

The concentrated algae were then incubated with QDs of 0.05-5 ppm at room temperature
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for 2 h. Four samples of each concentration were prepared to ensure experimental
repeatability and to establish error bars.

2.4.1. Qualitative visualization of interactions

Figure 2-3. (a) Transmission electron microscopy image of CdSe/ZnS QDs, whose sizes are in the
range of 5-9 nm. The QDs lattices are visible. Scale bar: 5 nm. (b) Bright field image of algal cells. (c)
Confocal fluorescence image of QDs (yellow) adsorbed on algal cell (round) surfaces (177).
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The algal cells were imaged under bright field microscopy with a fluorescence
microscope (Imager A1, Zeiss). Approximately 10 L of algae solution was flown into a
sample channel sandwiched between a glass substrate and a cover glass prior to imaging.
Figure 2-3(b) shows the image of the algal cells. The non-fluorescent thin flagella are not
visible in the image. To observe the effects of QD adsorption onto the algal cells, the algal
cells were incubated with QDs in an 8-well chamber glass overnight and visualized using
confocal fluorescence imaging (LSM 510, Zeiss). Samples were excited with an argon ion
laser at 488 nm and fluorescence images were captured with use of a BP 570-590 filter set
and a 40× oil immersion objective. Figure 2-3(c) shows the confocal image of the adsorbed
QDs onto the algal cells. The algal cells had negligible fluorescence at 488 nm. The image
clearly shows significant QD adsorption onto the algal cells. A small volume of QDs
suspension was also imaged using TEM. A drop (10 L) of the QD aqueous solution was
air-dried directly onto a 200 mesh formvar/carbon-coated copper TEM grid prior to
imaging. The concentration of the QDs was 0.1 mg/mL. Imaging was conducted with a
Hitachi H-9500 high resolution transmission electron microscope, under a 100 kV
accelerating voltage. The QD crystalline structure was clearly visible (Figure 2-3(a)).

2.4.2. Quantitative assessment of QD-algae interactions
A UV-vis spectrophotometer (Biomate 3) was used to quantify the amount of QDs
adsorbed on the algae. Absorbance was recorded at 545 nm before and after adding various
concentrations of QDs into the algal growth medium, with the differences denoting total
concentrations of the QDs in the solution. At this wavelength QDs showed a strong
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absorbance. After 2 h of incubation, 10 L of NaOH was added in the algae/QDs solution
before filtering through membranes with a pore size of 0.45 m (Nalgene). The introduction
of NaOH was to prevent the aggregation of negatively charged QDs (due to the
deprotonation of the carboxylic acid of MUA, Figure 2-4(b)) in the weakly acidic
environment of the algal growth medium (pH 6.45). After filtration, all algal cells were
blocked by the membranes because of their large size (∼10 m, Figure 2-4(b)), while the
absorbance of the filtrate indicated the amount of free (or unadsorbed) QDs. The amount of
adsorbed QDs can be calculated by Equation 2-1:
Absadsorbed = (AbsQDs+algae-Absalgae) – Absfiltered

(2-1)

where Absfiltered and AbsQDs+algae denote the absorbance of the algae/QDs solution before and
after filtration, and Absalgae is the absorbance of the algae alone. An adsorption curve was
established by varying the QDs concentration from 0.1 to 5 ppm (Figure 2-4(a)).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2-4. (a) Adsorbed vs. equilibrium QDs concentration. The equilibrium QDs concentration is
the adsorbed QDs subtracted from the initial QDs sample concentration. Also shown is a fitted
logarithmic trendline (177) (b) Schematic of MUA ligand.

This curve was derived from Equation 2-1 as described above. Adsorption of QDs
to algal cells increased with the dosage of the QDs. A logarithmic increase in the QD
amount adsorbed was observed with increased equilibrium concentration of the QDs. The
surface area of a typical algal cell (∼10 m in diameter) is at least 250,000 times larger than
that of a QD (<20 nm in diameter), which allowed for a significant amount of the QDs to
be adsorbed. The QDs used in this study were surface-coated with MUA, a ligand to elicit
water solubility. When examined under bright field imaging, the algae exposed to the QDs
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appeared less mobile than the control algae. As stated above, the pore size of the
Chlamydomonas cell wall is approximately 320 nm wide. The chemical composition of the
porous algae cell wall consists of polysaccharides and glycoproteins, which afforded
numerous QDs binding sites through nonspecific (electrostatic, hydrophobic, and hydrogen
bonding) interactions. The binding affinity of QDs for algae can also be due to the Hbonding interaction between the carboxylic groups (-COOH) of the MUA and the amine
groups (-NH2) of the algal cell wall. The overall interaction between algae and QDs can
physically and/or chemically damage the algal cell wall and membrane to facilitate uptake of
the QDs. However, no such uptake was observed in our electron microscopy imaging,
possibly due to the size of the QDs, the aggregation of the QDs in the weakly acidic algal
growth medium, as well as the thickness of the algal cell wall (∼20 nm) (219). To better
understand the physical adsorption of QDs to algae, the Freundlich model (220) was used to
fit the adsorption isotherms. The Freundlich model is a modification of the Langmuir
adsorption scheme, and is appropriate for describing rough inhomogeneous adsorbent (i.e.,
algae) surfaces with multiple adsorption sites. Considering the adsorbate-adsorbate (i.e.,
QDs-QDs) interactions, the empirical Freundlich equation is expressed in Equation 2-2
(221)

qeq  kCeq

n

(2-2)

where k is a coefficient indicating the affinity of QDs for algae, n is a constant characteristic
of the adsorption system and is related to the binding efficiency. An n value of less than 1
indicates a favorable adsorption, while an n value higher than 1 reflects a weak adsorption
(221). The parameters Ceq and qeq represent the concentrations of nonadsorbed QDs and the
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QDs adsorbed on the algae at equilibrium, respectively. According to the Beer-Lambert law,
absorbance is proportional to the concentration of the QDs. For a solution of an absorbing
substance, the absorptivity ratio at a monochromatic wavelength is defined as{(incident
light, Io)/(transmitted light, I)} and this is logarithmically related to concentration and
optical path-length by the Beer Lambert law: Absorbance (A) = log10(Io/I) = ε.c.l., where c is
the concentration of solute, l is the path length through the sample, and ε is a constant
known as the molar absorptivity or extinction coefficient for each species in the solution for
a particular wavelength. Thus, for a fixed path length, UV-vis spectroscopy can be used to
determine the concentration of the absorber in a solution.
As such, the parameters of the Freundlich equilibrium model were fitted from a loglog plot of Ceq vs. qeq. The plot slope represents the exponent 1/n, and the value of k can be
read from the intercept. For our absorbance data, the value of k was determined as 0.588
ppm1-n, with its exponent n fitted at 0.629. This n value suggests a favorable binding of the
QDs to the algae (177).

2.4.3. Effects of QD adsorption on algal photosynthesis
Photosynthesis is a source for driving the metabolic processes of nearly all living
species. It is the primary means of fixing CO2 into organic matter and fuels food production
on land and in sea. Algae are positioned at the bottom of the food chain, and algal
photosynthesis is a major source of much of earth’s oxygen. Since algae consume CO2 that is
dissolved in the aquatic environment, the rate of CO2 depletion serves as a key indicator for
evaluating the photosynthetic activity of the organism. The standard photosynthetic reaction
is described by Equation 2-3:
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6CO2 + 12H2O + photons→C6H12O6 + 6O2 + 6H2O

(2-3)

To evaluate the effects of QDs absorption on algal bioactivities, both oxygen production
and carbon dioxide depletion of the algae were examined. A bicarbonate indicator solution
(0.2 g of thymol blue, 0.1 g of cresol red, in 0.01 M NaHCO3) was prepared to monitor the
depletion of CO2, the activities of which are depicted by Equation 2-4:
HCO3-+ H+  H2O + CO2

(2-4)

The algae/QDs solution was mixed with the indicator solution and the samples were tightly
sealed to prevent gas exchange. During photosynthesis, the algae consumed CO2 over time,
causing the pH value of the indicator solution to increase accordingly. A transition from
acidic to basic condition was indicated by a color change from yellow to purple,
accompanied by an increase of absorbance at 574 nm (Scheme 2-1, right panel). The
depletion rates of CO2 were then calculated based on the increase of absorbance values for
different sample concentrations. To measure oxygen production of the algae in the presence
of the QDs, an Oxyg32 system (Hansatech Instruments) was used for a fixed amount of
algal cells treated with various dosages of QDs. All measurements were made at room
temperature, under identical lighting conditions. Algae consume CO2 that is dissolved in
aqueous solution for photosynthesis; they also produce O2 as an end product. Thus, the rate
of CO2 depletion is an important parameter for indicating the photosynthetic activity of the
algae. According to Equation 2-4, an increase in the pH corresponds to a decrease in the
concentration of CO2 in the bicarbonate indicator solution. As shown in Figure 2-5(a), the
absorbance of the bicarbonate indicator at 574 nm increases with its pH. Therefore, the rate
of the increasing absorbance can be treated as an indicator of the CO2 depletion rate. As
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shown in Figure 2-5(b), an increased dosage of QDs resulted in a significant decrease of CO2
depletion rate at and above 100 ppm of QD dosage.

(b)
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Figure 2-5. Absorbance of bicarbonate indicator for acid, neutral, and basic solutions. The
absorbance peaks occur at 574 nm, increasing with the pH values of the solutions. (b) Comparison of
CO2 depletion rates for QDs of various dosages, measured at 574 nm. Significantly reduced CO2
depletions were found at and above 100 ppm of QDs (177).

The O2 production rate was also monitored as a result of QD adsorption on algal
cells. As shown in Figure 2-6, the oxygen production rate was significantly affected by the
addition of different QD concentrations to a fixed concentration of algal solution. Above 5
ppm of QD dosage, the O2 production rate decreased to nearly zero, indicating a
significantly reduced photosynthetic activity. Both experiments proved that the introduction
of QDs to algal growth media affected their photosynthetic activity. CO2 depletion was
significantly reduced above 100 ppm of QDs dosage, while retarded O2 production rate
occurred in the low ppm range of QDs dosage. Previous studies with ENPs (ZnO, TiO2,
and CuO) (222-224) mainly focused on the growth inhibition of algae, perhaps due to the
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light shading effect, but neglected the photosynthetic function of the algae. As a primary
producer in the food chain, the photosynthetic activity of algae is equally important as its
reproduction behavior. Introducing QDs to algal growth media triggered the interactions
between the algae and the QDs, elicited by adsorption of the QDs onto the algal cells.
Adsorption of QDs is expected to hinder the gas flow through algal cells needed for
photosynthesis, block the pathways of nutrients uptake, and impede algal mobility via
obstruction of their flagella movement. Furthermore, adsorption of QDs can damage algal
cell walls to induce pore formation, which could facilitate translocation of the QDs.
Although not evident in our study, QDs post uptake may also bind to pyrenoids serving as
centers for CO2 fixation in algal chloroplasts (Figure 2-2(b)), or generate ROS inside algal
cells, both of which reduce algal bioactivity.

Figure 2-6. Oxygen evolution rate vs. dose of QDs. Significant reduction of oxygen production was
observed due to the introduction of QDs to algae solution (177).
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Figure 2-7. Fluorescence intensities of algae (purple), QDs (dark blue), and algae-QDs mixture
(cyan), excited at 435 nm where the chlorophyll in algae absorbs light efficiently. The algae and the
QDs show strong fluorescence peaks at 683 and 580 nm, respectively. In contrast, the mixture of
algae-QDs displays a less prominent fluorescence peak than QDs at 580 nm, and a much less
prominent peak than algae at 683 nm (cyan). The fluorescence emission of algae is negligible when
excited at 580 nm (inset) (177).

The QD fluorescent properties could also affect algal photosynthesis by either
enhancing or quenching the photocatalysis. Hence, a fluorescence spectrophotometer
(Varian Cary Eclipse) was used to examine the effects of QDs fluorescence on the photo
properties of algal cells. The excitation was set at 435 nm, a wavelength known to induce
strong light absorption by the chlorophyll in algae (225, 226). Fluorescence spectra were
recorded for algae, QDs (50 ppm), and algae/QDs solution (QDs: 50 ppm; incubation time:
2 h) within the wavelength range of 500-800 nm, at 1 nm/step. As shown in Figure 2-7,
when excited by light at 435 nm, QDs emitted a strong fluorescence peak at 580 nm (blue)
while algae emitted a prominent fluorescence peak at 683 nm (purple). The algae/QDs
solution, in contrast, displayed two fluorescence peaks both at 580 and 683 nm (cyan).
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Specifically, the fluorescence peak at 580 nm for the algae/QDs solution was reduced by
20% as compared to that for free QDs, while the peak at 683 nm for the algae/QDs
solution was reduced remarkably by 73% as compared to that for the algae. The reduction of
QDs fluorescence at 580 nm could be due to the inefficient light absorption by the QDs
when adsorbed into multilayers on the algal cell surfaces, or the fluorescence resonance
energy transfer (FRET) (227-229) from the QDs (donor) to the algae (acceptor). However,
FRET could be excluded as a major cause for the reduced fluorescence intensities based on
these following observations: (a) lack of anticorrelation between the QDs fluorescence peak
at 580 nm and the algal fluorescence at 683 nm, as indicated by the cyan curve, and (b) lack
of fluorescence emission (resonance) when algae were directly excited by light at 580 nm
(Figure 2-7 inset). Since intracellular chloroplasts were separated from the extracellular QDs
by far more than a Forster distance (227), FRET between the adsorbed QDs and the algae
was deemed unfeasible. The subdued fluorescence peak at 683 nm for the algae/QDs
solution (Figure 2-7) is attributed to light emission from free or less coated algae, which
could be directly excited by light at 435 nm.

2.5.

Interactions of PS with Cellulose
Cellulose is a linear polymer, a polysaccharide, consisting of several hundred to over

ten thousand D-glucose units linked by (1→4)-glycosidic bonds (Figure 2-8(a)). It is the
most common organic compound on earth and forms a major component of the cells walls
of plants, many forms of algae and bacteria. It is hydrophilic, yet insoluble in water. The
hydroxyl groups on the glucose residues of one chain form hydrogen bonds with the
oxygens on another chain thus firmly holding the chains together side-by-side. This structure
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forms microfibrils with high tensile strength which confer rigidity to the plant cell wall
(Figure 2-8 (b)). Considering the prevalence of cellulose in plants and bacteria, we expect the
binding of cellulose with plastic NPs could shed light on our understanding of the uptake of
the particles by plants and bacteria.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2-8. (a) Cellulose chemical structure. (b) A section of the plant cell wall (Image courtesy of
www.wikipedia.org).

Microcrystalline cellulose powder was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and dissolved
in 9% w/w solution of LiCl/DMAc solvent according to the protocol given in ref (230). It
has been postulated (231) that in the presence of an electrolyte like NaCl or LiCl, the
cellulose chains would be more extended than in water due to the screening effect of the salt
which overcomes the hydrogen bonding between the chains. Briefly, ~1-3% cellulose was
suspended in the above solvent and the mixture was heated to 150oC and allowed to slowly
cool to room temperature. Cellulose surfaces are slightly anionic, due to the presence of
hydroxyl groups. Also, the surfaces of the cellulose microcrystallites possess sulfate groups,
typically yielding an anionic charge on the order of 0.15e/nm2 (232). Approximately 20 L of
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the cellulose solution was added to each well of a standard plastic 96-well flat-bottomed
plate and allowed to dry in a desiccator overnight. The solidified cellulose films were
incubated with both positively and negatively charged PS beads of 1.6-40 mg/mL in their
respective buffer solutions, for 24 h at room temperature. The plates were read at 340 nm
using a microplate reader (Biotek Gen 5) to quantify the total concentrations of the NPs.
The measurements were repeated after washing away the non-adsorbed beads with their
respective buffer solutions. On the basis of our measurements, an adsorption curve was
plotted in Figure 2-9 for the amount of adsorbed PS beads (Qeq) per milliliter of cellulose vs.
the equilibrium or unadsorbed amount of PS beads (Ceq). The amount of adsorbed PS beads
was calculated by subtracting the absorbance read after wash from that before wash. The
absorbance of the control cellulose was subtracted from both. Under the set conditions, a
significant increase of adsorption with PS bead concentration was observed for both types
of beads. Saturation of adsorption was not reached for either of the charged beads,
suggesting the possibility of a further increase of adsorption with increased PS bead
concentration. The binding of both positively and negatively charged PS beads for the
cellulose can be attributed to the hydrogen bond formation between the hydroxyl groups of
the cellulose and the amidine and carboxylate groups on the PS beads. The roughness of the
microcrystallite cellulose surfaces also provided numerous binding sites for the PS beads.
Understandably, the negatively charged PS beads adsorbed slightly less than the positively
charged beads, due to the electrostatic repulsion exerted by the hydroxyl and sulfate groups
in the cellulose.
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Figure 2-9. Adsorbed vs. equilibrium PS bead concentration for cellulose thin films exposed to
positively (maroon) and negatively (blue) charged PS beads (178).

2.6.

Interactions of PS with Algae
The algal cells were incubated on a shaker separately with both positively and

negatively charged PS beads of 0.08-0.8 mg/mL, for 2 h at room temperature. All dilutions
were made in the algal growth media. Three samples of each concentration were prepared to
ensure experimental repeatability and establish error bars.

2.6.1. Qualitative visualization of interactions
The algal species were incubated with 4 mg/mL of differently charged PS beads for
24 h on a shaker. The mixtures were centrifuged at 30,000 rpm (27,090g RCF) for 3 min, and
the supernatants were then removed. The pellets were resuspended in a 1:1 mixture of 2%
osmium tetroxide and 4% sodium cacodylate buffer and kept overnight for fixation. The
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fixed algae-PS samples were then dehydrated in gradient concentrations of ethanol. SEM
imaging was conducted using a Hitachi S4800 scanning electron microscope, operated at a
10 kV accelerating voltage (Figure 2-10).

Figure 2-10. SEM images of algae adsorbed with PS beads. Incubation time: 24 h. (A) Chlorella
control; (B) Chlorella with negatively charged PS beads; (C) Chlorella with positively charged PS
beads; (D) Scenedesmus control; (E) Scenedesmus with negatively charged PS beads; (F)
Scenedesmus with positively charged PS beads. Red arrows: nanoplastic aggregates. White arrows:
algal cells. Scale bars for all: 5 m (178).

Clearly, adsorption of the PS beads promoted algal aggregation. However, the
aggregation was less pronounced with the negatively charged beads. This is understandable
given the unfavorable, electrostatic repulsions between the negatively charged beads and the
weakly negatively charged algal cell wall. In addition to surface adsorption, the positively
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charged beads adsorbed onto the flagella of the Scenedesmus thus reducing their motility
(Figure 2-10(F)).

2.6.2. Quantitative assessment of PS-algae interactions
As discussed in section 2.2.1, zeta potential is an excellent tool to study the stability
of particles in solution. A ZetaSizer (Nano ZS, Malvern Instruments) was used to measure
the change in zeta potential of algae induced by the adsorption of the PS beads. The algal
species were incubated with 4 mg/mL of positively and negatively charged PS beads on a
shaker, for 24 h at room temperature. As shown in Figure 2-11, Chlorella and Scenedesmus
carried a zeta potential of -26.1 and -11.3 mV, respectively. Upon interaction with the
positively charged PS beads, both algal species displayed an increase in zeta potential.
Specifically, the zeta potential of Chlorella-PS beads increased by 85.8 mV, whereas the zeta
potential of Scenedesmus-PS beads increased by 56.3 mV. In contrast, upon binding with the
negatively charged PS beads, the zeta potential of Chlorella-PS beads slightly decreased by 9.0
mV, whereas the zeta potential of Scenedesmus-PS beads decreased by 14.6 mV. These
measurements suggested that positively charged PS beads possessed a higher binding affinity
than the negatively charged ones for the algae, consistent with our binding assay conducted
with the PS beads and the cellulose film shown in Figure 2-9. Such consistency implied that
cellulose played an essential role in initiating the binding between the algae and the plastics.
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Figure 2-11. Zeta potentials of positively charged PS beads, negatively charged PS beads, Chlorella
control, Scenedesmus control, and Chlorella and Scenedesmus mixed with positively and negatively
charged PS beads. Abbreviations: “Pos” stands for positive, “Neg” for negative, “Chl” for Chlorella,
and “Scd” for Scenedesmus (178).

To quantify the adsorption process, the Freundlich model (Equation 2-2) was used
to derive the association constants for the PS-algae systems. A UV-vis spectrophotometer
(Biomate 3) was used to quantify the amount of the PS beads adsorbed on the algae.
Absorbance was recorded at 260 nm before and after adding various concentrations of the
PS beads to the algal growth medium. At this wavelength, the PS beads showed a strong
absorbance. After 2 h of incubation, the algae-PS bead solution was filtered through
membranes with a pore size of 0.2 m (Whatman Anotop). Similar to the QD-algae
mixtures, a 2 L portion of NaOH was added to the algae-PS solutions with anionic beads
to facilitate their filtration through the weakly acidic membranes. At the low concentrations
used, PS controls showed similar absorbances before and after filtration, indicating negligible
mutual aggregation. Hence, all algal cells were blocked by the membranes due to their large
size, while the absorbance of the filtrate indicated the amount of free or unadsorbed PS
beads. The amount of adsorbed PS beads can be calculated by Equation 2-5:
Absadsorbed = (AbsPS+algae - Absalgae) – Absfiltered
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(2-5)

where Absfiltered and AbsPS+algae denote the absorbance of the algae-PS bead solution after and
before filtration, respectively, and Absalgae is the absorbance of the algae alone. An adsorption
curve was established by varying the PS bead concentration from 0.08 to 0.8 mg/mL (Figure
2-12). The curve shows a rapid increase in adsorption with the dosage of positively charged
PS beads, for both algal species. As expected, there was negligible adsorption observed for
negatively charged PS beads (Figure 2-12). To further characterize the adsorption processes,
we fit our adsorption data to the Freundlich equilibrium model for the PS beads. The values
of n obtained were 1.70 and 2.22 for Chlorella and Scenedesmus incubated with positively
charged beads and 0.55 and 0.66 for negatively charged PS beads, respectively. As illustrated
in Figure 2-12, both the adsorption isotherms for Chlorella and Scenedesmus within the selected
PS concentration range suggest a further increase in adsorption is possible with increased
positively charged PS beads. Also, the affinity of negatively charged beads was higher for
Chlorella than Scenedesmus (Figure 2-12(b)). This difference in the adsorption characteristics by
the two algal species could be attributed to the more rugged morphology and higher total
surface area of Scenedesmus than Chlorella (Figure 2-10). Specifically, Chlorella is spherical and
single-celled, while Scenedesmus is an ellipsoidal, 4-celled assembly. In addition to morphology,
Scenedesmus unlike Chlorella also possesses two pairs of flagella responsible for its agile motility
in the aquatic environment. Its cell wall also consists of hemicellulose as mentioned in
section 2.2.2., which is a branched structure in contrast to cellulose, and hence affords a 3D
scaffold for adsorption of the PS beads. The k values obtained from the model fitting were
39.18 (mg/mL)1-n for Chlorella and 43.09 (mg/mL)1-n for Scenedesmus for the positively charged
PS beads, further substantiating the observation that the algal species, especially Scenedesmus,
possessed a high binding affinity for the positively charged PS beads. Although each
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Scenedesmus complex had more than twice the surface area than Chlorella, the total number of
Chlorella cells outnumbered Scenedesmus by approximately 20 times per unit volume of the
culture media. This led to a more pronounced adsorption and more robust nonspecific
interaction between the Chlorella and the negatively charged PS beads, as indicated by Figure
2-12(b). This was quantitatively substantiated by the Freundlich coefficient k, which was
determined to be 0.58 and 0.54 (mg/mL)1-n for Chlorella and Scenedesmus, respectively. (178)

Figure 2-12. Adsorbed vs. equilibrium PS concentrations for (A) positive and (B) negative PS beads
exposed to Chlorella (blue) and Scenedesmus (red) (178).
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2.6.3. Effects of PS adsorption on algal photosynthesis
The photosynthetic reaction is described by Equation 2-3. To evaluate the effects of
PS bead adsorption on algal bioactivities, the carbon dioxide depletion of the algae was
examined in the presence of PS beads of 1.8-6.5 mg/L of algal solution. A bicarbonate
indicator solution (0.2 g of thymol blue, 0.1 g of cresol red, in 0.01 M NaHCO3) was
prepared to monitor the depletion of CO2, the activity of which is given by Equation 2-7.
The algae-PS bead solution was mixed with the indicator solution, and the samples were
tightly sealed to prevent gas exchange. During photosynthesis and respiration, the algae
consumed or released CO2 over time, causing the pH value of the indicator solution to
increase or decrease, within a range of pH 4-8, accordingly. A transition from acidic to basic
conditions was indicated by a color change from orange-red to deep purple, whereas a
decrease in pH was indicated by a color change from orange-red to yellow, accompanied by
an increase or decrease of absorbance at 574 nm, respectively. The changes in CO2 depletion
were then calculated on the basis of the increase or decrease of absorbance values for
different sample concentrations (Figure 2-13). Absorbance of the control algal species and
the control PS beads was also read over time.
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Figure 2-13. Absorbance vs. incubation time for (A, B) Chlorella and (C, D) Scenedesmus exposed to
positively and negatively charged PS beads of 1.8-6.5 mg/L of algal solution. The insets represent the
sums of absorbance for the control algae and the four PS concentrations prior to their incubation. All
absorbances read at 574 nm. The legend in the first plot applies to the symbols in all four plots and
their insets (178).

According to Equation 2-4, an increase in pH corresponds to a decrease in the
concentration of CO2 in the bicarbonate indicator solution, which can be monitored by
measuring the absorbance of the indicator at 574 nm. Figure 2-13 shows an addition of the
absorbance of control algae and PS bead solutions prior to incubation. The absorbance of
the indicator solution with control PS beads was stable over time at 574 nm for all
concentrations, and that of the solution with control algae initially increased with time,
gradually reaching stability, indicating an initial increasing rate of photosynthesis which
became constant after 1.5 h. In contrast, as shown in Figure 2-13(a) and (b), an increased
dosage of PS beads added to Chlorella resulted in a significant decrease in CO2 depletion at
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and above a PS concentration of 1.8 mg/L of algal solution. The trend is similar for both
positively and negatively charged PS beads. This hindered CO2 depletion could be caused by
the light shading effect of the adsorbed PS beads, and/or by obstructed CO2 gas flow and
nutrient uptake pathways. In the case of Scenedesmus, adsorption of both positively and
negatively charged PS beads also resulted in reduced absorbance with increased PS
concentration, similar to that observed for Chlorella. Furthermore, the absorbance for
Scenedesmus decreased approximately 40% over 4 h of incubation for all PS concentrations,
indicating onset of algal respiration (Figure 2-13(c) and (d)). A decrease in absorbance of the
indicator solution reflects a decrease in pH, corresponding to an increase in the CO2
concentration in the algal solution. Such increased CO2 concentration implies that the algae
consumed the oxygen dissolved in the solution and released CO2, a process known as
cellular respiration. Cellular respiration in algae is a process by which food molecules are
metabolized to convert to chemical energy for the cell. It occurs in the opposite direction as
photosynthesis and is usually triggered in the absence of light. The energy produced by
respiration is a source for algal motility. As shown in our SEM micrographs (Figure 2-10(f)),
aggregation of the PS beads obstructed the flagella of the Scenedesmus. The algal species thus
were forced to carry out respiration faster than photosynthesis in order to regain its motility.
In addition, adsorption of the PS beads on algae could block light from reaching the
photosynthesis centers and, although not observed in the present study, could damage the
algal cell wall to induce pore formation, which could lead to uptake of the PS beads by the
algae.
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2.6.4. Oxidative stress on algal cells due to PS adsorption
A number of different ROS, including the superoxide anion (O2._), hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2), singlet oxygen (O2 (1g)), and the hydroxyl radical (OH-) are normal
byproducts of oxidative metabolism but can be extremely harmful to organisms at high
concentrations. ROS can oxidize proteins, lipids and nucleic acids, often leading to
alterations in cell structure and mutagenesis (233). Photosynthesis constitutes an electron
transport chain. Since a common biological source of O2._ is the single-electron reduction of
molecular oxygen by electron transport chains, photosynthetic organisms are under severe
threat of elevated ROS production (234). When photosynthetic efficiency decreases, ROS
are formed as a result of the diversion of electrons to O2 but not CO2 (235). Any reduction
in electron transfer will enhance ROS production. Due to the presence of a high electron
flux in their microenvironment, which also is rich in oxygen and metal ion concentrations,
the mitochondria and chloroplasts of photosynthetic organisms are susceptible to high
oxidative damage. Also, the effect of ROS in photosynthetic organisms is exacerbated by
excessive illumination. For instance, excessive light energy input may increase the levels of
singlet state O2 (1g) which is highly electrophilic and capable of oxidizing many other
molecules (234). Thus, although many ROS-generating processes are slow under normal
conditions, pollutants, xenobiotics, and environmental factors such as high light or UV
exposure can accelerate them.
An ROS assay, OxiSelect ROS Assay Kit (Cell Biolabs, Inc.), based on the
fluorescent probe dichlorofluorescein (DCF) was used to scrutinize the generation of ROS
in algal cells. DCF has been used previously in plant cell cultures to distinguish between
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sources of elicited ROS in tobacco epidermal cells (236) and visualize oxidative processes in
response to mechanical stress (237). The assay employs the cell-permeable fluorogenic probe
2’, 7’-Dichlorodihydrofluorescin diacetate (DCFH-DA). In brief, DCFH-DA is diffused into
cells

and

is

deacetylated

by

cellular

esterases

to

non-fluorescent

2’,

7’-

Dichlorodihydrofluorescin (DCFH), which is rapidly oxidized to highly fluorescent 2’, 7’Dichlorodihydrofluorescein (DCF) by ROS (Figure 2-14). DCFH exhibits selectivity for
H2O2 over other free radicals (238). However, in vivo conversion of other radicals to H2O2
could react with the probe indirectly. The fluorescence intensity is proportional to the ROS
levels within the cell cytosol.
In our experiment, specifically, 98 L of algal cells were preincubated with 100 L of
a 20× diluted solution of DCFH-DA in algal growth media for 10 min in a black 96-well
plate. Approximately 2 L of the PS solutions was added to the plate to give a total bead
concentration of 6.5 mg/L. The fluorescence of the mixtures was examined using a Cary
Eclipse fluorescence spectrofluorometer (Varian Inc.) over time. The samples were excited
at 480 nm and the emission read at 530 nm, with 20 nm excitation and emission slit widths
and 10 s exposure time set for each well. To establish error bars, fluorometry experiments
were performed in triplicates, and fluorescence intensities as a function of time were plotted
(Figure 2-15).
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Figure 2-14. Mechanism of DCF assay (Image courtesy: OxiSelect™ ROS Assay Kit product manual,
Cell Biolabs, Inc.).

As can be seen in Figure 2-15(a) and (b), for both algal species, adsorption of the
positively charged PS beads resulted in a ROS burst and a higher rate of ROS production
than the negatively charged beads. Also, Scenedesmus samples showed slightly higher levels of
ROS production. These observations are consistent with our earlier results that plastic
nanoparticles reduced photosynthesis for both algal species, and increased respiration in
Scenedesmus led to increased O2 activity (Figure 2-13).
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Figure 2-15. ROS production rates by (A) Chlorella (blue) and (B) Scenedesmus (blue) due to positive
(maroon) and negative (green) PS adsorption. The fluorescence intensity is proportional to the level
of the ROS produced. Concentrations of the positively and negatively charged PS beads: 6.5 mg/L of
algal solution (178).

2.7.

Discussions and Summary
We have carried out adsorption studies of synthetic NPs, specifically CdSe/ZnS

QDs and both positively and negatively charged PS NPs on single and multi-celled green
algae, and evaluated the effects of such adsorption on the photosynthesis of the algal species.
It was found using the Freundlich adsorption model that both nanomaterials have a high
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affinity for the algal cells and the adsorption could be facilitated by nonspecific interactions
such as electrostatic interactions, as well as possible internalization through pore formation.
While QDs coated with MUA adsorbed onto the porous cell wall structure of Chlamydomonas
sp., positively coated PS NPs adsorbed more favorably onto both Chlorella and Scenedesmus
sp. than their negative counterparts due to electrostatic interactions between the PS NPs and
the negatively charged cellulose in the algal cell walls. The adsorptions depended
logarithmically on the concentration of the NPs as well as on the physicochemical properties
of the NPs and the morphological and biochemical properties of the algae. Further, the
adsorptions hindered the photosynthetic activity of the algae, as evidenced by declined CO 2
depletion and O2 production. In Scenedesmus, an increased respiration was observed due to
restriction of the mobility of the algae as a result of PS binding with their flagella. Harmful
ROS production was also noted as a result of PS NP adsorption onto algal cells.
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CHAPTER THREE
ENVIRONMENTAL APPLICATIONS OF NANOMATERIALS
I. Understanding the Physico-Chemical Behavior of Dendrimers in Hosting a
Variety of Chemical Species

Chapter three aims at understanding the fundamental physico-chemical behavior of
PAMAM dendrimers in hosting a diversity of chemical species for the purpose of
environmental remediation. Specifically, the high capacity of a poly(amidoamine)tris(hydroxymethyl)amidomethane dendrimer (tris-dendrimer) for the physical adsorption of
various chemical species, namely, cationic copper, anionic nitrate, and PAH phenanthrene
(PN) is discussed. A pH-dependent specificity was observed for the dendrimer, and the
stoichiometric ratios of its binding with the chemical species were determined using UV-vis
spectrophotometry. Cationic copper and anionic nitrate coordinated with the amine groups
of the dendrimer through complexation and electrostatic interaction, while PN partitioned
into the dendrimer interior through hydrophobic interaction. Furthermore, the efficiency of
PAMAM dendrimer as a high capacity ligand for humic substances has been established
based upon electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions, as well as hydrogen bonding. These
proof-of-concept studies point to the vast potential of using PAMAM dendrimers for
supramolecular assembly, environmental remediation, and nanomedicine.
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3.1. Introduction
The most appealing characteristics of dendrimers such as their pH-dependent
contraction and swelling, amphiphilicity, ample interior voids, high density of peripheral
functional groups, thermal stability, flexibility, low viscosity and high biocompatibility (162)
have stimulated research activities over the past few decades in polymer science (239),
toxicology (240), environmental engineering (170, 241, 242), and gene and drug delivery
(243-245). Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations (246) showed that the porous interior of a
PAMAM dendrimer afforded numerous cavities for accommodating guest species. The
primary and tertiary amines of the amine-terminated PAMAM dendrimer are fully
protonated at pH 4 (pKa ~ 4) and fully neutralized at pH 10 (pKa ~ 9). Hence, at pH 7, the
interior of the PAMAM dendrimer stays relatively hydrophobic, while the exterior is
protonated affording it good water solubility (247). Recent studies have also shown that
dendrimers such as PAMAM and poly(propylene imine) are capable of encapsulating
PAHs,(248) inorganic solutes, and metal cations and anions and then reversibly releasing the
contaminant loads upon changing the solvent pH and electrolyte strength or by a UV trigger
(241, 242, 249). Such binding versatility implies that dendrimers may act as a host for a
variety of chemical species and serve as a “nanosponge”(248) for the remediation of
contaminated water and soils (250). It is noted that research to date has been primarily
focused on dendrimers with either -NH2 or -OH surface groups and for high concentrations
of absorbates. For example, Diallo et al. first employed amine-terminated PAMAM
dendrimers as a high capacity, recyclable, and nanoscale container for transition metal ions
(251). Zhou et al. studied the interaction between OH-terminated PAMAM dendrimer and
Cu(II) using matrix-assisted laser desorption (MALDI) (252). Lard et al. demonstrated the
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energy transfer between phenanthrene (PN), a PAH, and a major environmental pollutant,
and Alexa Fluor 350 labeled amine-terminated PAMAM dendrimer (166). In contrast,
research on the commercially available tris-dendrimer has been surprisingly scarce. However,
the tri-functional hydroxyl-surface groups and ample inner structural voids of the trisdendrimer (Figure 3-1) suggest its high capacity in hosting cationic, anionic, and
hydrophobic guest species, a characteristic not readily available from any specific monofunctional NH2 or OH-terminated PAMAM dendrimer. Herein, we report the absorption of
three different chemical species— cationic copper (Cu(II)), anionic nitrate (NO3-), and PAH
(PN) by a tris-dendrimer. The selection of these chemicals ensures the consideration of
surface charge and hydrophobicity of guest species and offers a comprehensive platform for
evaluating the full-range hosting capacity of the tris-dendrimer. For example, Cu(II) is a
transition metal ion which readily solubilizes in water to form complexes with d-d transitions
throughout the near-ultraviolet, visible and near-infrared regions of the spectrum. Because of
its unique electronic configuration, Cu(II) is capable of forming coordination complexes
with a number of polydentate ligands. On the other hand, complexation of anions is a
challenging task due to their large size and high free energy of solvation. NO3- is a weak base
that does not readily form covalent bonds with metal cations or protons. However, it
interacts in a non-coordinating manner with receptors through hydrogen bonding or
electrostatic interactions. Hence the receptor should be able to form several non-covalent
interactions simultaneously. In addition, the selectivity of the receptor toward NO3- in an
aqueous environment is governed by its capability to host a mono-ionic, trigonal planar
anion as opposed to other oxoanions such as sulfate, phosphate, and hydroxyls. In contrast
to both cations and anions that have a significant solubility in water (kCu(II) = 1250 g/L, kNO3-
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= 876 g/L) (254), PN is a PAH which is weakly soluble in water (kPN = 1.29 mg/L) (255).
Hence, its host should be able to partition PN into a hydrophobic environment in an
aqueous solution. The unique chemistry of tris-dendrimer with a highly ordered chemical
structure and tri-functional groups thus, could be exceptional in hosting chemical species of
varying physical properties such as mentioned above. In the present work, specifically, the
stoichiometric dendrimer-specie ratios are determined using UV-vis spectrophotometry, and
the binding mechanisms are discussed thereafter. The use of Cu(II), NO3-, and PN is
justified by their significant biological and environmental implications (256-259).

Figure 3-1. Structure of a generation 1 tris-dendrimer, the building block of the generation 4 trisdendrimer used in the present study. Red, oxygen; green, secondary amine; blue, tertiary amine.
(260).

In addition to the common toxic ions and PAHs found to pollute drinking water,
humic substances also present severe environmental problems. Humic substances,
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particularly humic acids (HA), form principle components of NOM which result from
biodegradation and a chemical breakdown of animal and plant residues. Structurally, HA is a
heterogeneous mixture of various aromatic and aliphatic molecules containing amines,
catechols, quinones, carboxyl and phenolate functional groups which provide some
hydrophilic character above pH 2. HA is resistant to further degradation and can therefore
persist in natural and engineered systems. This may be problematic as HA can (i) pose as an
environmental hazard by binding to trace metals, radionuclides and/or toxic and
carcinogenic contaminants (261-263), (ii) regulate the transport and bioavailability of
contaminants, and (iii) reduce the efficiency of water filtration membranes through fouling
(264-266). Moreover, the complex and highly variable nature of HA often hinders their
efficient removal. NOM poses a major challenge in drinking water purification systems
owing to their high degree of fouling and disinfectant byproduct formation (264-267). The
most commonly used methods for removal of NOM from drinking water include
coagulation and flocculation, followed by sedimentation/flotation and sand filtration (268).
Even though most of the NOM can be removed by coagulation, the hydrophobic fraction
and high molar mass compounds of NOM are removed more efficiently than the
hydrophilic fraction and the low molar mass compounds. Among the coagulants used,
organic cationic polyelectrolytes such as chitosan and poly(DADMAC) have proved the
most efficient (269). Regardless, a high dose of coagulants is usually required for the efficient
removal of NOM, thus reducing the cost efficiency of the process. Furthermore, some of
the coagulants also exhibit toxic effects (268). Therefore, alternative materials with enhanced
coagulation properties must be developed for the better removal of NOM.
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Dendritic nanotechnology is a promising new technology for the removal of NOM
from water; these polymeric materials possess exceptional adsorption properties and their
porous structures are ideal for trapping organic molecules. Further, the low viscosity, nanosize, and strong contaminant affinity of dendrimers facilitate enhanced contaminant removal
via UF with minimal membrane fouling, allowing the system to be operated typically at low
pressures (170). However, despite these apparent advantages, little attention has been paid to
using dendrimers for membrane defouling. Herein, we report as a first study on the use of
PAMAM dendrimers as an efficient, cost-effective, and re-usable nanotechnology for
defouling of humic substances.

3.2. A Tris-dendrimer for Hosting Diverse Chemical Species
3.2.1. Materials and characterization
Generation 4 (G4) PAMAM tris-amidomethane dendrimer with a 1,6-diaminohexane
core and 64 surface groups (MW = 18,178, 10 wt % in H2O) was purchased from Sigma
Aldrich and diluted in Milli-Q (pH 6.8) to 10 M for use. The pH values of the dendrimer
solution were adjusted to 2, 7, and 10 by titration using 1M NaOH or HCl. The
hydrodynamic sizes of the dendrimers were measured by a Nanosizer (S90, Malvern
Instruments), and the surface charges of the dendrimer at the three different pH values were
determined by a Zetasizer (Nano ZS, Malvern Instruments). Copper nitrate hydrate
(Cu(NO3)2.xH2O, MW = 188), sodium nitrate (NaNO3, MW = 85), and phenanthrene
(C14H10, MW = 178) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and used as the sources of Cu(II),
NO3-, and PN, respectively.
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The tris-dendrimer possessed a zeta potential of -52.9mV at pH 10, -5.69mV at pH
7, and 6.5 mV at pH 2, respectively. The positive charge of the dendrimer at low pH was due
to the protonation of its tertiary amines; however, the low charge can be attributed to the
shielding of positive charge by the counterions (Cl-) in solution. Significant penetration of
counterions towards the dendrimer core has been observed in higher generation dendrimers
(270). These counterions shield the excess polymer charge near the core due to backfolding
of the surface groups with increasing generation (271). The large negative charge of the
dendrimer at pH 10 can be regarded due to the electron cloud dislocation as a result of the
effective OH bond stretching on the terminal methyl groups, triggered by the interactions
between the OH- ions from NaOH in solution and the trihydroxyl surface groups on the
dendrimer. Deprotonation of the dendrimer surface hydroxyl groups can be ruled out based
on the large pKa value of CH3OH (pKa = 15). The low negative charge at neutral pH may be
attributed to the aforedescribed bond stretching as well. The tris-dendrimer exhibited the
largest hydrodynamic size (diameter) of 4.5 nm at pH 10 compared to that of 3.1 nm at pH 2
and 2.3 nm at pH 7. Such dependence of dendrimer size on solvent pH is understandable,
since the electrostatic repulsion between the three partially charged hydroxyls of each
dendrimer surface group at pH 10 favored an open structure, whereas the decrease in partial
charge of each dendrimer surface group compromised the electrostatic repulsion to yield a
relatively hydrophobic dendrimer interior at neutral pH. At low pH, in contrast, protonation
of the tertiary amines and neutralization of the surface groups promoted the dendrimer
interior to become hydrophilic and the dendrimer to swell in comparison with that at neutral
pH (refer to Figure 3-1a). A 48.8% maximum swelling at high pH was observed for the
dendrimer in our experiment. This is in accordance with previous molecular dynamics
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simulations (272) on the pH response of charged dendrimers, where a 15% and a 50%
maximum swelling were observed for the radius of gyration of the dendrimers, assuming
rigid and soft bonds, respectively.

3.2.2. Characterization of dendrimer-chemical binding
To characterize the binding of the tris-dendrimer with the three different chemical
species, the absorbance spectra of the dendrimer-specie complexes were measured against
the control dendrimer and the chemicals using a UV-vis spectrophotometer (Biomate 3). All
measurements were done using quartz cuvettes. The concentration of the dendrimer in each
aqueous solution was kept constant at 10 M while the concentrations of the species were
varied. Specifically, the water-soluble Cu(II) and NO3- were diluted in Milli-Q, while the
hydrophobic PN was dissolved in methanol. The mixtures of Cu(II), NO3-, and PN with the
tris-dendrimer were prepared at pH 10, 2, and 7, respectively, with the molar ratio of trisspecie kept at 1:10. The mixtures were then incubated for 30 min on a shaker prior to the
measurement. Survey scans of the absorbance of the control dendrimer, the chemicals, and
the dendrimer-chemical complexes were conducted for the wavelength range of 190-800 nm.
The signature peaks for the dendrimer-chemical complexes were identified. The binding
dynamics of the tris-chemicals were established by measuring the absorbance of the
complexes at their characteristic peak wavelengths, i.e., 300 nm for tris-Cu(II), 210 nm for
tris-NO3-, and 250 nm for tris-PN.
The unique pH responses in the structure and net charge of the tris-dendrimer were
utilized to absorb the charged and noncharged chemical species in aqueous solutions.
Specifically, tris-Cu(II) and tris-NO3- showed characteristic broad absorbance peaks around
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300 and 210 nm, respectively, whereas tris-PN displayed an increase in the PN absorbance
peak at 250 nm (Figure 3-2(a-c)). The appearance of characteristic peaks for tris-Cu(II) and
tris-NO3- indicates the formation of dendrimer-chemical complexes. The interaction
mechanisms are discussed in detail below:
1. Dendrimer-metal complexes: Specifically, Cu(II) complexed with the secondary and
tertiary amine groups of the tris-dendrimer at high pH to yield a broad absorbance
peak at 300 nm (290-340 nm). Such an absorbance peak is attributed to the ligandto-metal charge transfer (LMCT) (273) between Cu(II) and the ligand groups on the
tris-dendrimer. Copper in aqueous solutions exists as hexadentate Cu(H2O)62+
complexes, which undergoes ligand exchange upon interaction with the trisdendrimer. Plausible locations of the Cu(II) are indicated in Figure 3-2a (right panel),
following the proposed model by Ottaviani et al. (274). Coordination of Cu(II) with
terminal OH groups is, however, believed to be unfeasible (275). It has been shown
earlier that metal ions, including Cu2+, Ag+, Pt2+, Pd2+, Ru3+, and Ni2+, partition into
the interior of PAMAM dendrimers, where they are strongly complexed by interior
functional groups (274, 276, 277). The band arising from LMCT was much stronger
than that from the d-d transition between 600 and 800 nm (data not shown), possibly
due to the low concentration (100 M) of Cu(II) used. The low concentration of
Cu(II) also did not result in the formation of copper clusters within the dendrimer.
This could be inferred from the absence of the absorption peak around 570 nm that
typically arises from the Mie plasmon resonance of small copper clusters (277).
2. Dendrimer-anion binding - At low pH, NO3- formed complexes with the protonated
tertiary amines of the tris-dendrimer, as represented by an increase in the magnitude
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and change in the absorbance profile of the tris-NO3- near 210 nm (Figure 3-2b). In
the case of metal ions such as Cu(II), transition-metal receptors are Lewis bases that
donate a pair (or pairs) of electrons to the metal via a coordinating bond. In anion
coordination, the lone pair of electrons is donated in the reverse fashion from the
anion to a hydrogen atom on the ligand, resulting in hydrogen-bond formation. The
binding cavity then orients the H-bond in a trigonal planar coordination sphere in
accordance with NO3- coordination.
3. PAH encapsulation by dendrimers - As illustrated in Figure 3-2c, at neutral pH,
the interaction between the PN and the tris-dendrimer is indicated by an increase of
the PN absorbance peak at 250 nm, reflecting the partitioning of PN from methanol
to the dendrimer in the aqueous phase. It is worth noting that new absorbance bands
emerged for Cu(II) and NO3- upon their electrostatic interactions with the trisdendrimer. For PN, however, only an increase of the absorbance occurred resulting
from its partitioning from the aqueous phase to the relatively hydrophobic
dendrimer interior. The interactions of the -electron orbitals of the PN with the
surface hydroxyl groups of the dendrimer can be ruled out due to the physisorbed
waters forming H-bonds with the surface hydroxyl groups.
Thus, the UV-vis measurement provided a direct evidence that tris-dendrimer can
serve as a versatile host for guest species NO3- at low pH, PN at neutral pH, and Cu(II) at
high pH. However, the projected locations of the chemical species within the dendrimer are
still speculative at this point.
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Figure 3-2. Absorbance spectra of (a) control tris-dendrimer, control copper, and tris-copper
complex at pH 10 and 2, and enlarged branch of tris-dendrimer, and possible copper coordinations
at pH 10, (b) control tris-dendrimer, control nitrate, and tris-nitrate complex at pH 10 and 2, and
enlarged branch of tris-dendrimer and possible nitrate coordinations at pH 2, and (c) control trisdendrimer, control PN, and tris-PN complex at pH 7 and 2, and enlarged branch of tris-dendrimer
and possible PN localization at pH 7 (260).
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The normalized binding dynamics between Cu(II), NO3-, and PN with the trisdendrimer are presented in Figure 3-3. The optimum loading for tris-Cu(II) and tris-NO3occurred immediately after their initial mixing and saturated over time. In comparison, the
phase separation of PN started around 15 min but did not reach completion during our
observation time of 48 h. This is a result of an incomplete evaporation of the methanol from
solution. These dynamics further delineate the hypothesis that different binding processes
took place for charged vs. noncharged chemical species with the tris-dendrimer. Such
contrasting binding dynamics can also be attributed to the fundamental differences between
the long-range electrostatic interactions for tris-Cu(II) and tris-NO3- and the hydrophobic
interaction for tris-PN which occurred only within the dendrimer.

Figure 3-3.The binding dynamics of Cu(II), NO3- and PN with tris-dendrimer. The absorbance
readings were obtained at 300 nm for tris-Cu(II), 210 nm for tris-NO3-, and 250 nm for tris-PN,
respectively, immediately following their initial incubations (260).
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To determine the maximum binding capacity of the tris-dendrimer for the chemical
species, we further characterized the number of chemical species absorbed per dendrimer
through spectrophotometric titration. Parts a-c of Figure 3-4 indicate that each trisdendrimer absorbed up to 64 Cu(II) ions, 32 NO3- ions, and 10 PN molecules, respectively.
It is therefore reasonable to infer that the Cu(II) ions coordinated with the 64 secondary
amine surface groups of the tris-dendrimer at high pH whereas the NO3- ions
electrostatically bound with the protonated tertiary amine groups of the dendrimer interior at
low pH as well as through hydrogen bonding with the amido amines. These observations are
consistent with previous research on the binding of Cu(II) onto a G4 hydroxyl-terminated
dendrimer (277). However, for PN, we could approximately quantify the absorption capacity
and dynamics in the following way. The amount of methanol which evaporated from
solution was measured indirectly by measuring the absorbance of the control PN solution
periodically. This gave us an estimated amount of PN partitioned to the air-water interface
of the solution and the fraction of the partitioned PN absorbed by the tris-dendrimers.
According to Beer-Lambert’s law,
[ PN ]n  I PNn 

[ PN ]0
I PN 0

(3-1)

where [PN]n and [PN]0 are the concentrations of PN in solution at time t=n and 0
respectively, and IPNn and IPN0 are their respective absorbance intensities. By assumption that
the concentration of PN at time t=0 is the total concentration of PN in solution, i.e.,
[PN]0=[PN]T and IPN0=IPNT, we have

[ PN ]S  [ PN ]T  [ PN ]n

(3-2)
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[ PN ]x 

[ PN ]T  I mixn
I PNT

(3-3)

where [PN]S is the concentration of the PN partitioned to the air-water interface, and [PN]x
accounts for the concentration of the PN absorbed into the dendrimer and that is left in
solution. Since the absorbance of the mixture is higher than the control PN at any time t, it is
a good approximation to conclude that this extra absorbance can be attributed to the PN
which has been absorbed by the tris-dendrimer from the PN partitioned to the air-water
interface of the solution. Hence, the fraction of the total PN partitioned to the air-water
interface of the solution absorbed by the dendrimer at the interface is given by
y

[ PN ]x  [ PN ]n
[ PN ]s

(3-4)

A plot of y vs. the ratio of PN to tris-dendrimer (Figure 3-4c) indirectly indicates that the
tris-dendrimer reached its full capacity of capturing PN into its interior on reaching a ratio of
10:1 for PN:tris-dendrimer. Such a PN loading capacity of 98 mg/g was better than for a
functionalized poly(propyleneimine) (PPI) (44-67 mg/g) earlier reported (248). This higher
loading capacity could be attributed to the fact that in our experiment, the PAMAM
dendrimers were free in solution and hence the entire 3D structure was available to the PN
molecules, whereas in the above mentioned study, PPI dendrimers were rendered completely
water insoluble by functionalization and the adsorption experiments were carried out on
dendrimer thin films. The formation of thin films sacrificed partial dendrimer encapsulation
capability due to their collapse on the substrate. At neutral pH, none of the tertiary amines
of the tris-dendrimer were charged, and the neutral tris-dendrimer interior afforded a high
affinity for the PN.
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As mentioned in Chapter two (section 2.2.1), we employed viscometry to measure
the increase in the hydrodynamic size of a PAMAM dendrimer on encapsulating PN. The
intrinsic viscosity of a NP is a property which gives us information on the solute-solvent
interactions during their transport behavior in aqueous state. The drag caused by relative
motion of the fluid and a surface is a measure of the viscosity. An Ubbelohde viscometer
which consists of a U-shaped glass tube is held vertically in a controlled temperature bath.
The time taken for the level of the liquid to pass between two marked points in a bulbshaped capillary, which is proportional to the kinematic viscosity, is measured. The
determination of viscosity is based on Poiseuille's law:

P
dV
,
 R 4
dt
8L

(3-5)

where t is the time it takes for a volume V to elute. The ratio dV/dt depends on R as the
capillary radius, on the average applied pressure P, on its length L and on the dynamic
viscosity η. The viscosity radius, which is also the hydrodynamic radius, is derived from the
intrinsic viscosity, [η] of the analyte from Equation 3-6:

R  {3[ ]M / 10N A }1/ 3 .

(3-6)

Since this method employs the infinite dilution assumption, the true molecular radius is
obtained. It was observed that a G4-PAMAM dendrimer’s radius increased from 2.03 nm
for a pure G4-PAMAM to 2.35 nm for a G4-PAMAM encapsulating PN molecules at pH
10. This 15.8% increase in the radius suggests that about four PN molecules were
encapsulated inside a single G4-PAMAM. The difference in the hosting capacity from the
tris-dendrimer at pH 7 despite of both having similar repeating units is two-fold, one, at pH
10 the G4-PAMAM is completely uncharged and hence would provide a steric hindrance to
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the entrance of PN molecules due to crowding of surface groups, whereas at pH 7, the
relatively open structure of the tris-dendrimer owing to the electrostatic repulsions between
the partially charged hydroxyl surface groups allows for an easier entrance of the PN
molecules; and two, the comparatively more hydrophobic core of the tris-dendrimer
(diaminohexane) vs. that of G4-PAMAM (ethylenediamine) favors the partitioning of PN
molecules into the dendrimer core.
Since hydrophobic interaction is not as specific as electrostatic interaction, the
titration curve of the tris-PN complex is less smooth than that of tris-Cu(II), and tris-NO3-.
The fluctuations in the absorbance post the saturation point (10 PN molecules to 1 trisdendrimer, Figure 3-4c) further corroborate the nonspecific nature of PN partitioning within
the dendrimer. The solubilization in the hydrophobic environment in the interior of the
dendrimers is further augmented by the formation of charge-transfer complexes between the
PN aromatics and the dendrimer tertiary amines (248).
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Figure 3-4. Spectrophotometric titration plots for (a) tris-Cu(II) at 300 nm, (b) tris-NO3- at 210 nm,
and (c) tris-PN at 250 nm (260).

3.2.3. Regeneration of tris-dendrimer
Binding of chemical species to the tris-dendrimer is pH dependent. Hence by simply
subjecting the complexes to elevated or reduced pH, one can regenerate the dendrimer. To
investigate such a regeneration, the pH of the tris-chemical mixtures with the highest
concentrations of chemicals absorbed were altered by titrating 1 M NaOH or 1 M HCl. The
samples were then equilibrated for 30 min by constant mixing and their spectra recorded
using a UV-vis spectrophotometer against the respective blanks.
We observed that on lowering the tris-Cu(II) solution pH to 2, the complex
absorbance peak disappeared (Figure 3-2a). At low pH, H+ competed with Cu2+ for tertiary
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amine sites resulting in decomplexation of Cu2+, and it was therefore possible to release Cu2+
from the dendrimer interior. Note there was a ligand exchange reaction from amines to the
Cl- (from the HCl added to lower the solution pH) and hence a formation of CuCl2 was
highly probable to limit hexadentate Cu(H20)62+ reformation.
A similar decomplexation can be observed for NO3- upon increasing the tris-NO3solution pH to 10, as indicated by the similarity of the complex peak and the control trisdendrimer peak at 210 nm (Figure 3-2b). This resulted in a hydrophobic dendrimer interior
due to tertiary amine deprotonation and repulsion of the NO3- from the dendrimer interior.
The change in the control NO3- peak with pH could be attributed to the excess of NaOH at
high pH and HCl at low pH, each resulting in ion association with NO3- (278). It is wellknown that the UV absorption spectrum of aqueous NO3- consists of two bands—a highly
intense peak at approximately 200 nm and a much weaker peak at approximately 300 nm
(279). However, because of the low concentration of NO3- used in our study, the peak at 300
nm was not observed.
By lowering the tris-PN solution pH to 2, the dendrimer interior became protonated,
and the resulting decrease in the hydrophobicity of the dendrimer interior rejected the PN
out of the dendrimer. This was indicated by a decrease in the complex peak and its
resemblance to the control PN peak at low pH (Figure 3-2c). We have earlier reported (166)
through adsorption-induced fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) that an
optimum energy transfer between PN and a labeled amine terminated G5-PAMAM
dendrimer takes place around pH 8. MD simulations therein showed that at low pH, PN-PN
interactions were energetically favorable as opposed to PN-dendrimer interactions at neutral
pH. Further, at high pH, due to the contracting dendrimer size and surface crowding of
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functional groups, as also noticed from our viscometry results above, PN molecules only
adsorbed on the surface of the dendrimers and were prevented from partitioning into it.
Atomistic MD simulations by Lin et al. (280) exhibited that buried water molecules, i.e. water
molecules in the interior of the PAMAM dendrimers are thermodynamically unfavorable
compared to that in the bulk water well outside the dendrimer at neutral pH. However, at
low pH, the free energy of the buried water molecules becomes comparable to that in the
bulk. This further corroborates our hypothesis that due to the increased hydrophilicity of the
inter of the dendrimers at low pH, the hydrophobic PN molecules would be energetically
unfavored inside the dendrimer and hence are released from the interior and interact with
other PN molecules through stacking.
Thus, tris-dendrimers could be efficiently regenerated by acid or base washing for all
the three different types of chemical species.

3.3. A PAMAM Dendrimer for Mitigating Humic Foulant
3.3.1. Materials and characterization
Generation 5 amine-terminated PAMAM dendrimers (G5-NH2, MW 28,826 g/mol)
were purchased from Dendritech, Inc. in aqueous solutions and used as received. HA was
obtained from Sigma Aldrich in powdered form and dissolved in deionized (DI) water to
make a concentration of 500 mg/L. The HA solution was filtered using 0.2 m syringe
filters (Whatman) prior to all experiments. All experiments were performed at room
temperature. The hydrodynamic size of the control HA and G5-PAMAM solutions were
measured using dynamic light scattering in 1 mm path length plastic cuvettes (S90, Malvern
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Instruments). The hydrodynamic sizes of the supernatants of the G5-HA complexes were
also measured under identical conditions. Zeta potential measurements were conducted in
disposable zeta potential plastic cuvettes using a Zetasizer (Nano ZS, Malvern Instruments).
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Figure 3-5. Hydrodynamic sizes of HA, G5-PAMAM and G5-HA complexes in the respective
supernatants at different HA:G5-PAMAM ratios (353).

The hydrodynamic size of G5-NH2 at a concentration between 42-450 mg/L ranged
between 4.8-5.6 nm at pH 7 (Figure 3-5). At this pH value, only the primary amines of the
dendrimers remain protonated while the interior of the dendrimers is hydrophobic. The HA
at 75 -125 mg/L (the use of such high concentrations was to accommodate the instrument
resolution for DLS, zeta potential and UV-vis measurements) and pH 5.5 showed a high
inter-molecular association (d = 62.53 nm). Although the complex nature of HA prevents an
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accurate characterization of its chemical composition, it is accepted (281) that carboxyl and
phenol are the major functional groups, and HA at neutral pH is known to form clusters
stabilized by the hydrophobic effect and intermolecular hydrogen bonds (282).
Operationally, HA is defined as the component of humic substances which is insoluble at
and below pH 2, due to protonation of the anionic groups (283). The zeta potential of HA at
a pH of 5.5 was measured to be -34.5 mV due to the deprotonation of carboxyl functional
groups.

3.3.2. Dendrimer-HA association constants
In a preliminary batch experiment, G5-NH2 at pH 7.5 was added to a HA solution at
pH 5.5 in an Eppendorf tube at several mass ratios to determine the optimum dendrimer
concentration at which visual precipitation of the dendrimer-HA complex took place. The
mixtures were mounted on a rotary shaker for 24 h and indeed an optimum ratio of HA to
G5-PAMAM was observed at which flocculation of the complexes occurred. This suggests
that an electrostatic interaction between the cationic dendrimers and the anionic HA led to
the formation of strong complexes that cross-linked to form large precipitates. In order to
further assess the binding affinity between the dendrimers and the HA, a fluorescence
quenching method was developed for determining the equilibrium constants of the complex.
HA solution was prepared by diluting from the stock in DI water and increasing
concentrations of G5-PAMAM were added to the HA solution in a 1 mm path length quartz
cuvette. After 30 sec of gentle shaking, the mixtures were allowed to incubate for 5 min and
their fluorescent emission spectra between 400-600 nm were recorded for an excitation of
320 nm and Ex/Em slit widths of 10/20 nm on a Cary Eclipse fluorescence
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spectrophotometer (Varian, Inc.). The emission spectra were corrected for their respective
blanks (HA and dendrimers only). Measurements were recorded on three samples for
statistical error analysis.
The phenol, amine, catechol, and quinone groups within humic substances give rise
to strong fluorescence signals which are characteristic of the source of the humic substance.
We observed that complexation with cationic dendrimers quenched the fluorescence of the
HA. The fractional decrease in the fluorescence as a function of added dendrimers was
examined using the Stern-Volmer equation:

F0
 1  K SV [Q]
F

(3-7)

Here, F0 and F are the fluorescence intensities of HA in the absence and presence of the
quencher (dendrimers), respectively, and [Q] is the concentration of the quencher. KSV is the
Stern-Volmer constant. An HA solution was prepared by diluting the stock in DI water to
reach 15 mg/L, the average concentration of humic substances found in natural ground and
surface waters in the U.S. (284). Increasing concentrations of G5-PAMAM were added to
the HA solution. The fluorescence of the HA was recorded between 400-600 nm upon
excitation at 320 nm, showing a broad emission spectrum with a peak around 460 nm. Slight
quenching of the HA fluorescence was observed upon dilution with DI water, resulting from
charge transfer between the HA and dissolved oxygen in water (Figure 3-6 (a)) (285).
Dendrimers, in contrast, exhibited negligible fluorescence in the range examined (Figure 36(b)).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3-6. Fluorescence emission spectra of (a) HA and (b) G5-PAMAM at different concentrations.
Arrow indicates direction of increasing concentrations (353).

However, a significant quenching was observed upon adding dendrimers to the HA
solution (Figure 3-7 (a)). The Stern-Volmer plot derived from the fluorescence emission was
linear (Figure 3-7 (b)), and the Stern-Volmer constant KSV was determined to be 1.3×107 M-1.
At a mass ratio of 5.25 mg of HA per mg of G5-PAMAM, corresponding to a G5-PAMAM
concentration of 2.85 mg/L, the fluorescence intensity of the initial HA solution decreased
by approximately 50%, implying that approximately half of the HA molecules were
associated with the dendrimers. Linearity of the Stern-Volmer plot may imply either static or
dynamic quenching. For dynamic quenching, the Stern-Volmer constant KSV is equal to the
bimolecular quenching constant kq multiplied by the fluorescence lifetime in the absence of
the quencher. The fluorescence lifetime of the commercial Aldrich HA is of the order of 0.68.4 ns (MW 3-50 kDa) at pH 6.3 (286). Therefore kq is determined to be 0.16-2.3 × 1016 M1 -1

s , much higher than the largest possible value for diffusion-controlled processes in

aqueous solution (287). Hence, the quenching process here is concluded as a static process
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arising from complex formation between G5-PAMAM and HA, primarily mediated by
electrostatic interactions. Other interactions such as hydrogen bonding between the
hydrogens of the dendrimer amines and the oxygens of the phenol and carboxyl groups of
the HA are also feasible. The static Stern-Volmer constant, KSV, can be interpreted as the
ground-state association constant for the dendrimers and the HA, indicating a high affinity
of HA for the G5-PAMAM dendrimers.

(a)

(b)
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Figure 3-7. (a) Fluorescence emission of HA in the presence of decreasing amounts of HA per G5PAMAM (g/g) = 21, 10.5, 7, 5.25, 4.2, 3.5, 2.62, 2.1, 1.4, and 1.05. (b) Stern-Volmer plot for G5-HA
complexes. The linearity of the plot indicates static quenching due to the complex formation (353).

3.3.3. Efficiency of HA removal by PAMAM dendrimers
Given the high affinity of HA for dendrimers, it is of interest to assess the efficiency
of the removal of dissolved HA in aqueous solutions by dendrimers. For this purpose, we
carried out UV-vis absorbance measurement to quantify the amount of HA removed from
the solution. HA has a broad absorption spectrum which decreases with increasing
wavelength in an approximately exponential fashion, exhibiting no distinct bands. This
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observed tailing in the HA absorption spectrum is attributed to the intramolecular chargetransfer between the hydroxyl-aromatic donors and quinoid acceptors formed by the partial
oxidation of lignin precursors (288).
HA solutions of 75-125 mg/L were prepared by diluting the stock solution with DI
water. The pH of the prepared HA solutions was 5.5. G5-PAMAM of gradient
concentrations were then added to the HA solutions in 2 mL Eppendorf tubes. The final pH
of the mixture was noted to be neutral. The mixtures were allowed to incubate on a rotor
(Labquake, Barnstead) for 24 h, after which, visible precipitates were observed in the tube
for optimal dendrimer concentrations (Figure 3-8 inset).
No visible precipitates were observed for the control HA, confirming strong
interactions between the oppositely charged dendrimers and HA in the mixtures. The
mixtures were centrifuged in a Minispin (Eppendorf) at the rate of 5,000 rpm (4,515g RCF)
for 15 min and the absorbance of the supernatants was read on a UV-vis spectrophotometer
(Biomate 3) in quartz cuvettes. The supernatants showed no new absorbance peaks, but
were lower in intensity than the corresponding control HA samples for the entire range. The
difference in intensities at 254 nm was then used to infer the fraction of HA left in the
aqueous phase. Figure 3-8 shows the fraction of HA remaining in the aqueous phase vs. the
ratio of HA to G5-PAMAM in solution. The fraction of remaining HA initially decreased
followed by an increase with increasing dendrimer concentrations. Narkis and Rebhun (289)
and Edzwald et al. (290) reported that cationic polyelectrolytes can destabilize high
molecular weight polymers such as HA by charge neutralization. Such charge neutralization
results in the formation of neutral species which can aggregate to form relatively large
molecular weight compounds and precipitate out of the solution. The electrostatic
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interaction between the cationic G5-PAMAM and the anionic HA led to the formation of
complexes which cross-linked to form floc particles. The optimal concentration of G5PAMAM at which maximum precipitation was observed was 50 mg/L, corresponding to
~2g HA per gram of G5-PAMAM added. Interestingly, this is also the stoichiometric ratio at
which complete fluorescence quenching of HA of 15 mg/L occurred (Figure 3-7 (a)) (353).
At this concentration, only 10% of the HA remained in the aqueous phase. This removal
efficiency is twice as good as previously reported by Glaser and Edzwald (291), where 20%
HA remained in the aqueous phase when the mass ratio of HA to branched
polyethyleneimine (PEI) was ~1.25. In addition, compared to branched PEI, PAMAM
dendrimers have a well-defined number of surface functionalities and hence a uniform
surface charge distribution. In our experiment, a pseudo-exponential increase in the
remaining fraction was observed for dendrimer concentrations above the optimal
concentration (i.e., data points < 2.0 g/g in Figure 3-8). This can be explained as follows.
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Figure 3-8. Fraction of HA remaining in solution vs. ratio of HA per G5-PAMAM added. Insets:
Images of G5-HA precipitates in the left tube and HA alone in the right tube for the same HA
concentration corresponding to 2g HA per gram of G5-PAMAM (353).
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Initially, flocculation of the dendrimer-HA complexes was rapid due to the presence
of a large number of sub-micrometer anionic HA particles and cationic dendrimers (Scheme
3-1, I). As the complexes started to aggregate through cross-linking, mediated by
hydrophobic interactions, the number of charged particles/complexes decreased (Scheme 31, II). Once the charge neutralization is achieved at the optimal concentration of added
dendrimers, further addition of the dendrimers re-stabilized the neutral hydrophobic flocs by
providing steric and electrostatic repulsions between the formed complexes and hence
increased absorbance of the HA (Scheme 3-1, III).

I

II

III

Scheme 3-1: Schematic of complexation (I), aggregation (II) and re-stabilization (III) processes in
dendrimer-HA interactions. Dendrimers are shown in green and HA in orange (353).

Since G5-PAMAM dendrimers each possesses 128 surface amines, the optimal
amount of the dendrimer amines is 224 M (6.45 g/L) to neutralize a 100 mg/L HA
solution. Potentiometric titrations (292) of the dissociation of Aldrich HA provide its total
acidity to be 648 M. This implies that ~2-3 HA molecules are neutralized by a single G5PAMAM dendrimer. This is further confirmed by the DLS and zeta potential measurements
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of the supernatants. Results from the DLS measurement showed formation of submicrometer sized soluble complexes at the optimal dendrimer dose (Figure 3-5). However,
partial dissociations of the complexes occurred below and above the optimal dendrimer
concentration. The zeta potential of the complexes shifted from negative (-18.3 mV) for
dendrimers below the optimal concentration, to neutral (-2.24 mV) at the optimal
concentration, and positive (+16.1 mV) for just above the optimal concentration. For higher
doses, zeta potential measurements were unattainable due to the small sizes of the
complexes (<3 nm) that were below the instrument resolution. This corroborates our
hypothesis that further addition of dendrimers beyond the optimal concentration caused
fragmentation of the large micron-sized aggregates into smaller complexes stabilized by
cationic dendrimers (Scheme 3-1, III). Below the optimal concentration, all dendrimers were
complexed with the HA and precipitation was observed. The negative zeta potentials under
this condition were therefore indicative of the remaining HA in the solution. At the optimal
concentration, hydrophobic interactions between the charge neutral complexes resulted in
the formation of precipitates. Further absence of aggregation between the complexes may be
attributed to steric effects and entropically driven release of encapsulated water and
structural reorganization (293). Such entropic gain could compensate for the hydrophobic
interactions between the complexes. Above the optimal concentration, excess dendrimers
restabilized the neutralized complexes via electrostatic repulsions by interacting with them
through hydrogen bonding (353).
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3.3.4. Physico-chemistry of dendrimer-HA binding
To further investigate the specific chemical groups involved in the complex
formation, attenuated total reflectance-Fourier transform infrared spectra (ATR-FTIR) were
collected on the pellets obtained from experiments at the optimal dendrimer concentration
described above. The precipitate shown in the Figure 3-8 inset was recovered by
centrifugation, dried at 45°C, and then placed directly onto the ATR crystal for ATR-FTIR
analysis. ATR-FTIR analyses were performed on a Thermo Nicolet 6700 FTIR with a single
bounce diamond Smart iTR cell. Standard data collection parameters were 32 scans at 4 cm-1
resolution. A flux of nitrogen was passed through the instrument to remove CO2(g).
The chemical activity of HA is dominated by a high concentration of oxygencontaining functional groups, particularly carboxyl groups. Despite the complexity of HA
molecules, IR spectroscopy is useful in resolving carboxyl groups due to their high
polarizability and hence high IR activity. The chemical behavior of carboxyl groups also
depends upon their structural environment, i.e. the types and orientations of other functional
groups neighboring the carboxyls. A carboxyl group gives rise to two main features in the IR
absorption spectra depending on its protonation state. The protonated carboxylic acids is
characterized by absorption bands corresponding to a carbonyl stretch (νC=O) between 1690
and 1750 cm-1, and C-OH vibrations (νC-OH) between 1200 and 1300 cm-1. Upon
deprotonation, the vibrational mode of νC=O becomes coupled to that of the other
deprotonated oxygen and its energy shifts to a lower energy level. This gives rise to an
asymmetric stretching feature (νas) between 1540 and 1650 cm-1. The C-OH band also shifts
to higher energies upon deprotonation, giving rise to a symmetric COO- mode (νs) between
1300 and 1420 cm-1. The NH stretching vibrations occur near 3300-3500 cm-1. Due to
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hydrogen bonding in the solid state, these bands are broadened and are characteristic of
amides (294).

Figure 3-9. ATR-FTIR spectra of HA (red), G5-PAMAM (black) and G5-HA complex (green) (353).

As shown in Figure 3-9, the ATR-FTIR spectrum of the dendrimer-HA complex is a
convolution of the spectra of the G5-PAMAM dendrimers and the HA, exhibiting several
features suggestive of the interactive sites as follows (353).
1. The amide A band (3460 cm-1) originating from a combination of amide II stretching
and NH in-plane bending vibrations of the G5-PAMAM broadens to suggest hydrogen
bonding with the deprotonated phenolic and/or carboxylic groups of the HA.
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2. The amide II band at 1543 cm-1 of the G5-PAMAM and the 1563 cm-1 band of the HA
that is associated with the N-H bending vibrations significantly downshifts to 1536 cm-1
for the G5-HA complex, suggesting direct, electrostatic interactions between carboxylic
and amine functional groups of the HA and G5-PAMAM, respectively.
3. The asymmetric carbonyl stretch (1612 cm-1) within the HA and the amide I peak (1636
cm-1) within the G5-PAMAM are essentially combined within the G5-HA complex
spectra. The apparent broadening of the spectral peaks within the G5-HA complex may
be only due to the incorporation of the broad HA peaks. However, the minimal shift in
peak positions of approximately 10 cm-1 could imply interactions with the dendrimer
primary amines.
4. The disappearance of the C=O stretch at 1710 cm-1 in the G5-HA complex implies
deprotonation of the carboxylic acid groups upon formation of the G5-HA complex.
This indicates the presence of electron withdrawing groups, such as the dendrimer
amines.

3.4. Discussions and Summary
In summary, with regard to dendrimer environmental applications we have
demonstrated through UV-vis absobance measurements that tris-dendrimer can serve as a
full-range host for the adsorption and dispersion of cationic, anionic, and PAH species. The
tri-functionality of the tris-dendrimer could be advantageous owing to its higher surface
charge density than the cationic or anionic monofunctional PAMAM dendrimers. The
primary interactions governing the encapsulation of the species by tris-dendrimer were Lewis
acid-base interactions and complexation with cationic Cu(II), electrostatic and hydrogen
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bonding interactions with anionic NO3-, and hydrophobic interactions with PAH PN. The
encapsulation of the species could also be reversed by changing solution pH. We have
further demonstrated through UV-vis spectrophotometry efficient removal of dissolved HA
using biocompatible PAMAM dendrimers. In addition to complex formation due to
electrostatic interactions between the cationic dendrimers and the anionic HA at neutral pH
as evidenced by our fluorescence quenching studies, our ATR-FTIR study has further
identified the specific chemical groups involved in the dendrimer-HA complexation. Once
charge neutralization is reached at a stoichiometric ratio of ~2 g/g for HA:G5-PAMAM,
subsequent fast aggregation occurred resulting from hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic
interactions between the neutralized complexes, leading to precipitation of the micron-sized
aggregates. However, loading of additional dendrimers re-stabilized and resuspended the
aggregates via electrostatic repulsion.
Thus, PAMAM dendrimers provide a more thermodynamically spontaneous
adsorption process towards various chemical species, in contrast to conventional water
purification procedures such as RO which require energy to drive the process to completion.
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CHAPTER FOUR
ENVIRONMENTAL APPLICATIONS OF NANOMATERIALS
II. An Enhanced Detection of Pollutants Using Dendrimers

In chapter four, a new physical scheme is presented for the detection of copper,
based on the use of a fluorescently labeled dendrimer anchored on a gold nanowire. Upon
light illumination surface plasmon resonance was generated from the gold nanowire, which
promoted quenching of the labeled dendrimer fluorescence as a result of the energy transfer
between the dye on the dendrimer and the copper ions. The monotonic dependence of the
fluorescence quenching on copper concentration was exploited to reach a copper detection
sensitivity of 2 nM. In addition, the fluorescence of the labeled dendrimers was quenched
specifically by copper in a matrix of common metal ions (295).

4.1. Introduction
Detection of metal ions in aqueous solutions is important for environmental
protection and the sensitivity as well as selectivity of such detection is a challenge in a matrix
of metal ions present in the environment. The detection of copper has both biological and
environmental implications, and has been an active area of research in the recent decades.
Copper is physiologically essential for bone formation, cellular respiration, and connective
tissue development, and excessive amounts of copper can result in eczema, kidney disease,
and damage to the central nerve system (296). Copper is also one of the major transition
metals that are under environmental surveillance. For example, the U.S- EPA has set the safe
limit of copper in drinking water at 20 M (297). Among the various techniques available,
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atomic absorption spectroscopy and inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy are the
most commonly used tools for copper detection (298). In addition, there have been
continued developments of electrochemical and fluorescence methods for copper detection
(299-307). Most of these methods are costly and require skilled handling. Furthermore, the
detection limits of these methods are usually low.
Having discussed the unique physico-chemical properties of PAMAM dendrimers as
high capacity, recyclable, nanoscale hosts for transition metal ions such as Cu(II) in chapter
three, here we present a facile optical method for enhancing the detection of Cu(II). Such a
scheme could be extended to most metal ions in aqueous solutions. The detection of Cu(II)
adsorbed by a dendrimer nanosponge was enhanced via the surface plasmon resonance
(SPR) of a gold nanowire (Au-NW) substrate for the dendrimer. Specifically, upon light
excitation the fluorescence of labeled Cu-adsorbed dendrimers anchored on an Au-NW
substrate is quenched to a fuller extent (Figure 4-1, scheme). Based on the specific and
selective response of dendrimers to Cu(II), an optical scheme well capable of the nanomolar
copper detection has been developed.

4.2. Materials
G4 poly(amido-amine) PAMAM dendrimers (G4-Sac) with a 1,4-diaminobutane core
and 64 succinamic acid surface groups (MW: 20,647, 10 wt % in H2O) were purchased from
Sigma Aldrich and used as received. Carboxylic reactive fluorescent Alexa Fluor® hydrazide
bis(triethylammonium salt) 633 dye with a maximum absorption at 624 nm and emission at
666 nm was obtained from Molecular Probes and dissolved in Milli-Q prior to use.
Copper(II) nitrate hydrate (Cu(NO3)2·xH2O, MW: 188), chromium(III) chloride hexahydrate
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(CrCl3·6H2O, MW: 266.45), manganese(II) chloride hydrate (MnCl2·xH2O, MW: 125.84),
lead(II) chloride (PbCl2), MW: 278.11), and mercury(II) chloride (HgCl2), MW: 271.50) were
purchased from Sigma Aldrich and dissolved in Milli-Q prior to use. Cationic
cetyltrimethylammonium-bromide (CTAB)-coated Au-NWs (30 nm in diameter, 6 m in
length, stock concentration: 50 g/mL in H2O) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and
used as received.

Figure 4-1. (Left) Experimental scheme showing detection of Cu(II) using G4-Sac dendrimers and
Au-NW-induced SPR. (Right) TEM image showing the adsorption of G4-Sac dendrimers (in gray
and black) onto a single Au-NW. A total volume of 1 mL of Au-NW-G4-Sac mixed with 2 mM Cu(II)
was pipetted onto a 200 mesh carbon coated copper grid (Ted Pella) and incubated for 1 h prior to
imaging. Images were acquired on a Hitachi H7600 operated at 80 kV (295).

4.3. Characterization of Dendrimer-Cu(II) Binding
Measurements of Cu(II) binding to G4-Sac PAMAM dendrimers in aqueous
solutions were carried out using a UV-vis spectrophotometer (Biomate 3). A dendrimer pH
of 9–9.5 was adjusted by the addition of 1 M HCl or NaOH and used for all experiments.
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This optimum pH value was adopted from a previous work (169). The binding capacity of
the anionic dendrimers was determined through titration of Cu(II) at a Cu(II)-G4-Sac
volume ratio of 1:1. The G4-Sac concentration was maintained at 10 M while the Cu(II)
concentration was lowered from 0.25 mM to 1 M. Our experimental procedure consisted
of mixing and equilibrating the aqueous solutions of Cu(II) and G4-Sac at room temperature
for 30 min. A survey scan of the absorbance of control G4-Sac, Cu(II), and the mixture of
Cu(II) and G4-Sac was carried out in the wavelength range of 250–350 nm, where Cu(II)
was found to show strong absorbance.
Figure 4-2 shows a plot of the absorbance of Cu(II)-G4-Sac complex for different
concentrations of Cu(II). At pH 9, the fraction of tertiary amine groups of the G4-Sac that
remained charged was 0.003 and that of terminal carboxyl groups was 0.91 (169). The
dendrimer structure was therefore enclosed as a result of this low charge density within its
interior. Hence, at pH 9 Cu(II) binding occurred primarily with the negatively charged
deprotonated carboxyl terminal groups. Coordination of Cu(II) with the nitrogen atoms in
the tertiary amine groups was also feasible (308).
As shown in Figure 4-2, Cu(II)-G4-Sac absorbed in the range of 250–350 nm with a
broad peak occurring around 300 nm. This broad peak was attributed to a strong ligand-tometal charge transfer between the G4-Sac and the Cu(II) (273). For the concentrations used,
both the control dendrimer and Cu(II) showed negligible absorbance in this wavelength
range (data not shown). However, the absorbance of the Cu(II)-G4-Sac complex was
detectable until the Cu(II) concentration was reduced down to 10 M. Below 10 M, the
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peak flattened and Cu(II) was no longer detectable. Hence, 10 M was regarded as the
detection limit of Cu(II) by the UV-vis spectrophotometer.

Figure 4-2. Absorbance of the Cu(II)-G4-Sac complex, where Cu(II) becomes undetectable below 10
M (295).

4.4. Enhancing the Limit of Cu(II) Detection by Dendrimers
For the fluorescence measurements, the G4-Sac dendrimers were labeled with Alexa
Fluor 633 dye at an optimized molar ratio of G4-Sac:dye=1:10. The dendrimer-dye mixture
was covered in aluminum foil and shaken for 3 h at 4°C. Dialysis was performed to remove
free dyes using a 10,000 MWCO Spectra/Por RC Float-A-Lyzer membrane (Spectrum
Laboratories). The molecular cutoff of the membrane enabled unlabeled dyes (MW 1,150
Da) to exit and the dye-dendrimer conjugates (MW larger than 20,647 Da) to be retained.
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After washing the membrane to remove its preservative, the dendrimer-dye mixture was
injected into the membrane and secured with a cap. The membrane was suspended in MilliQ in a 2 L beaker while continuously being stirred on a magnetic mixer for 24 h. The
mixture was then removed from the membrane, covered in foil, and kept at 4°C for use.
According to the labeling protocol, it was estimated that approximately one fourth to one
third of the dyes would conjugate to the primary and/or tertiary amines of the dendrimers,
which would yield a labeling molar ratio of G4-Sac:dye at 1:2 to 1:3. The pH of the labeled
dendrimer solution was adjusted to 9.5 for all measurements.
Approximately 500 L of 25 M Au-NW solution was mixed and incubated with
500 L of 48 M G4-Sac for 30 min to measure the change in zeta potential (NanoZS,
Malvern Instruments) of Au-NWs induced by their binding with anionic dendrimers. The
zeta potential of the CTAB-coated Au-NWs (+52.1±11.6 mV) decreased sharply to a stable
negative value (−57.5±4.27 mV) after mixing the NWs with G4-Sac dendrimers for 30 min.
It is therefore inferred from this measurement that G4-Sac dendrimers adsorbed efficiently
onto the Au-NWs and their complexes remained stable in the aqueous solutions. Then, 40
L of 0.12 mM Au-NW solution was incubated with 100 L of the labeled dendrimers (2
M) for 30 min in a standard black 96-well flat-bottomed plate. Cu(II) was added in
gradually decreasing concentrations to the Au-dendrimer mixture from 20 M to 2 nM and
each mixture was incubated for 30 min. Fluorescence intensities were recorded (Cary Eclipse
fluorescence spectrophotometer, Varian Inc.) for the control labeled dendrimers, Cu(II)dendrimers, Au-dendrimers, and Au-dendrimer-Cu(II) at an excitation wavelength of 580
nm and emission wavelength ranging between 600–900 nm. Each sample was measured
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three times to establish error bars. The response time of Cu(II) binding with G4-Sac was
established by measuring the time evolution of the FRET efficiency using Equation 4-1 as
follows:
|(IF − IF0)/IF0|%

(4-1)

where IF and IF0 are the fluorescence intensities of the G4-Sac in the presence and absence of
Cu(II), respectively. The concentration of Cu(II) used was 20 M.
Transition metals like Cu(II) form complexes with water to give strong d-d electronic
transitions throughout the near ultraviolet, visible, and near-infrared regions of the spectrum.
Figure 4-3 shows the aqueous absorption spectrum of Cu(II) and the fluorescence emission
spectrum of the Alexa Fluor 633 dye between 600–900 nm. Due to the overlap between the
two spectra, Cu(II) quenched the fluorescence of the dye as a result of the occurrence of
FRET. Furthermore, when Cu(II) was bound to a G4-Sac dendrimer, a weak charge transfer
from the dendrimer to the Cu(II) could have also contributed to the quenching process.
Hence, a significant decrease was registered for the fluorescence intensity of the Cu(II)-G4Sac complex, compared with the control labeled dendrimer (Figure 4-3 (b)). Figure 4-3 (b)
shows the fluorescence spectra of the control labeled G4-Sac, control Au-G4-Sac, Cu(II)labeled G4-Sac complex, and Au-G4-Sac-Cu(II) complex. The spectra of the complexes can
be clearly distinguished from the controls.
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Figure 4-3. (a) Fluorescence emission spectrum of Alexa Fluor 633 dye (vertical axis, left, solid
diamonds) and absorbance of Cu(II) (vertical axis, right, hollow diamonds) in aqueous solution. (b)
Fluorescence emission spectra of labeled G4-Sac, Au-G4-Sac complex, Cu(II)-G4-Sac complex, and
Au-G4-Sac-Cu(II) complex. The Cu(II) concentration is 20 M for all samples. Note a spectral shift
of 3–5 nm in the presence of Au-NWs (hollow and solid squares), indicating the occurrence of SPR
(295).

Specifically, the labeled dendrimers displayed a strong absorbance peak at 645 nm
when excited at 580 nm (crossed curve). In aqueous solutions, Au-NWs under illumination
are assumed to exhibit strong plasmon and longitudinal bands. The strong interaction with
light occurs because the conduction electrons on the metal surface undergo a collective
oscillation when excited by light at specific wavelengths. This phenomenon is known as SPR
and this oscillation results in unusually strong scattering and absorption properties. Shifts in
the SPR peak wavelength can be obtained by changing the local refractive index near the
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particle surface. When dendrimers were adsorbed onto an Au-NW via electrostatic
interaction, a spectral shift of 3–5 nm was induced in the dendrimer fluorescence (hollow
squared curve versus crossed curve). This spectral shift suggests the occurrence of a charge
transfer between the dendrimer and the Au-NW, conceivably associated with a
conformational change in the dendrimer. The observed redshift can also be attributed to the
lowered vibration frequency of the dyes labeling the dendrimer, due to their mutual
aggregation promoted by the Au-NWs. In addition to the spectral shift a significant increase
in fluorescence intensity was also detectable for the Au-G4-Sac sample, likely resulting from
the SPR of the Au-NWs (hollow squared curve). Fluorescence enhancement by gold
nanostructures is a well-established phenomenon (309). In our current scheme the SPR
enhancement of dendrimer fluorescence by an Au-NW was exploited to improve the
detection of Cu(II).
As shown in Figure 4-4, fluorescence quenching was observed when the Cu(II)
concentrations were 20 M and 2 M (vertical bars for “without Au-NWs”), where the
molar ratio of G4-Sac:Cu(II) was less than 1. However, when the Cu(II) concentrations were
below 2 M, or the molar ratios of G4-Sac:Cu(II) were greater than 1, Cu(II) enhanced the
fluorescence of the labeled dendrimers (data not shown). Such metal-enhanced fluorescence
(MEF) has been observed before (310) for Cu(II)-dye interaction and is understood as
distance dependent. For example, low concentrations of the Cu(II) ions could result in
formation of Cu(II) nanoclusters, while high concentrations of the Cu(II) ions could form
continuous thick film like aggregation with G4-Sac dendrimers through their mutual
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coordination. In the former case the fluorescence of labeled G4-Sac dendrimers could be

Figure 4-4. Average fluorescence emission intensity of G4-Sac- Cu(II) complexes with (red bars) and
without (blue bars) Au-NWs (295).

enhanced by the plasmons coupled from the Cu(II) nanoclusters. In other words, a mirror
electric dipole could first be induced in the metal by the fluorophore and the surface
plasmons associated with the metal could in turn be efficiently coupled back to excite the
fluorophore. Since the scattering capability of Cu(II) responsible for the MEF effect is
relatively weak (311), the differences in fluorescence enhancement were unremarkable for
Cu(II) ranging between 0.2 M to 2 nM. In contrast, the fluorescence of dendrimers
conjugated with Au-NWs was quenched for Cu(II) of 20 M to 2 nM. This quenching was
induced by the Cu(II) ions bound to the dyes of the dendrimers that were adsorbed onto the
Au-NWs. The absorption cross-section of Cu (Cu=5.80 at 520 nm) is much larger than that
of Au (Au=1.86 at 520 nm) (310), while the MEF of Cu is less pronounced compared to
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Au. The enhanced fluorescence due to the SPR scattering by the Au-NWs favored the
optical absorption of Cu(II) and, hence, quenching was observed for Cu(II) even at a
concentration of 2 nM. Also indicated in Figure 4-4 are the percents of fluorescence
quenching observed with decreasing Cu(II) concentrations, calculated as:
[(Io – I)/Io]%

(4-2)

where I0 is the intensity of the control with Au-NWs, and I is the intensity of the Au-G4Sac-Cu(II) complexes. We therefore conclude that the detection limit for Cu(II) by our
experimental scheme is 2 nM, equaling or exceeding the performance of most copper
detection techniques reported in the recent literature (299-307).

4.5. Evaluating the Selectivity of Dendrimers towards Cu(II)
To investigate the cation selectivity of G4-Sac toward copper Cu(II), other
environmentally metal ions of chromium, manganese, lead, and mercury were used.
Solutions of the metal ions mixed with G4-Sac, in the absence or presence of Cu(II), were
prepared with a final concentration of 20 M of each metal ion and equilibrated for 30 min
prior to measurements. The emission spectra were recorded in the wavelength range of 625–
665 nm upon excitation at 580 nm. Each curve was averaged over three measurements.
In the solution containing the transition metal ions in the absence of Cu(II) (Figure
4-5), no significant quenching of the G4-Sac fluorescence was observed (dashed versus solid
curve). However, after Cu(II) was included in the metal matrix, the fluorescence intensity of
the labeled G4-Sac was quenched by a maximum 4.8% at 642 nm (dotted curve). The
dendrimer used in our experiment had succinamic acid surface groups which offered typical
carboxylic acid reactivity. Although the anionic surface groups of the dendrimer are expected
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Figure 4-5. (a) Selectivity of G4-Sac toward Cu(II). Solid curve–control labeled G4-Sac; dashed
curve—labeled G4-Sac and metal matrix containing Cr(III), Mn(II), Pb(II), and Hg(II); dotted
curve—labeled G4-Sac, metal matrix, and Cu(II). The concentrations of each metal ion was 20 M.
(b) Time evolution of FRET efficiency between labeled G4-Sac and Cu(II) (295).

to bind with all the metal ions in solution (273), it is well known that Cu(II) has a higher
propensity compared to other metal ions in binding with carboxylates (312). In addition,
Cu(II) quenches more efficiently than other metal ions due to its strong paramagnetic
properties (301, 313). Nevertheless, the observed small percent of fluorescence quenching by
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Cu(II) in Figure 4-5 (a) further emphasizes the significance of our scheme of utilizing the
SPR of Au-NWs. Also shown in Figure 4-5 (b) is the time evolution of the FRET efficiency
between labeled G4-Sac and Cu(II). A maximum efficiency of 19.5% was observed 15 min
after the Cu(II) was added to the dendrimer solution, indicating occurrence of maximum
interaction between the Cu(II) and the dendrimer. The subsequential reduction in the FRET
efficiency could be due to the increased interaction between the G4-Sac-Cu(II) complexes,
which would hinder the loading of copper onto the dendrimer.

4.6. Discussions and Summary
In summary, a new scheme has been devised for the selective and sensitive detection
of Cu(II). This method combines the advantages of established dendrimer physical
chemistry with the field enhancing effect of Au-NWs under light illumination. Using this
assembly of dendrimer-Au-NW we have successfully detected Cu(II) down to the
concentration of 2 nM (295). This sensitivity is comparable with the sensing schemes based
on silver and gold nanoclusters (312, 314), and is advantageous due to the facile design of
our approach. The detection limit of our scheme could be substantially improved in
principle by optimizing the polarization direction of the illumination light, diameter of the
Au-NWs, generation/size of the dendrimers, pH and temperature of the solvent, or by
integrating with nanoelectronic devices such as NW-field effect transistors or nanofluidics.
Further, the specificity of the detection scheme can be enhanced by maximizing the spectral
overlap between the dendrimer label and the metal ions under study, or combining the
current technique with analytical tools such as NMR and Raman spectroscopy.
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CHAPTER FIVE
ENVIRONMENTAL APPLICATIONS OF NANOMATERIALS
III. Dendritic Nanotechnology for Remediating Discharged Nanoparticles

Chapter five focuses on the use of dendritic nanotechnology and molecular selfassembly for capturing potentially harmful discharged nanoparticles in the aqueous
environment. Here we show that PAMAM dendrimers of both generations 1 (G1) and 4
(G4) can host 1 fullerenol per 2 dendrimer primary amines as evidenced by isothermal
titration calorimetry (ITC), DLS and spectrofluorometry (354). Thermodynamically, the
interactions were similarly spontaneous between both generations of dendrimers and
fullerenols, however, G4 formed stronger complexes with fullerenols resulting from their
higher surface charge density and more internal voids, as demonstrated by
spectrofluorometry. In addition to hydrogen bonding that existed between the dendrimer
primary amines and the fullerenol oxygens, hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions also
contributed to complex formation and dynamics. Such hybrid of soft and condensed
nanoassembly may have implications for environmental remediation of discharged
nanomaterials and entail new applications in drug delivery.
5.1. Introduction
Nanoscale assembly is an area of active research that has great implications for
molecular design,

biological sensing,

environmental

remediation, nanofabrication,

supramolecular chemistry, energy, and catalysis (315, 316). Within the pH range of 7-10,
PAMAM dendrimers bind to ions through multiple mechanisms, including Lewis acid-base
complexation with their primary and tertiary amines serving as donors, ion-pairing with
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charged terminal groups, and non-specific interactions that result from the physical
encapsulation of ions in interior cavities which may involve interactions with trapped
counterions or water molecules (170, 242, 295, 317). Generally, lower-generation dendrimers
bind to guest molecules or ions more effectively due to their more accessible interior which
offers decreased mass transfer resistance and facilitates more guest-host collisions than their
higher generation counterparts (317). Importantly, dendrimers can also reversibly release
contaminant loads through changes in the solvent pH and electrolyte strength, or via a UV
trigger. For example, using PAMAM and PPI dendrimers Diallo et al. (170, 242) selectively
removed Cu(II) and perchlorate (ClO4-) from water. Once dendrimer-Cu(II) or dendrimerClO4- complexes were formed, they were eliminated from aqueous solutions by UF.
Regeneration of the dendrimers, at 90% or above, was realized when the solution pH was
lowered to 4 to release Cu(II) and raised to 9 to unload ClO4-. The primary mechanism
behind the regeneration was attributed to the pKa values of the primary (~7) and tertiary
(~4) amine groups of the PAMAM dendrimers (318). Protonation of the tertiary amines at
pH 4 coordinating with the Cu(II) resulted in electrostatic repulsions, whereas deprotonation
of the primary amines at pH 9 reduced the attractions between the ClO4- and the
deprotonated amines. Recently, there has been increased interest in dendrimer host-guest
supramolecular assembly (319). Indeed molecular dynamics simulations have shown that
protonation of the dendrimer amines favor intermolecular hydrogen bonding with guest
species, in addition to other non-covalent intermolecular forces such as ionic bonding, polar
and van der Waal’s forces(320).
In addition to environmental and industrial applications, dendrimers can bind either
covalently or noncovalently with small and macro-biomolecules as well as metal ions, and act
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as transporters for the delivery of genes, drugs, prodrugs, MRI contrast agents, and viral
inhibitors (171, 239, 321). The feasibility of such applications is established upon the
understanding that PAMAM dendrimers interact readily with phospholipids and show high
permeability through cell membranes (321-325), thereby rendering them non-viral
transporters with high efficacy (324). The biocompatibility of dendrimers has been a topic of
concern, but toxicities were reported for PAMAM dendrimers of generations seven and
larger, and only minimally (326). Additionally, such toxicity can be reduced by neutralizing
the surface charge of the dendrimer or converting the surface charge to anionic (172).
In contrast to the “soft” polymeric dendrimers, fullerenes and their derivatives are
carbon-based, single-molecular particulates that possess appealing mechanical, thermal,
electrical, physicochemical, and redox properties; the last two aspects endowed them a name
of “nanopharmaceuticals” (327). Consequently, fullerenes and their derivatives are building
blocks for designing nanoscaled assemblies for promising physical, biological, and medicinal
applications. For example, photovoltaic devices made of polymer-fullerene derivatives -where the polymer acts as the electron donor and the fullerene as the electron acceptor –
have been studied and commercialized (328-331). Conjugation of murine anti-gp240
melanoma

antibody

to

fullerene

C60

with

cross-linker

N-succinimidyl-3-(2-

pyridyldithio)propionate (SPDP), has been shown to preserve the drug potency and facilitate
the development of fullerene immunotherapy (332).
Hydrophobic fullerenes C60 and C70 show a propensity for the amphiphilic lipid
bilayer and can potentially impact cellular processes including electron transport in the
photosystems of plant species. Water-soluble fullerene derivatives C60(OH)x -- or fullerenols
-- have been found effective in suppressing ROS and the toxicity of copper, and have been
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employed as glutamate receptor antagonists and antiproliferative, neuroprotective or
anticancer agents (331, 333). Along with these biological and medicinal applications, the fate
of fullerenes and their derivatives in living systems has become a topic of much research
effort, especially over the past decade (32, 334-336). Using in vitro and in silico studies Sayes et
al. (337-341) and Qiao et al. (338) delineated the differential cytotoxicities of pristine and
functionalized fullerenes, and attributed such contrasting cell responses to lipid peroxidation,
hydrophobicity, and distribution of potential of mean force associated with the nanoparticles
in a lipid bilayer. Others (339) and our group (342) showed that fullerenol could inhibit
polymerase chain reaction and microtubule polymerization in vitro. Specifically, the surface
hydroxyls of fullerenol C60(OH)20 complexed with the triphosphate oxygens of nucleotides
and nucleic acids and with the alpha helices and the junctions of tubulin dimers through
hydrogen bonding (H-bonding), as well as hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions. In
addition, water-soluble C60(OH)20 compromised plasma membranes to induce necrosis in
Allium cepa cells, driven by concentration gradient of the NPs across the hydrophobic plant
cell wall (343, 344).
In view of the promises of fullerenes and dendrimers for nanomedicine, and in view
of the crucial need for developing new strategies for mitigating the potential adverse effects
of environmental discharge of nanomaterials, here we show a novel self-assembly of
PAMAM dendrimers and fullerenols and elucidate the underlying physical chemistry and
thermodynamics for such assembly. Both generations 1 and 4 (i.e., G1 and G4) dendrimers
have been employed to take advantage of their versatile morphology, charge density (8 and
64 primary amines per G1 and G4 dendrimer, respectively), and radius of gyration. In
addition to providing a fundamental basis for dendrimer environmental applications and
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drug delivery, this study also serves as a proof-of-concept that nanomaterial discharge -- an
emerging environmental concern – may be remedied by alternative nanotechnologies.

5.2. Materials
Amine terminated PAMAM dendrimers with ethylenediamine cores of generations 1
(MW 1430, 9.98 wt % in H2O) and 4 (MW 14,215, 14.04 wt % in H2O) (G1 and G4,
respectively) were purchased as aqueous solutions from Dendritech, Inc. Polyhydroxy-C60
(C60(OH)n, fullerenol hereafter, n~18-22) was purchased from BuckyUSA. An average of 20
OH groups per fullerenol molecule was assumed for all measurements. All materials were
used as received. The stock fullerenol suspension of 1 mM was prepared in deionized water
by bath sonication for 30 min.

5.3. An Empirically Determined Ratio of Dendrimer-Fullerenol Assembly
The average hydrodynamic diameter, particle size distribution and polydispersity
indices (PDI) of the dendrimer-fullerenol assemblies were measured using a Nanosizer (S90,
Malvern Instruments). The pristine dendrimer and fullerenol aqueous solutions were filtered
with Anotop filters (Whatman) of 20 nm pore size prior to the measurements. 19 injections
of dendrimer solutions of 8 L each were added to 1.46 mL of fullerenol suspension in a
standard plastic macro-cuvette of path length 1 cm. The dendrimer-fullerenol mixtures were
allowed to incubate for 5 min after each successive injection and 30 sec mixing prior to the
measurements. The pH of the final mixture was 6.5. Three repeats were performed for
statistical error analysis. Surface charges of the pristine dendrimer and fullerenol suspensions
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and that of the dendrimer-fullerenol mixtures at different stoichiometric ratios were
measured using a Zetasizer (NanoZS, Malvern Instruments).
As shown in Table 5-1, the hydrodynamic diameter of fullerenol averaged 4.4 ± 3.8
nm at 10 M and 5.1 ± 5.1 nm at 100 M, indicating the association of fullerenols as a result
of hydrophobic and hydrophilic partitioning. The zeta potentials of both G1 and G4
dendrimers were positive due to their protonated primary amines at neutral pH (Table 5-1).
Upon addition of G1 and G4 dendrimers to fullerenol solutions, however, the average
hydrodynamic diameter of the dendrimer-fullerenol assembly increased immediately by an
order of magnitude (Figure 5-1). Also, the stoichiometric ratio of greater than one fullerenol
per primary amine suggested that their binding was more complex than ionic bonding, likely
also involving H-bonding and hydrophobic interaction. For G1 dendrimer, saturation in the
aggregate size was observed ranging between 710-955 nm, for a G1/fullerenol molar ratio of
0.27 (corresponding to 2.19 primary amines per fullerenol) or higher (Figure 5-1 (a)). For G4
dendrimer, uniform sized aggregates were formed until the ratio of dendrimer/fullerenol
reached ~0.03 (corresponding to 2.14 primary amines/fullerenol, Figure 5-1 (b)). As more
dendrimers were added to the suspensions, the fullerenols associated with one dendrimer
started to interact with those bound to neighboring dendrimers to trigger the formation of
dendrimer-fullerenol supramolecular complexes, likely mediated by H-bonding. Such intercluster interactions also occurred in the case of G1/fullerenol system. Interestingly, the
number of primary amines/fullerenol at which inter-cluster aggregation occurred was ~2 for
both G1 and G4 dendrimers. Whereas the sizes of the G1/fullerenol and G4/fullerenol
complexes were comparable (1,000 – 1,300 nm) at a primary amine/fullerenol ratio of ~2,
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precipitation occurred more rapidly for G4 dendrimers (Figure 5-1 (a-c)), implying a stronger
G4/fullerenol association (354).

Table 5-1. Characterizations of fullerenols, PAMAM dendrimers and their assemblies (354).
Particle

Hydrodynamic size
(nm)

Polydispersity index
(PDI)

Zeta potential (mV)

C60OH20 (10 M)

4.4 ± 3.8

1.00 ± 0.00

-21.8 ± 10.9

C60OH20 (100 M)

5.1 ± 5.1

0.68 ± 0.22

-53.8 ± 10.5

G1-NH2 (200 M)

2.5 ± 1.6

0.84 ± 0.12

24.7 ± 3.0

G4-NH2 (50 M)

5.3 ± 1.3

0.74 ± 0.06

23.6 ± 4.8

[G1]/[C60OH20] = 0.05

79.18

0.25 ± 0.03

-25.0 ± 6.5

[G1]/[C60OH20] =1.37

1071

0.24 ± 0.04

9.7 ± 6.4

[G4]/[C60OH20]= 0.001

196.7

0.18 ± 0.02

-52.1 ± 4.9

[G4]/[C60OH20]= 0.04

403.2

0.20 ± 0.03

-12.7 ± 7.8
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5-1. DLS measurements of (a) G1/fullerenol and (b) G4/fullerenol assemblies, and (c) image of
G4/fullerenol complexes at a ratio of number of primary amines of G4/fullerenol = 3 (left) and 2.2
(right). An abrupt increase in the hydrodynamic size of the complexes was observed for both
G1/fullerenol and G4/fullerenol mixtures at a ratio of number of primary amines of
dendrimer/fullerenol ≈ 2 (354).
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5.4. Thermodynamics of Dendrimer-Fullerenol Assembly
ITC was performed with a VP-ITC Isothermal Titration Microcalorimeter
(MicroCal, Inc.) with dendrimers in the injection syringe and fullerenol in the experimental
cell, while the reference cell contained deionized water. Concentration of fullerenol in the
experimental cell was 10 M (0.0106 g/L) for reactions with G1 dendrimer and 100 M
(0.106 g/L) for G4 dendrimer. The concentrations of G1 and G4 dendrimers in the injection
syringe were 200 M and 50 M, respectively. The initial volume of fullerenol in the reaction
cell was 1.46 mL. Each experimental run consisted of 31 to 35 injections of 8 L each at an
interval of 3 min between successive injections. The sample cell was maintained at 25oC and
stirred at 200 rpm. Heats of dilution of dendrimers were subtracted from the final ITC
results. Due to the negligible dilution of fullerenol, heats of dilution of fullerenol were
minimal.

Apparatus

cleaning

was

performed

according

to

the

manufacturer’s

recommendations prior to the experiments. Baseline corrections and data fitting were
performed using automated routines in Origin v.7.0 data analysis and acquisition software
(OriginLab Corp.). Minor corrections were done at user’s discretion. Figure 5-2 shows the
raw ITC data of power vs. time and the resulting peak integrations are plotted as energy per
mole of injectant (ΔH) vs. the molar ratio of dendrimers per fullerenol (n) in the sample cell
after each injection. Analysis of the ITC data was done using the One set of sites model. Due to
the larger size of dendrimers compared to fullerenols, in our experiments, dendrimers were
considered as macromolecules and fullerenols as ligands. Hence, during data analysis, a
selection of ‘Ligand in Cell’ was made. A much larger raw heat was observed in the case of
G4 dendrimers than in the case of G1 dendrimers since, in the case of G4 dendrimers, 44
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fullerenols bound to each dendrimer instantaneously releasing a larger amount of heat,
whereas only one fullerenol binds to G1. It is noted that with fullerenols in the injection
syringe and dendrimers in the experimental cell, we would have observed a lesser raw heat
release due to the presence of excess dendrimers and fewer fullerenols. In such case, it
would have taken a longer time to reach saturation in heat release.
The enthalpic change (∆H) of dendrimer-fullerenol binding indicated a net
exothermic reaction (Figure 5-2). As fullerenols in suspension were being consumed by
dendrimers, the heat released upon each dendrimer-fullerenol binding decreased to reach a
near saturation. The reactions were spontaneous, as indicated by the negative Gibbs free
energy ∆G. Upon binding to fullerenols the much lower entropy ∆S of G1 dendrimers in
contrast to that of G4 dendrimers implies a higher degree of ordering in the G1/fullerenol
system. G1 being more flexible than G4 is arrested on complexation with the fullerenols
leading to an increase in its order in contrast to the highly ordered structure of the pristine
G4 dendrimers. For G1 dendrimer, whose size is comparable to that of fullerenol, the
binding stoichiometric ratio n of fullerenol to dendrimer was ~1. In consistency with the
DLS data, which showed formation of dendrimer-fullerenol supramolecular complexes of
nearly uniform sizes above a G1/fullerenol molar ratio of 0.27 (corresponding to 2.19
primary amines of G1/fullerenol), a gradually decreasing heat release above this ratio was
observed; this suggests lingering interactions between the dendrimer-fullerenol aggregates.
For G4 dendrimer, by contrast, the binding stoichiometric ratio was nearly proportional to
the number of primary amines (64) on the dendrimer, at 44.1. The binding curves also
suggest that saturation was reached faster in the case of G4 dendrimer at a G4/fullerenol
ratio of 0.04 (corresponding to 2.14 primary amines of G1/fullerenol), implying completion
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of the binding and in agreement with the DLS data (Figure 5-1). Such saturation was not
reached for G1 dendrimers, perhaps due to the presence of free fullerenols (354).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5-2. ITC raw data and analysis plots of (a) G1/fullerenol and (b) G4/fullerenol complexes. The
interactions between dendrimers and fullerenols resulted in significant heat release (ΔH = -21.8
kcal/mol for G1/fullerenol and -19.5 kcal/mol for G4/fullerenols). The fullerenol:dendrimer
stoichiometric ratios obtained from data analysis were 1.34 ± 0.04 for G1/fullerenol and 44.1 ± 0.43
for G4/fullerenol. The ΔG values for both G1/fullerenol (-7.69 kcal/mol) and G4/fullerenol (-7.24
kcal/mol) indicate the reactions are similarly spontaneous. G1/fullerenol complexes are also more
ordered (ΔS = -47.4 × 10-3 kcal/mol) than G4/fullerenol complexes (ΔS = -15.8 × 10-3 kcal/mol) (354).

Whereas the spontaneity of the interactions between G1 and G4 dendrimers with
fullerenols was similar, the entropy and enthalpy of the G4 dendrimer-fullerenol interaction
were slightly less than that between G1 dendrimer and fullerenols. This could be attributed
to the more open and hydrophilic structure of G1 over G4 dendrimers. At neutral pH, both
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the interiors of G1 and G4 PAMAM dendrimers remained hydrophobic, while their exterior
primary amines were protonated. Fullerenols, however, were partially negatively charged at
neutral pH, resulting from the high electronegativity of the surface oxygens and
deprotonation of the surface hydroxyl groups (pKa ~ 4) (345). The assembly of dendrimerfullerenol was therefore possibly mediated by ionic interactions between the protonated
dendrimer amines and the negatively charged fullerenol oxygens, as well as by H-bonding
between the fullerenol surface oxygens and the hydrogens on the dendrimer amine groups.

5.5. Intermolecular Interactions in Dendrimer-Fullerenol Assembly
A Cary Eclipse fluorescence spectrophotometer (Varian, Inc.) was used to measure
the fluorescence of the dendrimer-fullerenol assemblies. 1 L of aqueous dendrimer solution
was added in gradient concentrations to 500 L of fullerenol in a 1 mm path length quartz
cuvette and allowed to incubate for 5 min after a 30 sec mixing. Spectrum scans between
400-600 nm of the fluorescence emitted by the control samples and the mixture upon
excitation at 340 nm were conducted after 5 min incubation each time. Fluorescence
intensities were recorded until complete quenching was observed. Measurements were
repeated with three samples for statistical error analysis. Recorded fluorescence spectra were
corrected for their respective blanks (i.e., fullerenols and dendrimers only).
As shown in Figure 5-5, increased dendrimer concentrations resulted in the
quenching of fullerenol fluorescence (346), which was accompanied by a shift in the
fluorescence maximum. This indicates that upon excitation, dendrimers and fullerenols
formed charge-transfer complexes. In the case of G1 dendrimer, above a ratio of 1.9 for the
number of primary amines/fullerenol, scattering from large aggregates resulted in a slight
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increase in fluorescence, whereas precipitation of the large aggregates above that ratio in the
case of G4/fullerenol prevented further measurements. The fluorescence intensity of
fullerenols alone was linearly dependent on its concentration (Figure 5-3 (a,b)). Dendrimers,
in comparison, displayed weak concentration dependence for their autofluorescence (Figure
5-4 (a,b)). However, quenching and peak shift upon fullerenol binding with dendrimers were
notable. Specifically, a blue shift of 21 nm, averages for both G1 and G4-fullerenol, was
observed for increased concentrations of dendrimers bound with fullerenols. Charge-transfer
complexes could be formed between the hydroxyl groups of fullerenol and the protons on
the amines of dendrimers.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5-3. (a) Fluorescence emission of C60(OH)20 at different concentrations. Ex.: 340 nm. Arrow
indicates the direction of increasing concentration. (b) Plot of intensity of fluorescence emission of
C60(OH)20 vs. concentration at Ex/Em = 340/520 nm (354).
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(b)

(a)

Figure 5-4. Fluorescence emission of (a) G1 and (b) G4 at different concentrations. Ex.: 340 nm.
Arrow indicates the direction of increasing concentrations (on the right) in M (354).
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Figure 5-5. Fluorescence emission of fullerenol in the presence of increasing amounts of (A) number
of primary amines of G1 per fullerenol = 0, 0.5, 0.8, 1.1, 1.6, 1.9, and 2.2; and (B) number of primary
amines of G4 per fullerenol = 0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.7, 1.2, 1.6, and 1.9 (354).
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Quenching of fluorescence can be described by the Stern-Volmer equation as (347,
348):

F0
 (1  K SV [Q})(exp V [Q])
F

(5-1)

where Fo and F are the fluorescence intensities of the fluorophore (fullerenol) in the absence
and presence of a quencher (dendrimer), respectively, KSV and V are the Stern-Volmer and
sphere-of-action quenching constants, and [Q] is the concentration of the quencher
(dendrimer). As seen in Figure 5-6, the Stern-Volmer plot is nonlinear with a positive
deviation for G1/fullerenol complexes, indicating simultaneous occurrence of both dynamic
and static quenching. For low dendrimer concentrations, sphere-of-action quenching
dominated. The value of V calculated from the data fitted with Equation 5-1 yielded 0.028 ×
105 M-1. For higher dendrimer concentrations, dynamic or collisional quenching through
charge-transfer, H-bonding and electrostatic interactions between the already formed
complexes and newly added dendrimers dominated, yielding KSV = 0.96 × 105 M-1. A smaller
value of V indicates that the fullerenol fluorescence was quenched primarily by dynamic
quenching between the two species. In the case of G4/fullerenol, the Stern-Volmer plots are
linear throughout (Figure 5-6), indicating the quenching was primarily dynamic. The linear
Stern-Volmer constant KSV obtained from the fitted data is 3.3 × 105 M-1. The three-fold
higher value of KSV for G4/fullerenol complexes is due to the larger surface area of the G4
dendrimers which offers many more intermolecular contacts with fullerenol aggregates than
those observed for G1 dendrimers, thus increasing their efficiency for quenching fullerenols.
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Figure 5-6. Stern-Volmer plots for G1/fullerenol and G4/fullerenol complexes. G1/fullerenol
complexes show coexistence of static and dynamic quenching with a positive deviation in the plot,
whereas G4/fullerenol complexes show primarily dynamic quenching, indicated by the linearity of
the plot (354).

A modified Stern-Volmer equation (Equation 5-2) offers new insight into the
binding affinity of the static quenching process (287).
F
1
1


F f a K a [Q] f a

(5-2)

ΔF is the difference of the fluorescence intensities in the absence and presence of a
quencher, Ka is the effective quenching constant for accessible fluorophores and is directly
related to the binding constant for the quencher-acceptor system (assuming the decrease in
fluorescence stems from static collision due to complex formation), and fa is the fraction of
the fluorophore that is initially accessible to the quencher. The values of Ka (binding constant
between fullerenols and dendrimers) and fa (fraction of accessible fullerenols) are calculated
from plot of Fo/ΔF vs [Q]-1. The value of binding constant obtained in case of
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G4/fullerenol (2.64 × 105 M-1) is in excellent agreement with our ITC results (2.69 × 105 M1

). In contrast, the value in the case of G1/fullerenol (1.0 × 105 M-1) is much lower than our

ITC measurement (4.35 × 105 M-1). Note that ITC measures the binding constant as a result
of combined electrostatic interactions, complex formations, H-bonding, as well as
hydrophobic interactions, whereas those obtained from fluorescence measurements
primarily resulted from complex formation via ionic bonding and Lewis acid-base reaction.
This reiterates our hypothesis that G4 formed stronger complexes with fullerenols than G1
throughout the concentration range used. However, complex formation between G1 and
fullerenols was the strongest in the lower concentration region, after which, large
agglomerates were formed (as shown from the DLS data) due to other interactions through
H-bonding and hydrophobic interactions. The fraction of accessible fullerenols calculated
from the modified Stern-Volmer equation (fa = 1.09 for G1/fullerenol and 1.23 for
G4/fullerenol) implies that, initially, there might be more than one binding site of fullerenol
for dendrimers and the molecular environment of fullerenol was easily accessible to the
dendrimer (354). In addition, the spectral shift observed could be attributed to selective
quenching of exposed vs. buried fluorophore sites of the fullerenol (349).

5.6. Discussions and Summary
The thermodynamics, stoichiometric ratio and binding mechanisms of dendrimerfullerenol assembly have been studied by the experimental techniques of DLS, ITC, and
spectrophotometry. The formation of dendrimer-fullerenol assemblies, at a maximum
loading capacity of ~2 or 44 fullerenols per G1 or G4 dendrimer (corresponding to ~2
primary amines per fullerenol in both cases) was found to be energetically favorable. In
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addition, inter-cluster interactions were evident, as a result of electrostatic forces, Hbonding, ionic bonding, as well as Lewis acid-base reaction as evidenced from the StrenVolmer constants. Apparently, such inter-cluster formation can be controlled by adjusting
both the concentrations of the fullerenol and the dendrimer, and by tuning the molar ratio
of dendrimer to fullerenol. While inter-cluster interaction should be minimized for the
delivery of fullerene derivatives by a dendrimer -- in light of their diffusion in the
bloodstream and eventual cell uptake, inter-cluster interaction is deemed desirable for
mitigating the accidental release of nanomaterials in the environment. Based on our study,
we recommend a G1/fullerenol loading ratio of 0.2-1.6, and G4/fullerenol loading ratio of
0.005-0.02 for drug delivery (the range below precipitation), and a G1/fullerenol loading
ratio of above 1.6, and a G4/fullerenol loading ratio of above 0.02 for environmental
remediation. Furthermore, for both nanomedicinal and environmental applications, the
assembly of dendrimer and fullerenol -- as exemplified in the current study -- may be
extended to that of branched/hyperbranched polymers and nanoparticles of opposite
charge.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This dissertation had two major goals: furthering the fundamental understanding of
the implications of nanomaterials on ecosystems (Part I), and advancing the applications of
nanomaterials for environmental remediation (Part II) -- both aspects were investigated
using the principles of physics and physical chemistry. With these focuses, the following
major observations have been made:

6.1. Part I: Environmental Implications of Nanomaterials
In Chapter two, the effects of the adsorption of two types of synthetic NPs – QDs
and PS NPs on the photosynthetic activities of green algae were investigated. We found that
 water-soluble CdSe/ZnS QDs, a major class of ENPs, have a high affinity for
Chlamydomonas sp. The adsorption of QDs to the algal cell surfaces was a combined
result of nonspecific interactions such as possible electrostatic interactions between
the amine groups of the glycoproteins and the carboxylate groups of the MUA
ligands coated on the QDs, as well as hydrogen bonding between polysaccharides on
the algal cell walls and the latter. The porous structure of the algal cell wall could
have afforded ample binding sites for the QDs;
 the amount of QDs adsorbed onto algae logarithmically depended upon the
equilibrium concentration of the QDs;
 no clear evidence of QDs internalization by algae was found from our TEM study,
although QD adsorption on the algae surface was apparent from our bright field and
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confocal fluorescence imaging. This lack of internalization may be explained as a
result of the thick algal cell wall, the size and mutual aggregation of the QDs, and a
lack of endocytosis capability of the algae;
 the adsorption of QDs hindered the photosynthetic activity of algae, as indicated by
both reduced CO2 depletion for QDs over 100 ppm and declined O2 production for
small doses of QDs. These physiochemical phenomena were likely caused by the
adsorbed QDs which impeded gas flow and nutrients uptake for the algae; although
no apparent algal cell death was observed in our current study implying limited
adversity administered by algal exposure to QDs.
Similarly to QDs, the adsorption of nanosized plastic beads was also found to hinder
algal photosynthetic activities and promote their ROS production. Specifically, we found
that
 such adsorption depended upon the physicochemical properties of the plastic and
the morphological and biochemical properties of the algae. The plausible physical
chemistry for the adsorption, much in favor of the positively charged plastic,
included electrostatic interaction, hydrogen bonding, and hydrophobic interaction
between the algal species and the plastic. A recent study (287) showed that
adsorption of carbonaceous nanomaterials like CNTs and soot did inhibit algal
growth due to the shading effect induced by agglomeration and adsorption of the
nanomaterials onto the algal cells. However, no change in the photosynthetic
activities of the algal cells was observed in that study based on a measurement of the
quantum yield of photosystem II in the thylakoids. Since such approach was focused
on the efficiency of energy conversion at the photosynthetic centers, it yielded
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relative not absolute photosynthetic activity. Conceivably, the relative photosynthetic
activity would reduce only if the protein complex of the photosystem would be
impaired, or viability of the algal cells would be reduced. Since none of these
phenomena were observed in their study, the major contributing factor to the
reduced photosynthetic activity in our study was most likely hindered gas exchange
as a result of NP adsorption onto the porous algal cell walls;
 one possible benefit of the hindered algal photosynthesis lies in the removal of toxic
algal blooms from reservoirs that are used to store drinking water, and from other
aquatic ecosystems where overabundance of algae poses significant economic
concerns.
Since algae are a primary food source for aquatic organisms, further studies to
decipher the mechanisms and long-term effects of the interactions between algae and
various types of ENPs are deemed necessary. It should be noted that not all QDs are alike.
The absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion, and toxicity of QDs may depend on
multiple factors derived from both their inherent physicochemical properties, concentration,
capping material bioactivity, and oxidative, photolytic, and mechanical stability. In addition,
very little is known about the stability of QDs in the environment and into which
environmental compartment (air, water or soil) they would partition into. Such knowledge is
an important prerequisite for evaluating the degradation kinetics of QDs in the environment,
which will in turn dictate their toxicity. In consideration of the biosphere in the
environment, the stability of QDs should also be considered for determining their toxicity in
vivo. A study by Hoshino et al. (350) found that treatment with the QD capping material
MUA alone (without QDs) for 12 h caused severe cytotoxicity in murine T-cell lymphoma
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(EL-4) cells at 100 g/mL. Under oxidative and photolytic conditions, QD core–shell
coatings may degrade, thus exposing potentially toxic capping material or resulting in
dissolution of the core complex to metal components (e.g., Cd, Se). Such released metals
may enter the cell through specific transport channels across cell membrane and once inside
the cell, metals may activate various intracellular enzymes and entire cascades of intracellular
reactions. While several mechanisms are known for the entry of NPs into plant cells (binding
to carrier proteins, aquaporins, ion channels, endocytosis or the creation of new pores) (351),
it is not yet known which mechanisms are at play for Chlamydomonas sp. and further studies in
elucidating such mechanisms are necessary for fully understanding the ecotoxicological
effects of NPs.

6.2. Part II: Environmental Applications for Nanomaterials
Part II of this dissertation aimed at advancing the fundamental physico-chemical
understanding of dendritic polymers for enabling their application in environmental
remediation, particularly drinking water treatment. To this end, I have (a) described the
essential characteristics of a PAMAM dendrimer in hosting a variety of chemical species
(Chapter three), (b) devised a novel analytical scheme for improving the detection limits of
pollutants by PAMAM dendrimers (Chapter four), and (c) characterized these soft,
environmentally benign nanomaterials for mitigating potentially harmful discharged
nanoparticles from the aqueous environment (Chapter five).

6.2.1. Chapter Three - Understanding the physico-chemical behavior of dendrimers in hosting a variety of
chemical species
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The goal of this chapter was to establish the hosting and releasing capacity of
PAMAM dendrimers for a variety of chemical species. The selective absorption and
maximum loading of a tris-dendrimer was characterized for major chemical species of
environmental relevance, namely – cationic copper, anionic nitrate, and PAH PN at different
pH values. The tri-functionality of the tris-dendrimer could be advantageous owing to its
higher surface charge density than the cationic or anionic monofunctional PAMAM
dendrimers.
The primary host-guest interactions ranged from LMCT complex formation (Cu(II))
to electrostatic (NO3-) and hydrophobic (PN) interactions. Due to its uncharged interior at
high pH, tris-dendrimer afforded relatively hydrophobic and ample cavities for PN
molecules to sequester within. PN molecules are in a high-energy state in an aqueous
environment and hence encapsulation in a hydrophobic dendrimer interior was energetically
favorable. Furthermore, charge-transfer complexation between the aromatic rings of PN and
the tertiary dendrimer amines were also feasible. On the other hand, Cu(II) formed
complexes with the tertiary amines of the dendrimer interior at high pH values. Remarkably,
when the pH was lowered to 2, both PN and Cu(II) were released from the dendrimer
interior. At low pH values, the dendrimer tertiary amines become protonated to render
dendrimer interior hydrophilic; since water molecules are in a lower free energy state inside
the dendrimer than in the bulk exterior, PN molecules were released from the relatively
more hydrophilic interior while Cu(II) ions were ejected due to enhanced electrostatic
repulsions by the protonated amines. In contrast, NO3- ions interacted with the protonated
amines via electrostatic attractions, but were only released when the pH was raised and the
amines became deprotonated. The G4-tris-dendrimer used in this study demonstrated an
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exceptional hosting capacity towards Cu(II) at 64 ions per dendrimer (pH = 10), NO3- at 32
ions per dendrimers (pH = 2), and PN at 10 molecules per dendrimer (pH = 7).
In addition, we have demonstrated efficient removal of dissolved humic acid using
PAMAM dendrimers. HA is an extremely complex molecule consisting of several anionic
chemical groups at neutral pH including carboxyls, hydroxyls, ketones and quinones.
PAMAM dendrimers due to their high degree of surface functionalities behaved as a
“nanosponge” in adsorbing such complex molecular species. Central to this method was
complex formation resulting from electrostatic interactions between the cationic dendrimers
and the anionic HA at neutral pH, whose specific chemical bonds were identified by ATRFTIR. Once charge neutralization was reached, at a stoichiometric ratio of ~2 g/g for
HA:G5-PAMAM, subsequent fast aggregation occurred resulting from hydrogen bonding
and hydrophobic interactions between the neutralized complexes and leading to
precipitation of micron-sized aggregates. However, loading of additional dendrimers restabilized and re-suspended the aggregates via electrostatic repulsion.
Taken together, this above laboratory-scale study has demonstrated that PAMAM
dendrimers cater to a more thermodynamically spontaneous adsorption process towards
various chemical species and environmental pollutants than other conventional water
purification procedures such as RO which require energy to drive the process to completion.
Such properties of PAMAM dendrimers should appeal to future generations of water
treatment devices.
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6.2.2. Chapter Four- An enhanced detection of pollutants using dendrimers
In Chapter four, a novel optical scheme based on the field enhancing effect of an
Au-NW was developed to selectively detect Cu(II) in aqueous solutions, down to the nM
range by PAMAM dendrimers electrostatically immobilized on the Au-NW substrate. Such a
detection limit is by far the lowest and most feasible amongst commonly used analytical
schemes for metal ion detection. Furthermore, the detection limit of our scheme could be
substantially improved in principle by optimizing the polarization direction of the
illumination light, diameter of the Au-NWs, generation/size of the dendrimers, pH and
temperature of the solvent, or by integrating with nanoelectronic devices such as NW-field
effect transistors or micro- and nanofluidics (352). Additionally, the specificity of the
detection scheme can be enhanced by maximizing the spectral overlap between the
dendrimer label and the metal ions under study, or combining the current technique with
analytical tools such as NMR and Raman spectroscopy.

6.2.3. Chapter Five - Dendritic nanotechnology for remediating discharged nanoparticles
In Chapter five, the unique physico-chemistry of two generations (G1 and G4) of
amine-terminated PAMAM dendrimers were exploited to bind discharged fullerenols in
aqueous systems. Specifically, we found that
 each fullerenol bound with two primary amines per dendrimer (both G1 and G4)
through ionic bonding, and the formation of large aggregates due to inter-cluster
interactions facilitated by H-bonding and hydrophobic interactions were evident.
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Apparently, such inter-cluster formation can be controlled by adjusting both the
concentrations of the fullerenol and the dendrimer, and by tuning the molar ratio of
dendrimer to fullerenol;
 the formation of dendrimer-fullerenol assemblies, at a maximum loading capacity of
~2 or 44 fullerenols per G1 or G4 dendrimer was energetically favorable and
thermodynamically spontaneous;
 complex formation was the strongest between G1 and fullerenols at lower
G1/fullerenol molar ratios, after which large agglomerates were formed due to intercomplex interactions through H-bonding, whereas G4 formed stronger complexes in
a wider molar ratio range due to the larger surface area of the G4 dendrimers which
offered many more intermolecular contacts with fullerenol aggregates than G1
dendrimers.
Such inter-cluster interactions between dendrimer-fullerenol complexes are deemed
desirable for mitigating the accidental release of nanomaterials in the environment; however
they should be minimized for the drug delivery of fullerene derivatives by a dendrimer -- in
light of their diffusion in the bloodstream and eventual cell uptake. Based on this study, we
recommend a G1/fullerenol loading ratio of 0.2-1.6, and G4/fullerenol loading ratio of
0.005-0.02 for drug delivery (the range below precipitation), and a G1/fullerenol loading
ratio of above 1.6, and a G4/fullerenol loading ratio of above 0.02 for environmental
remediation. Furthermore, for both nanomedicinal and environmental applications, the
scope of this study may be extended to that of branched/hyperbranched polymers and NPs
of opposite charge.
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6.3. Future Work
During my PhD research, I have thoroughly studied the fundamental physicochemical properties of PAMAM dendrimers with the goal of promoting their broad
application in drinking water remediation. Results of this dissertation suggest that dendritic
nanotechnology could be developed or integrated into advanced, sustainable, cost and
energy efficient, and biocompatible water treatment technologies.
I’d like to further research on using dendritic polymers for water treatment in the
following areas:
1. Extending the scope of contaminant detection by dendritic polymers and comparing binding capacity
with hyperbranched polymers: Very little is known about interactions between
dendritic polymers and radionuclides. Although, based on preliminary
investigations of using dendrimers as MRI contrast agents and hosting differently
charged ions in their interiors provide a good basis for extending their usage for
radionuclides, thorough experimental detection schemes need to be devised.
Much is to be explored in terms of the binding capacity of hyperbranched
polymers towards different chemical species. Another area to be explored is the
ability of these dendritic polymers to disperse spilled oil (355), a paramount
environmental hazard associated with the daily operation of the petroleum
industry offshore. Energetically, the hydrophobic interior of these polymers at
ambient water pH provide for ample space for hydrophobic oil molecules to
partition in. I intend to explore the above with leading scientists at the Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory during my postdoctoral research.
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2. Understand the behavior of membrane bound dendritic polymers in small systems: Employing
dendritic polymers in water quality control systems involves designing separation
methodologies such as functionalizing membranes with these polymers,
thereafter subjecting them to pressure and temperature gradients existing in small
water treatment systems, understanding their binding capacity with the
membranes, as well as the capture, retention and release of the targeted species.
Future work may be devoted to fill this gap between dendritic polymer science
and development of sustainable systems utilizing these polymeric nanomaterials.
Such research will enable the design, optimization, and large-scale applications of
dendritic polymers towards sustainable water treatment technologies. For
example, functioning of tight UF membranes coated with dendrimers – either
through specific (covalent functionalization) or non-specific (electrostatic)
interactions – and other novel nanostructured membranes such as graphene
nanosheets, could be optimized under ambient water temperature and pressure
conditions, and regeneration of these dendritic polymers in situ could be
evaluated.
3. Evaluate the biocompatibility of dendritic polymers used for water treatment: To fully capitalize
on the promising properties of dendritic polymers for sustainable environmental
remediation, effort must be spent on evaluating the ecological impact of such
synthetic materials. Although a number of dendrimer toxicity and biodistribution
studies have been carried out during the last five years, effects of dendrimer core
and terminal group chemistry, size, shape, hydrophobicity on cell membranes
and whole organisms are not well understood. Furthermore, only a handful
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studies have been published on the fate and transport of dendrimers in the
environment. Hence, a systematic study of the impacts of dendritic and
hyperbranched polymers on ecosystems, especially on the cellular level, is one of
my future research plans.
While over 70% of the earth’s surface is covered by water, only about 3% of it is
available for human consumption. Even worse, in developing countries, 80% of illnesses are
water related. There are 3.3 million deaths in the world every year due to diarrheal diseases.
Research in recent years and in this dissertation has shown great promise of using CNTs,
graphene and dendritic polymers for alleviating this global water crisis. In addition to
providing technical solutions to the staggering challenge for potable drinking water,
regulatory and public acceptance to using nanotechnology for drinking water treatment must
be established. In addition, life cycle assessments of the risks and benefits of these
nanomaterials are crucially necessary.
In addition to environmental remediation, dendritic nanomaterials also show
promise in efficient energy storage and improving fuel cell technology. Due to their
enormous surface area and a high degree of surface functionalities, these polymers can serve
as excellent catalysts as well as energy transfer and storage materials. One of the key areas I
plan to explore is the use of dendritic polymers as electrolytes to prevent the formation of Li
dendrites as a result of overcharging in Li ion battery cells.
It is through this PhD training that I have gained the knowledge and come to the
realization that my future career resides in the truly interdisciplinary and exciting fields of
water treatment and energy applications.
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APPENDIX
A: Glossary of Terms

Symbol

Quantity

AuNW

gold nanowire

CNT

carbon nanotube

CTAB

cetyltrimethylammonium-bromide

DCF

dichlorofluorescein

DCFH-DA

dichlorodihydrofluorescin diacetate

DI

deionization

DLS

dynamic light scattering

EM

electron microscopy

ENP

engineered nanoparticle

EPS

extended poly(styrene)

H-bonding

hydrogen bonding

HA

humic acid

HAA

haloacetic acid

ITC

isothermal titration calorimetry

LOD

limit of detection

MALDI

matrix-assisted laser desorption

MBR

membrane bioreactor

MF

microfiltration

MUA

mercaptoundecanoic acid
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MWCNT

multiwalled carbon nanotube

NF

nanofiltration

NOM

natural organic matter

NZVI

nanoscale zero valent iron

NP

nanoparticle

PAH

poly(aromatic) hydrocarbon

PAMAM

poly(amidoamine)

PCB

polychlorinated biphenyl

PE

poly(ethylene)

PN

phenanthrene

POP

persistent organic pollutant

PP

poly(propylene)

PS

poly(styrene)

QD

quantum dot

RO

reverse osmosis

ROS

reactive oxygen species

SAMMS

self-assembled monolayers on mesoporous supports

SEM

scanning electron microscopy

SPR

surface plasmon resonance

TCE

trichloroethylene

TEM

transmission electron microscopy

THM

trihalomethane

UF

ultrafiltration
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US-EPA

United States Environmental Protection Agency

UV

ultra-violet

ZVI

zero valent iron
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